Community Sentiment Report
(Reflecting stakeholder and public input received in 2020)

Northwest Corridor Community Sentiment Report
This report summarizes community engagement efforts and public feedback for the LinkUS: Northwest
Corridor Mobility Study conducted during the year 2020.
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Executive Summary
As of December 31, 2020, over 780 individuals have shared their insights and opinions through
one of two primary engagement venues for the LinkUS: Northwest Corridor Mobility Initiative.

Primary Components
Round 1 engagement consisted of two primary components:



Thirteen (13) 1.5-hour virtual stakeholder workshops
Online public survey

Key Takeaways
There was general consistency in overall sentiment and priorities for the corridor. These include:
Improved Transportation Options
 Desire for more emphasis on safer and more connected active transportation
(pedestrian/bicycle) facilities, improved transit and sustainable mobility options (and less
auto-centric roadway design).
 80% of participants indicated a desire for future travel options to focus on a combination
transit, walking and biking.
 Many respondents (approximately 18%) specifically indicated a desire for rail-based
transit; however, many also cited interest in “complete” or “real” Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT), dedicated bus lanes and other transit-priority infrastructure.
 The majority of participants (56.4%) indicate a willingness to accept slightly longer car
trips in exchange for more travel choices and transportation safety enhancements.
More Desirable Development Patterns
 Desire for less auto-centric development and more efficient, sustainable use of land
 The majority of participants indicated priorities for new development around transit
stations to be walkable, attractive, and well-integrated with surrounding neighborhoods.
 More (and more accessible) parks and open space
 More affordable housing and higher quality design of new housing developments
 More mixed use development with amenities that serve surrounding neighborhoods
Broad Support for the Six LinkUS Goals
 Sustainability, Equity and Affordability are consistently ranked as high priorities.
 For many Equity is recommended as a broader lens through which the other goals
should be aligned.
 Workforce Advancement and Economic Development vary in priority, but still rank
highly.
 Many view Innovation as a tool to achieve the other goals, but not a goal unto itself.
Frequently Asked Questions
 Many participants posed questions about how improvements will be funded, how quickly
implementation will occur, and whether there is political will to make desired changes.
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Background and Overview
The Northwest Corridor Mobility Initiative is the first major corridor initiative to be launched
under the LinkUS program. This initiative is an extension of foundational planning efforts such
as MORPC’s Insight 2050 Corridor Concepts Study, COTA’s NextGen Plan, and the City of
Columbus’ Connect Columbus initiative. Community engagement conducted for each of these
past planning efforts informed the initial identification of the Northwest Corridor as a priority for
implementation of high capacity transit, other mobility improvements, and coordinated growth
strategies.
Technical work for the Northwest Corridor began in February 2020. The original public
engagement plan called for early engagement efforts in the Spring of 2020; however, the
schedule and engagement methods were required to be modified due to the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic. A LinkUS Framework Strategy and Northwest Corridor Foundations
Report was published on June 30, 2020 with the launch of the LinkUScolumbus.com website. A
brief introductory “mini-survey” for the Northwest Corridor was made available on the website at
that time. This was used to inform the development of a more comprehensive survey and
stakeholder discussion questions which are the focus of this report. Members of the public were
also invited to sign up for updates via the website, helping to build an initial email list for future
engagement efforts.

Purpose and Objectives of Round 1 Engagement
The initial period of community engagement (i.e. “Round 1”) served three primary objectives:





Inform stakeholders and the general public about the LinkUS: Northwest Corridor
Initiative,
Provide an opportunity for the public and other stakeholders to engage with the findings
from the LinkUS Framework Strategy and the Northwest Corridor Foundations Report;
and,
Synthesize and integrate initial community perspectives to help shape the technical
analysis and drafting of initial concepts.

Primary Components
Round 1 engagement consisted of two primary components:



Thirteen (13) 1.5-hour virtual stakeholder workshops
Online public survey

As of December 31, 2020, over 780 individuals shared their insights and opinions through one
of these two engagement venues.
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Stakeholder (Focus Group) Workshops
The community engagement effort began with a series of virtual (Zoom platform) meetings in
August 2020. Subsequent assessment of racial and gender diversity of participants in the first
series of (10) meetings led to expanded efforts with an additional series of (3) focus groups
including broader representation of diverse community interests occurring in October and
November.
The workshops consisted of thirteen 1.5-hour virtual meetings held over Zoom on August 11,
12, 19 and 20; October 8; November 5 and 13.
The workshops included a brief presentation that provided an overview of LinkUS, broadly, and
the Northwest Corridor Initiative. Participants were asked a series of questions on topics
including the LinkUS Goals, mobility within the corridor, development within the corridor and
how the project team should address community questions about the initiative. A combination of
rating, prioritization and open-ended questions were asked. Real-time polling was used to allow
participants to share their thoughts. Discussion was facilitated after each question for a dynamic
and insightful consideration of responses.

Participation
Approximately 100 individuals were invited to participate in the workshops. Stakeholder
workshop participants reflected a wide range of interests and industries, including corridor
based businsesses, healthcare organizations, financial institutions, neighborhood/area
commissions and civic associations, educational facilities including The Ohio State University,
other jurisdictions outside of the city of Columbus, developers and property owners, workforce
development and social service organizations, mobility providers and advocates, and other city,
county, and public agencies. Refer to Appendix A for additional information about workshop
participants and stakeholder group representation.
Multiple options for days and times to meet were offered both during the day and in the evening
for the convenience of participants. Groups of 8-11 individuals were organized into separate, but
identical sessions, with a diversity of stakeholder interests represented in each session.

Key Takeaways
Overarching takeaways from the workshops are presented below, followed by takeaways from
specific questions that were asked:





Among stakeholders there is enthusiasm and generally positive feelings about the
LinkUS initiative and its ability to positively shape the physical and economic aspects of
Central Ohio, specifically the Northwest Corridor.
All LinkUS goals were generally well-supported and the inter-relationship between them
recognized.
In general, participants were responsive to the notion that trade-offs along the Northwest
Corridor relating to mobility will be required in order to address anticipated population
growth in a way that will alleviate congestion and improve quality of life.
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The Northwest Corridor is currently perceived as auto-dominated and more mobility
choices are desired.
The Northwest Corridor is currently perceived as disjointed in physical character and
lacking in high-quality development in many locations; stronger placemaking is desired.
Participants noted that there may be a disconnect between their perspectives and the
perspectives of the general public. (Participants were individuals who are generally
civically engaged and tend to value mobility choice and the kind of development that will
support it.)
Questions about how the LinkUS initiative will be funded and the timeframe in which it
can be implemented are anticipated to be top-of-mind for the public.

Equitable Engagement Efforts
The LinkUS Initiative includes an Equitable Engagement Strategy aimed at expanding the
diversity and quality of engagement through reaching as many representative voices as
possible.
Targeted outreach efforts included invitations to a wide selection of community groups, small
business groups and social service organizations representing communities of color.
Participating organizations are listed in Appendix A.
Key takeaways from these additional workshops indicated general consistency with the
sentiments provided in the first series. However, some specific areas of emphasis emerged:






A greater emphasis on the importance of Workforce Advancement and Economic
Development as a priority LinkUS Goals. Both were seen as a critical elements of
advancing the broader goal of Equity.
A recognition of the cost burden that car-based transportation places on low-wage
workers and the impacts of unreliable, infrequent and slow or convoluted transit routes
on the ability of low-wage workers to access and keep quality jobs.
Concern with the disconnect and distance between quality, affordable housing and
quality, well-paying jobs, with an interest in development patterns that co-locate both.

Detailed Responses
Refer to Appendices A and B for a complete summary of stakeholder workshop participation,
presentation materials and detailed responses from live polling questions. The first series of
workshops are detailed in Appendix C.
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Public (Online) Survey
The public survey was open and available on the project website from August 24, 2020 through
the end of 2020. This survey represents the first major public-facing engagement effort for this
initiative (a shorter “mini-survey” was available on the project website when launched on June
30, 2020 – this was used to develop the more robust survey focused on in this report). The
survey builds on questions and discussion first conducted through the stakeholder virtual
workshop series in August, 2020, and expanded with additional workshops in OctoberNovember, 2020. The survey consisted of 19 questions, including a combination of multiple
choice, rank order and open-ended response types. The public survey is not a statistically valid
survey vehicle, but does represent a robust engagement effort that provides a general gauge of
community sentiment regarding mobility and development in the Northwest Corridor.

Outreach Efforts
A wide variety of methods and outlets were employed to advertise the survey and encourage
participation. Efforts were made to reach multiple, diverse audiences, representing people who
live in, work in, or who may travel through the Northwest Corridor for other reasons. Outreach
efforts were continually monitored for effectiveness and adjusted or further supplemented to
improve participation rates over the course of the survey period.
The outreach efforts employed to advertise and encourage survey participation are outlined
below:
 Stakeholder workshop participants: Approximately 100 participants asked to send the
survey to their networks and promote through social media, e-newsletters, etc.
 Direct employer outreach
 Door Hangers (500, focused on neighborhoods in the corridor with high minority
populations)
 Social media – general social media advertisement by each of the LinkUS partner
agencies, and targeted social media advertisement to communities of color and minority
neighborhoods within the corridor
 Street Team – in person engagement at COTA bus stops

Participation
Over the course of 18 weeks, 674 individuals participated in the survey. Questions 14 through
19 asked respondents for locational or demographic information about themselves to assist in
understanding sentiment among various groups. All demographic questions were voluntary.
Demographic characteristics of respondents are summarized in this section. Responses to
questions 14 and 15 regarding which zip codes respondents work and/or live are summarized
as part of Question 1.




83% of public survey participants live and/or work in the Northwest Corridor.
Majority in the age groups of 26-34 and 35-54.
Despite targeted efforts, people of color were under-represented in the public survey as
compared to the demographics of corridor residents (see Appendix D for demographic
information).
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The following demographic results were provided from online survey participants and do not
include demographic information for stakeholder workshop participants.
Question 16. What is your gender?
The number of female and male respondents were almost equal at 313 and 317 respectively,
which is similar to the gender distribution of the total population in the Northwest Corridor, with
50.3% female and 49.7% male. 29 respondents preferred not to answer and 6 respondents
identified as non-binary (Figure 1).
6
29
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Male
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Prefer not to answer

317

Figure 1. What is your gender?

Question 17. What is your age?
The majority of respondents were aged 35 to 54, followed by 26 to 34. Only 1 respondent was
18 years old or younger (Figure 2). The survey respondents were roughly proportional to the
population of the Northwest Corridor, as those aged 35 to 54 account for the greatest population
percentage in the corridor, followed by individuals aged 26-34 (U.S. Census ACS 2014-2018).
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35 - 54
55 - 64
65 or older
281
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Figure 2. What is your age
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Question 18. Which racial group do you most closely identify with?
The majority of respondents identified as White/Caucasian (Figure 3). According to the U.S. Census
American Community Survey Five-Year Estimates (2014-2018), the demographic profile of the
Northwest Corridor population closely matched the survey respondents for several racial groups.
However, Black/African American and Asian populations were somewhat underrepresented in the
survey, with 3.62% of Black/African American respondents and 2.56% of Asian respondents, while the
Northwest Corridor has a Black/African American population of approximately 6.69% and the Asian
population is roughly 10.66% of the total Northwest Corridor population.
20
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550

Figure 3. Which racial group do you most closely identify with?

Question 19. Are you Hispanic or Latino?
Most respondents were not Hispanic or Latino (Figure 4). The Northwest Corridor has a Hispanic or
Latino population of approximately 4.10% of the total population, whereas the survey results only show
2.89% of respondents identifying as Hispanic or Latino.

45

19
No
Prefer not to answer
Yes

593

Figure 4. Are you Hispanic or Latino?
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Survey Results
Question 1. Do you live and/or work along the Northwest Corridor, or travel through the corridor for
other reasons? (check all that apply).
This was a multiple choice question, with an “other” option. Choices included:
Live, Work, Recreate, Healthcare, Study at OSU, Shopping/Restaurant, Commute through, Social,
Errands, Religious/Worship, Entertainment
400

361

350

323

300
250
200

173

171

Both

Neither

150
100
50
0
Live

Work

Figure 5. Do you live and/or work along the Northwest Corridor, or travel through the corridor for other reasons?

Over half of respondents indicated that they live in the corridor. It should be noted that this is a selfinterpreted response. There is evidence that some respondents identify as living in the corridor but
who’s neighborhood entry suggests they live outside of the immediate study area. This also applies to
some respondents who indicated they work in the corridor. 49.5 percent indicated they work in the
corridor. Approximately 26.5% both live and work in the corridor. Most respondents who either live or
work in the corridor also indicated travel for other reasons. 26.2 percent indicated they neither live nor
work in the corridor, but travel through the area for some other reason (Figure 5).
Which neighborhood/community do you live in? Where do you work?
Participants who indicated they live in the corridor were invited to note their specific neighborhood or
community. Likewise, participants who indicated they work in the corridor were invited to note their
location of employment. These were open-ended questions, left to the interpretation of each participant
regarding how to respond. For those choosing to enter a response, some indicated specific
neighborhood areas or jurisdictions, some indicated subdivisions, apartment or condominium
complexes or other location identifiers. Likewise, places of employment were listed as a mixture of
specific businesses, general areas or communities, addresses, streets or intersections. Responses
were categorized and normalized to provide a general picture of where respondents primarily live or
work. This serves to supplement and add an additional layer of detail to zip code-based responses for
place of residence and employment asked at the end of the survey. Together, these responses provide
an overall picture of where respondents live and work, both within the immediate study area, and
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throughout Central Ohio (approximately 0.6% of respondents indicated they live or work outside of
Central Ohio or outside of Ohio entirely. These numbers are low enough that they do not represent a
significant impact on overall survey response summaries).
Figures 6 and 7 indicate more precise areas of residence or employment based on volunteered
responses. Questions 14 and 15 asked respondents to supply the zip codes in which they live and
work. Figures 15 and 16 at the end of the survey results document depict the zip codes reported, with a
majority of survey respondents living or working in zip codes that include portions of the Northwest
Corridor study area.
It should be noted that the survey was accompanied by a map indicating two geographies representing
the Northwest Corridor study area: a “Focus Area” and a broader “Context Area”. Responses indicate
that some respondents interpreted a broader view of what constitutes the Northwest Corridor as a
geography. This is expected given that a large area within the City of Columbus is known as the
“Northwest Area” and represented by the Northwest Area Civic Association. Likewise, from a
metropolitan perspective, it is clear that respondents living in suburban jurisdictions in the northwest
quadrant of the region also generally identify as living in the Northwest Area or Northwest Corridor. This
includes residents of Grandview Heights, Upper Arlington, and Dublin (all partially included in the
Northwest Corridor Context Area), as well as Worthington, and to a lesser extent, Powell and Hilliard
(which are not included in the study area).
While the immediate focus in this phase of study is the Northwest Corridor Focus Area, the results of
this survey are informative to the broader study area and will serve as a foundation for expanded
engagement in future phases of study for a high capacity transit line and other mobility improvements
extending to the City of Dublin (presumed along the Bethel and Sawmill Road Corridors).
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Figure 6. Where do you live (community)?
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Figure 7. Where do you work (community)?
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Question 2. How do you get around the corridor to complete your daily tasks (check all that apply)
72.1% of respondents travel in the corridor by automobile, with 47.1% indicating automobile as their
only mode of transportation and 25.0% indicating automobile and some other mode. Many indicated the
use a combination of multiple modes of transportation. 17.2% said they ride the bus and use some
other mode of transportation.
Question 3. Are there any ways in which your movement through the corridor could be improved?
This was an open-ended question. A wide variety of responses were provided. Responses were
categorized and normalized in order quantify the general sentiment of respondents. 44.7% indicated
general support for improving transit in the corridor, with approximately half of those specifically
indicating a desire for rail-based transit. 32.3% indicated a specific interest in improving bicycle travel
and 18.5% focused on improving sidewalks, street crossings and walkability. Approximately 18.9%
indicated a primary focus on improving conditions for driving and alleviating traffic congestion; and
9.8% of respondents focused on improving the physical condition of roadways (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Are there any ways in which your movement through the corridor could be improved?

Question 4. How important are each of the following goals to you?
Respondents were asked to rate their personal assessment of the importance of the six LinkUS
Regional Goals on a scale of 1 to 7 (with 1 being not important at all and 7 being very important). It
should be noted that this question was not a rank order prioritization of each goal against the other, but
rather an assessment of how important each individual goal was to the respondent.
All six goals ranked relatively highly.
Responses were analyzed in three ways: the average of all responses, the median response, and the
most frequent response (statistical mode).
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Equity, Affordability, and Sustainability were indicated as the most important to respondents, rated the
highest under each of the three statistical measures. Notably, the most frequent (mode response) for
each of these goals was 7.0, the highest option available. Sustainability received the highest ranks
overall (average 6.1, median and mode response of 7.0). Equity and Affordability received nearly
identical response rates (5.6 and 5.7 respectively, median response of 6.0 and mode response of 7.0).
Workforce Advancement and Economic Development received nearly identical response rates
(average 5.1 and 5.2 respectively, median and mode response of 5.0)
Innovation consistently ranked the lowest, though 84.6% of respondents rated innovation as a 4 or
higher. This is consistent with responses from stakeholder workshops, in which participants expressed
views that innovation should be considered a tool to achieve the other goals, not a goal in and of itself.
Question 5. As growth and development continue in the Northwest Corridor and more people are
traveling in the area, what is your preference for how they travel?
The majority of respondents indicated a preference for future travel in the corridor to occur through a
combination of walking/biking and transit (48.3%) with an additional 21.0% indicating a preference for
transit alone. 8.7% indicated a preference for walking and biking to nearby destinations. 9.0 percent
preferred future travel to occur by driving an automobile.
It should be noted that many respondents indicating a preference for future travel by automobile also
express concern with traffic congestion. While this is not particularly surprising, it does suggest a
potentially contradictory perspective in that future emphasis of automobile travel can be expected to
contribute to increased congestion. Some respondents also indicated a desire for capacity
enhancement, roadway widening/additional travel lanes, adjustments to signal timing, etc., presumably
seen as a means to facilitate auto travel and alleviate congestion. Other respondents disagree with this
view, favoring investment in other transportation modes and questioning the long term effectiveness of
roadway expansion as a congestion management tool.
Question 6. How much do you agree with the following statement? I would like to have more
transportation choices in the Northwest Corridor.
Respondents were asked to rate their level of agreement on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being completely
disagree and 7 being completely agree. The average response was 5.9. The median and most
frequent (statistical mode) responses was 7.0. 73.3 percent of respondents indicated high agreement
(response between 6.0 and 7.0).
Question 7. What would entice you to ride transit more frequently along the Northwest Corridor?
Respondents were given multiple choice options and asked to check all that apply. Options included:
Faster and more frequent service, lower cost than driving, more covered shelters and stop amenities,
more reliable service, more convenient stop locations, modern, more comfortable vehicles, no changes
would entice me to ride more, and I already ride, but would be great if it were improved.
The majority of respondents (74.5%) indicated Faster and More Frequent Service as the reason to ride
transit more frequently along the corridor.
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The top three responses were Faster and More Frequent Service, More convenient stop locations, and
More Reliable Service. A minority of respondents (15.9%) indicated that no changes would entice them
to ride transit more frequently. However, it should be noted that some respondents who selected this
option also checked other options from the list provided. This may suggest a potential interest in riding
transit, or opinions about what elements of improved transit should be prioritized for others, even if they
are uninterested in riding themselves.
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Figure 9. What would entice you to ride transit more frequently along the Northwest Corridor?

Figure 9 provides a complete breakdown of responses.
If respondents indicated that they already ride transit, they were invited to note which line they most
frequently ride. 89 respondents (13.4%) indicated they already ride. Many respondents indicated they
ride multiple COTA bus lines. Lines indicated include:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8*, 9, 10, 22, 31, 32, 33, 61, 72, 73, 102, CMAX, CBUS, 24/COTA Plus, Mainstream
Paratransit (inferred), OSU CABS (Campus Area Bus). The most frequently used lines were 2, 1, 31,
and 5.
Question 8: When considering walking and biking in the Northwest Corridor, where would you like to
see access or safety improvements made?
This was an open-ended question. Respondents provided a wide variety of responses. The majority of
responses were supportive of improved pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure.
Some responses indicated specific locations, such as an intersection or a particular roadway segment.
Others were more general, indicating a roadway or area more generally.
Some responses identified locations outside of the study area.
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A small minority of responses were ambivalent or hostile to improvements for walking, biking and
transit. These tend to correlate with place of residence zip codes outside of the I-270 outer belt and
suggest a perspective that is primarily oriented toward facilitating long distance commuter traffic.
Though the question asked where respondents would like to see access or safety improvements for
walking and biking in the corridor, many respondents indicated specific improvement types. The most
common were bike lanes, sidewalks, bikeways including bike paths and trails, general safety
improvements, and multiuse paths. Protected bike lanes and crosswalks were also mentioned thirty or
more times. Other responses included amenities for bikes, trash receptacles, benches, and street trees.
Figure 10 shows the aggregated responses for types of improvements.
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Figure 10. When considering walking and biking in the Northwest Corridor, where would you like to see access or safety
improvements made?
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Geographic Correlations
Several responses indicated a need for improved roadway crossings for pedestrians and bicyclists.
Many respondents expressed interest in connecting existing trails to neighborhoods and other areas. A
lot of comments centered on the Olentangy River Trail and the need for increased connections,
crossings, and access points. Respondents routinely mentioned the need for east-west trails,
connections, and routes.
Roadways that were mentioned multiple times included Bethel Rd, Sawmill Rd, West Case Rd, High St,
Indianola Ave, Olentangy River Rd, Fifth Ave, Riverside Dr, N Broadway St, Henderson Rd, SR 161,
SR 33, Lane Ave, Kenny Rd, King Ave, North Star Rd, Third Ave, Fifth Ave, Fourth St, Godown Rd,
Ackerman Rd, Goodale St, Milton Ave, and Reed Rd. In particular, a need for sidewalks along Kenny
Rd and general pedestrian improvements along streets such as Bethel Rd, Henderson Rd, and
Olentangy River Rd. Responses included some specific roadways with extents described. Those
responses along with the roadways mentioned are mapped in Figure 11 on the following page.
Selected responses:
“More access points to Olentangy Trail.”
“Everywhere! There needs to be system of safe and connected protected bike lanes/infrastructure.”
“Biking is fine - but need to have them OFF of the main roads and give them SAFE places. Mingling
them and taking lanes away from already congested areas is no good. The bikes take risks.
Dangerous to drivers and riders.”
“Honestly, as a resident of Columbus' east side I don't think that it is feasible for me to not drive a car if
this improvement is only available in this area. I worry a lot about the idea of equitable access and
worry that the demographic of citizens being excluded from this transportation plan reinforces long
standing racial, ethnic and socioeconomic exclusions.”
Everywhere. Biking and walking are still incredibly dangerous activities in Columbus. All bike lanes
need to be protected and enforcement of bike safety laws needs to be stepped up.
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Figure 11. When considering walking and biking in the Northwest Corridor, where would you like to see access or safety
improvements made?
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Question 9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation choices can be enhanced by changes that
also cause cars to move more slowly on city streets. How would you feel if some of your car trips took a
few minutes longer in exchange for more travel choices and safety enhancements in the Northwest
Corridor?
Respondents were asked to rate their level of agreement on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being completely
disagree and 7 being completely agree. The average response was 5.3. The median response was 6.0
and the most frequent (statistical mode) response was 7.0. 54.6% of respondents indicated a strong
level of support for this statement (6.0 to 7.0).
Major Takeaway: The majority of respondents favored the idea of modest tradeoffs in vehicular travel
time in support of increased travel options and safety improvements.
Question 10. When considering recent development trends in the Northwest Corridor, I’d like to see
MORE . . .
Respondents overwhelmingly wanted to see more bikeways, including many answers specifically
requesting protected bikeways as well as amenities for bicycling such as bike repair stations and bike
parking at businesses. Second to the need for more bikeways were pedestrian improvements, which
included sidewalks, multiuse paths, and pedestrian only areas. Transit service was mentioned 60 times,
including dedicated lanes, bus rapid transit, and frequent service (Figure 12).
Other recent development trends respondents wanted to see more of included density and mixed use
development, transportation options, affordable and mixed income housing, parks and open space,
light rail, restaurant and retail amenities, and roadway improvements. The need for local and small
businesses, mixed income retail, business diversity, and grocery stores populated the responses for
restaurant and retail amenities. Roadway improvements centered on roundabouts, making intersections
safer, street repairs, reducing traffic congestion, express travel lanes, street cleaning, and traffic
control.

Figure 12. When considering recent development trends in the Northwest Corridor, I’d like to see MORE . . .
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Remaining responses consisted of safety improvements, infill and sustainable development, transit
oriented development, street trees, enhanced roadway crossings, traffic calming, transit stops, stations,
and amenities, lighting, place-making, quality architecture, accessibility, infrastructure improvements,
entertainment options, micro-mobility, equitable access, and single family housing.
Question 11. When considering recent development trends in the Northwest Corridor, I’d like to see
LESS . . .
Respondents particularly wanted to see less auto-centric development, specifically requesting less
suburban development, sprawl, and strip malls (Figure 13). Unsurprisingly, the second most frequent
response was motor vehicles and third, was traffic congestion. Respondents also wanted to see less
large and expensive apartment complexes and luxury condominiums as well as less resources put
towards prioritizing motor vehicles through roadway widening, additional lanes, and new roadways.
Other responses included parking lots, especially large surface lots with unused capacity, high traffic
speeds, chain retail and restaurants, luxury housing developments, and retail/commercial development.
Remaining responses included alternative modes of transportation either in support of against. For
instance, respondents said they’d like to see less bikeways, but others wanted to see more bike and
pedestrian infrastructure. Additionally, shared bicycle lanes were viewed unfavorably due to high traffic
speeds while respondents also wanted to see less scooters on sidewalks. Vacant buildings and
unaffordable housing were mentioned several times, as well as the impacts on the Olentangy River and
diminishing green space due to development pressures.

Figure 13. When considering recent development trends in the Northwest Corridor, I’d like to see LESS . . .

Both Questions 10 and 11 were open-ended. Though the questions asked about development, many
responses were transportation-focused or dealt with the interrelationship of development and
transportation. Responses were categorized into themes to capture general sentiment and allow for
some level of quantification. Responses were also reviewed individually to identify representative
21

statements from selected respondents. A summary of themes and selected, representative responses
is provided below. Because many respondents intermixed or expanded upon their answers between
these two questions (e.g. discussing something would like to see more of in question 10, or less of in
question 11), a combined summary of responses to both questions is provided here. All direct
responses are provided in Appendix E.

Themes and Selected Responses
Less Auto-centric Development
The majority of respondents indicated a desire for less auto-oriented development and less
prioritization of automobile travel. Responses in this theme range from a focus on improving safety for
vulnerable roadway users to improving the quality and character of the built environment. Many
responses indicated a desire for less “sprawl” or “suburban style” land use, fewer strip malls, chain
stores, single-story development with large parking lots in front of buildings.
A minority of respondents have the opposite view, preferring easy access to destinations by car with
free and ample parking.
I’d like to see less. . .
“Auto dependency where driving is the only option.”
“Cars! More speed limit control. More places to safely walk and bike.”

More Emphasis on Active Transportation, Transit and Sustainable Transportation
Options (and Less-Auto-centric Roadway Design)
A majority of respondents indicated a desire for enhanced pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure,
including better and more connected sidewalks and dedicated bike lanes, and safer street crossings.
Some respondents desire dedicated on-street bike facilities. Others desire separated trails and paths.
Some respondents that are more focused on improving car travel cite a desire for off-street paths in
order to remove bicyclists from roadways.
I’d like to see less. . .
“Road construction projects that are completed without improving bike/pedestrian accessibility.”
I’d like to see more. . .
“Walkable, transit oriented development and safety improvements for ALL modes.”
“Bike trails/sidewalks, micro-mobility options, covered bus stops and more clean, reliable, fast bus
service.”

Transit
Many respondents cite support for improved transit service and transit infrastructure. Some directly
indicate a desire for dedicated bus lanes. Many cite a specific desire for light rail or a “train” or subway
system. Some of these respondents indicate a support for improved bus service and “real BRT”
(meaning operation within a dedicated transit-way), with a stated desire for rail if possible. Others cite
rail as a necessity, indicating a lack of confidence in buses as an effective form of high capacity transit,
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and/or are skeptical that the general public will have confidence in a bus-based high capacity transit
service.
A minority of respondents indicate no support for transportation options other than automobile travel.
I’d like to see less. . .
“Efforts to ease vehicular traffic - Focus on active transportation and transit access”
I’d like to see more. . .
“Dedicated transit infrastructure, trains, bus rapid transit lanes and stations, separated bike lanes,
pedestrian only areas.”

More Parks and Open Space
Many respondents indicate a desire for more parks and open space/greenspace. Some cite concern
with recent denser housing development not providing open space.
I’d like to see less. . .
“Bare land - keep trees (or add more trees) when developing areas.”
I’d like to see more. . .
“More green space. There’s no place for water to drain which results in flooding”
“Natural areas to offset growth.”
“New parks and green corridors that connect to the bike/ped network.”

More Affordable Housing and Less Expensive or “Luxury” Housing
Many respondents indicated a concern with recent multifamily housing developments, which they
consider to be unaffordable. Many use the phrase “luxury” and question the word’s accuracy in
describing the quality of recent projects. Many respondents who indicated support for affordable and
mixed income housing also cite concern that recent apartment and condominium projects are
unaffordable, characterizing them as “expensive” and “high-end”. Responses vary in terms of specific
concerns. Some cite the size of projects (either the size of buildings themselves) or the number or
density of unis. The word “monolithic” is often used to characterize recent projects. Some express
concern that buildings are not built to last, lack architectural character, and will degrade in quality over
time. Some respondents simply indicate a desire for less “apartments” or “condos”, though the word
“luxury” is often used as a signifier of type. Some responses cite “high rise” condo or apartment
buildings. Some of this sentiment is also related to concerns about more apartments either not having
adequate parking and/or further contributing to traffic congestion.
I’d like to see less. . .
“Apartment developments that do not include commercial space”
“Mega Apartment complexes that are not affordable”
“Expensive housing developments with tax deductions. Low income housing is vital.”
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I’d like to see more. . .
“Dense, mixed-use, mixed-income with access to green space.”
“Low income housing near public transportation lines, changed to existing zoning to allow multiple
homes on a parcel of land.”
“Affordable housing, amenities for walking and biking, green space.”

More Efficient Use of Land
Many respondents indicated a desire for more efficient or sustainable development patterns. Some
specifically cite a desire for more density and more integration of uses. This sentiment connects to
themes noted above. On the one hand, it represents a desire for alternative development patterns to
the more conventional auto-oriented, “suburban” development that many respondents do not favor. It
also relates to concerns cited about large, single-use apartment or condo housing developments – with
respondents desiring development that provides housing mixed with other uses.
It may be inferred that at least some respondents indicating a desire for less “apartments” may actually
be more concerned with the style and design of recent multifamily projects, coupled with concerns
about affordability – and not necessarily a blanket opposition to all apartments or condominium units.
However, some respondents do specifically cite a desire for more “reasonably priced home owner
opportunities.”
I’d like to see less. . .
“Developments that do not utilize the full potential of the land. Under-built developments”
“Recent developments makes me feel like they will just try and tackle car congestion with practices of
the past that haven't been proven to work. Columbus is big enough to bring more progressive
changes.”
I’d like to see more. . .
“Developments built in insolation without thinking of walkable, bikeable and transit connectivity to
shopping, work, etc.”
“Of apartment complexes only, more multiuse development, residential, retail and commercial.”
“Housing at lower price points, Multi-story buildings (7+ stories, more density), affordable mixed use
establishments”
“Attractive and thoughtful development. We need trees and sidewalks, and buildings that engage with
the sidewalks.”
“Sustainable developments, more unique architecture, developments that mirror existing/long term
architectural styles.”
Major Takeaway: It is likely that many respondents hold conflicting priorities. For instance, a desire for
more affordable housing, but also concerns about density. Similarly, a desire for more active
transportation and transit improvements, but also a desire to improve traffic flow.
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Question 12. What would your expectations be for any future development around transit stations or
mobility hubs? (Select only three.)
When considering future development around transit stations or mobility hubs, survey participants
prioritized development that includes walkable and attractive places, integrates with the surrounding
neighborhood, and is accessible by various transportation modes (Figure 14). Respondents were
allowed to select up to three options. Other responses included all of the options, density, affordability,
commercial space, limiting cars and pollution, supporting car travel, more reliable public transportation,
and incorporating green space and natural areas.
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Figure 14. What would your expectations be for any future development around transit stations or mobility hubs?

Question 13. Are there any other thoughts you would like to share about the future of the Northwest
Corridor?
226 respondents shared additional thoughts on the future of the Northwest Corridor. 15.5% of those
respondents asked for light rail to be installed in the corridor, followed by 14.2% that indicated a need
for public transit and/or bus rapid transit. Resondents requested convenience when considering public
transit options and prioritized walking, biking, and transit over motor vehicles. Many respondents
indicated that the need for equitable development decisions, affordable housing, and sustainable
design. Other comments included integrating development decisions into existing neighborhoods in
order to maintain their own unique identities, and to support local businesses. Respondents wanted to
see greenspace and natural areas maintained or expanded, dedicated bike lanes, and less traffic
congestion. Long-term improvements, competitiveness with other cities, and diversity of development
were also mentioned as important elements for the future success of the Northwest Corridor.
Interestingly, a couple respondents wished to remove SR 315 altogether, while another few wanted to
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make improvements to the roadway. Some respondents expressed concern over maintenance of the
current roadway system as well as potential drainage issues as development continues.
Selected responses:
“Make it easier to use the bus and walk in Columbus, less cars.”
“We're falling so far behind other innovative cities and sustainable lifesyles. We need to do more to
encourage walking and biking and not have cars be the default mode of transportation.”
“Be fearless, and do what is best for all involved, not just the big developers. Equity is not just about
creating materials in different languages, it is a frame of mind.”
“I would love to see the Northwest Corridor set the standard for innovative mixed-use transportation,
housing, and commercial development. That includes the first light rail or dedicated rapid transit.”
“Don't cater to absolute convenience to the car in accessing businesses. Parking structures not lots.
Make walking, biking and transit the more convenient mode to access businesses.”

Question 14. What zip code do you live in?
The majority of respondents lived in zip code 43202, followed by 43214, 43212, 43017, 43235, 43201,
43220, 43085, 43221, 43206, 43215, 43204, 43016, 43065, and 43224. Additional zip codes were
reported by less than ten respondents each. Figure 15 shows the distribution of where respondents live
based upon zip code.

Question 15. What zip code do you work in?
Most respondents work in zip code 43215, which correlates with downtown Columbus. Respondents
also worked in zip codeds 43210, 43212, 43201, 43202, 43214, 43017, 43085, 43220, 43221, 43235,
and 43222. 12 respondents said they were retired. Other zip codes and answers were reported by less
than ten respondents each. Figure 16 shows where respondents work by zip code.
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Figure 15. Where do you live (zip code)?
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Figure 16. Where do you work (zip code)?
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Appendices
Appendix A. Stakeholder Workshops Summary
Participants in the stakeholder workshops represented the following organizations:




























AAA (Aging Population Focus)
Age Friendly Columbus
Battelle
Building Industry Association of Central
Ohio
CampusParc
Cardinal Health
Casto
Child Development Council of Franklin
County
City of Columbus Public Health
City of Dublin
City of Grandview Heights
Clinton Township
Clintonville Area Commission
Columbus Council Communications
Columbus Metropolitan Housing
Authority
Columbus Urban League
Columbus Works
Columbus Young Professionals
Corridor Hotels
Cover My Meds
Crawford Hoying
DRK - Metro Realty
Economic & Community Development
Institute
EMH&T
Fifth by Northwest
Franklin County
Franklin County Board of
Developmental Disabilities
































Franklin County Economic Development
& Planning
Franklin County Engineer
Franklinton Board of Trade
Goodwill Columbus
Grandveiw Heights
Habitat for Humanity
Harrison West Society
Homeless Families Foundation
Homeport
Human Service Chamber
Lyft / CoGo
MORPC
Mount Carmel Health
NAACP
Northwest Civic Association
Ohio Department of Transportation
Ohio Health
OSU Faculty/Harrison West Society
OSU Wexner Medical Center
PAST Foundation
Share
Smart Columbus
Spectrum
Thrive Co.
Transit Columbus
Upper Arlington
White Castle
Workforce Development Board
Yay Bikes!
YWCA
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Participants in the thirteen stakeholder workshops responded to survey questions throughout the virtual
meetings. A total of 10 questions were asked during the meeting using Mentimeter, a live polling
platform. The first question was intended as an icebreaker and introduction to the live polling platform,
and is not included within the overall results. The results of the questions are summarized below.
Individual results from the Mentimeter questions are contained in Appendix B.
Question 2. How important are each of the LinkUS goals to your community or constituency (from 1-7,
with 1 being least important and 7 being the most important)?
35
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Equity and workforce advancement were rated most important, followed by economic development and
affordability. The least important goals were sustainability and innovation.

Question 3. What single word describes transportation in the Northwest Corridor?
The most selected word to describe transportation in the Northwest Corridor was congested, followed
by auto-centric, disjointed, and limited.
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Question 4. What single word describes development in the Northwest Corridor?
Words used to describe development in the Northwest Corridor varied more than those used to
describe transportation. Common responses included disconnected, sprawl, disjointed, expanding, and
haphazard.

Question 5. As new development continues in the Northwest Corridor, what is your preference for how
people travel?
65 percent of respondents chose a combination of walking and transit as their preference for how
people travel in the Northwest Corridor, followed by riding transit (12%), and driving an automobile
(9%).
7%

9%
Drive an automobile

8%

Walk and bike to nearby destinations
12%

Ride transit
Combination of walking and transit
No preference

65%
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Question 6. With the addition of new mobility infrastructure improvements, what outcomes do you
expect along the corridor?
Respondents overwhelmingly expected greater transportation options in the corridor, with specific
responses regarding pedestrian, bicyclist, and transit improvements. Respondents also wanted to see
less traffic congestion, increased density, and easier commutes for those working in the corridor.

Question 7. When considering recent development trends, I'd like to see MORE...
Questions 7 and 8 were also asked in the full survey. Responses were similar and centered on mixed
use developments, affordable housing, denser developments to support transit and other transportation
infrastructure, and greater connectivity between places, including employment, housing, and places of
interest.
Respondents named transportation options, walkability, and bike lanes less frequently than
respondents in the full survey. However, these issues were still important to some respondents when
considering recent development trends.
Selected responses:
“More bike lanes, paths and more consideration for safe pedestrian cross walks.”
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Question 8. When considering recent development trends, I'd like to see LESS...
Respondents want to see less parking, particularly surface parking lots when considering recent
development trends. Other considerations were auto-centric development, cookie cutter developments,
and disconnected housing and commercial developments. The responses were very similar to the full
survey results for the same question, and followed a similar pattern of less auto-centric development,
cars, and less luxury housing development.

Question 9. What would your expectations be for any future development around transit stations? (pick
three)
Expectations for future development around transit stations included being accessible by various
transportation modes, including walkable and attractive places, and offering housing diversity. These
responses closely mirrored the previous responses for future development in the corridor, touching
primarily on transportation choice, walkable and mixed use developments, and affordable and diverse
housing options.
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Question 10. What questions should we be prepared to answer when engaging your community or
constituencies?
Stakeholder workshop attendees provided questions in the main categories of cost, taxes, property and
home values; congestion, travel time and reliability; project timeline; other transportation modes and
mobility; affordability and equitable implementation of the project and subsequent development; culture
shift, benefits of transit, and ease of use; and other questions that didn’t fit into one of those categories.
Other questions included green space initiatives and incorporating the river; the North and South knots;
project viability over the long-term; additional considerations such pollution, crime, sewer/water, etc.;
and why this corridor. The following questions were the most routinely presented and cover the main
categories mentioned within the responses:










What is the timeline for this project?
Will this project increase traffic congestion?
How much will this project cost?
How will this project impact my taxes as a resident?
What are the benefits of public transit?
How will bicyclist and pedestrian facilities be incorporated into this project?
How will this project impact the development of affordable housing?
How will transportation options be made affordable for individuals of all income levels?
How will proposed alternatives integrate with existing uses?
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Appendix B. Stakeholder Workshop Presentation and Live Polling
Results

Northwest Corridor |
Mobility Initiative

Stakeholder Workshop
August 2020

While we wait for everyone to join us, please
take a brief moment to answer the following
question on menti.com.
QUESTION – Go to Menti.com, enter Code: 5961871

• What has been your favorite activity
since work from home / social
distancing has been in place?

Please use the Zoom chat feature to let us
know if you have any problems accessing the
question.

Agenda

• Introductions
• Orientation to LinkUS
• Orientation to the Northwest
Corridor
• General Discussion
• Next Steps

Procedures for an effective virtual meeting
While we wait for everyone to join us, please
•
Please
mute
when
not
talking.
take a brief moment to answer the following
• We will on
askmenti.com.
for comments,
but if too
are
question
Please
usemany
the Zoom
speaking
once,
we know
will utilize
thehave
hand raising
chat
featureatto
let us
if you
any
feature. You can also utilize the chat function.
problems accessing the questions.

• Anything you don't get the chance to share during
the meeting can be shared via email afterward.

Expectations of meeting participants
• We want and need to hear from everyone.
• Please consider the perspectives of the group or
groups you represent when answering
questions/discussion.
• These sessions are not being audio/video
recorded, but we are taking summary notes.
Please speak candidly.
• It’s okay to disagree – but don’t be
disagreeable 
• If you’re joining from home, family distractions
are ok! We’re all in this together.

Introductions

Please share:
• Your name
• Group Affiliation
• What is your constituency’s
biggest hope for the future
of the Northwest Corridor?

Orientation

What is LinkUS?

LinkUS is the mobility corridors initiative
for Central Ohio
LinkUS seeks to provide a complete

mobility system along key
regional corridors, including high

capacity and advanced rapid transit,
new transportation technology
solutions, bicycle and pedestrian
improvements, and new housing and
job opportunities.
Principal sponsors:

Corridors Underway
Northwest Corridor

*Many additional public and private funders have also partnered
on this initiative

Corridors Underway
Northwest Corridor
East-West Corridor

Foundational Planning

Insight2050

(2014)

NextGen

(2017)

Insight2050
Corridor Concepts

(2019)

Preparing for growth
• Increasing population
• Limits to territorial growth
• Rising housing costs
• Need for transportation options
• Areas of disinvestment
• Cost to provide municipal services
• Job creation and economic development
• Neighborhood concerns about new development

Preparing for growth
• Increasing population
• Limits to territorial growth
• Rising housing costs

• Need for transportation options
• Areas of disinvestment
• Cost to provide municipal services
• Job creation and economic development
• Neighborhood concerns about new development

What is a mobility corridor?

Mobility Infrastructure
Investments

Compact and Connected
Development

Increased
Opportunities

The Bigger Picture
LinkUS is about:

Creating Great Places
Increasing equitable access to
opportunity

Accommodating future

growth in productive ways

Improving Economic Vibrancy
Shaping the future and
reimagining the region for
shared prosperity

LinkUS Regional Goals

QUESTION – Go to Menti.com. Code 5961871
• How important are each of these goals to
your community or constituency?

Orientation

LinkUS:
Northwest
Corridor

The Study Area
Corridor Context Area
• Downtown/Franklinton to Dublin
• Informed by NextGen, Connect
Columbus, Corridor Concepts
• Reflected in 2050 Metropolitan
Transportation Plan

Corridor Focus Area
•
•
•
•

Broad Street to Bethel Road
Area of highest congestion
Core of economic activity
Represents Phase 1 of long-term
transit connection to Dublin

An Economic Engine

Focus Area
Major Destinations
• The Ohio State University
• Wexner Medical Center
• Riverside Hospital/Ohio
Health
• Grandview Yard
• Arena District
• Nationwide Insurance
• Battelle
• Downtown
• 5 Regional Arenas*

QUESTION – Go to Menti.com. Code 5961871
• What are your impressions of the
Northwest Corridor?

Neighborhoods and
Communities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Downtown
Franklinton
Fifth by Northwest
Riverview Area
The Knolls
Northwest Area
Grandview Heights
Upper Arlington
Clinton Township

Why the NW Corridor?

What are the Outcomes?
1
2
3
4

The Process
Define Issues
and
Opportunities

Launch
v
LinkUS

Identify
Feasibility
Options

Engage
v
Public

Evaluate
Performance

Express
Preference

Endorse and
Act

Public
v
Rollout

Engage
v
Public

We are here!
Stakeholder & Public Engagement
Key Deliverables

Identify
Feasibility Options

Multimodal Networks
•

Critical bicycle and pedestrian
connections

•

Focus on first-last mile connections

•

Consider on-street and off-street
facilities

•

Identify effective and safe design
treatments

•

Integrate accommodations into the
overall design

Identify
Feasibility Options

Active Transportation
Active Transportation

Identify
Feasibility Options

“Traffic Knots”
Traffic Knots
•

Opportunity to align critical traffic
movements

•

Improve connectivity

•

Modify intersections that create
the greatest delay

•

Integrate safe multimodal
accommodations in the designs

Identify
Feasibility Options

Traffic Knots

Travel Characteristics

Travel Characteristics

Identify
Feasibility Options

Transit Alternatives
•

Identify a locally preferred-corridor
transit strategy
 Transit technology
 Station locations
 Desired service characteristics
 Estimate likely ridership

•

Design Concept
 Multimodal goals
 Safety expectations
 Integrate with development

Transit Issues

Identify
Feasibility Options

Transit Alternatives
•

Potential "Universe of
Alternatives"

•

To be refined to 3 preferred
alternatives for analysis

•

Objectives:
 Fastest to implement
 Most federally competitive
 Most supportive of existing,
entitled and transformative
land uses

Potential Downtown Connections

Transit modes under consideration

What is Premium Transit?

QUESTIONS – Go to Menti.com. Code 5961871
• What do you envision for mobility in
the Northwest Corridor?

Key Features of
Premium
Transit
Level & Multi-Door Boarding

Dedicated Right-of-Way

Frequency & Capacity

Off-Board Fare Collection

Signal Priority & Intersection Control Modern Vehicle Designs

Enhanced Stations

Adaptability

Identify
Development
Opportunities
Feasibility Options

(Housing, Jobs, and Open Space)

Development
Opportunities
•

Jobs and housing growth

•

Mobility integration

•

Transit-supportive land use

•

Affordability

•

Placemaking

•

Development design

•

Policy framework

Identify
Feasibility Options

QUESTIONS – Go to Menti.com. Code 5961871
• What do you envision for development
in the Northwest Corridor?

Development Trends
Development
Opportunities

• Over 2,600 acres of development
potential across the corridor
• Opportunity to build on existing
successful developments
• Opportunity to add amenities with new
development

Questions & Comments
QUESTION – Go to Menti.com, enter Code: 5961871

• What questions should we be
prepared to answer when engaging
your community or constituencies?

Next Steps

• Public Engagement – Fall 2020
• Refine Transit Alternatives
• Refine Traffic Knots Concepts
• Identify Active Transportation
Improvements
• Establish Recommended
Development Types

Appendix C. Stakeholder Workshop Summary Memo

MEMO
To:
From:
Re:
cc:

Justin Goodwin, AICP
Sarah Kelly, AICP
Stakeholder Workshop Results, LinkUS: Northwest Corridor
Jamie Greene AIA, FAICP; Stephen Stansbery, AICP

September 2, 2020

This memo summarizes key takeaways from the virtual stakeholder workshops for LinkUS: Northwest
Corridor that were held in August 2020. It has been prepared for the LinkUS: Northwest Corridor Core
Team. In addition to this high-level summary, complete results from live polling in the workshops will
also be provided (and can be further analyzed as needed). It is anticipated that a public-facing summary
of the first round of public engagement (stakeholder meetings and the public survey, that is currently
underway) will be created after the survey is completed.
This memo includes the following components:
A. Purpose
B. Workshop Format
C. Participation
D. Key Takeaways
E. Participant Characteristics
A. Purpose
The engagement sessions were conducted for the following key reasons.
• Understanding – To explain the goals of the work, the overarching approach and the research
to-date.
• Commitment – To demonstrate that the work is important so that we garner support for the
process.
• Outreach – To solicit information from community members and invite them to get involved
(survey, workshops, etc.) to maximize participation.
• Insight – To collect ideas and questions about how the analysis is being conducted.
B. Workshop Format
The workshop consisted of ten 1.5-hour virtual meetings held over Zoom on August 11, 12, 19 and
20. The workshops included a brief presentation that provided an overview of LinkUS, broadly, and
the Northwest Corridor Initiative. Participants were asked a series of questions on topics including
the LinkUS Goals, mobility within the corridor, development within the corridor and how the project
team should address community questions about the initiative. A combination of rating,
prioritization and open-ended questions were asked. Real-time polling was used to allow
participants to share their thoughts. Discussion was facilitated after each question for a dynamic and
insightful consideration of responses.
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C. Participation
Approximately 120 individuals were invited to participate in the workshops. This included
representatives of following groups: civic groups, Area Commissions, developers, education,
employers, government, mobility advocates, mobility providers and others. Special attention was
paid to diversity of invitees and their ability to help the project team reach diverse populations as
part of the public engagement effort. Refer to Section E for additional information about workshop
participants and stakeholder group representation.
Multiple options for days and times to meet were offered both during the day and in the evening for
the convenience of participants. Groups of 8-11 individuals were organized into separate, but
identical sessions, with a diversity of stakeholder interests represented in each session. Over 70
individuals participated in the workshops. Positive feedback was received during the meeting and in
follow-up emails. Participants have been asked to help distribute the public survey that was
launched on August 24.
D. Key Takeaways
Overarching takeaways from the workshops are presented below, followed by takeaways from
specific questions that were asked:
Overarching
• Among stakeholders there is enthusiasm and generally positive feelings about the LinkUS
initiative and its ability to positively shape the physical and economic aspects of central Ohio,
specifically the Northwest Corridor.
• All LinkUS goals were generally well-supported and the inter-relationship between them
recognized.
• In general, participants were responsive to the notion that trade-offs along the Northwest
Corridor relating to mobility will be required in order to address anticipated population growth
in a way that will alleviate congestion and improve quality of life.
• The Northwest Corridor is currently perceived as auto-dominated and more mobility choices are
desired.
• The Northwest Corridor is currently perceived as disjointed in physical character and lacking in
high-quality development in many locations; stronger placemaking is desired.
• Participants noted that there may be a disconnect between their perspectives and the
perspectives of the general public. (They are individuals who are generally civically engaged and
tend to value mobility choice and the kind of development that will support it.)
• Questions about how the LinkUS initiative will be funded and the timeframe in which it can be
implemented are anticipated to be top-of-mind for the public.
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1. How important are each of the LinkUS goals to your community or constituency? (Rate 1-7)
Live polling results

Key Takeaways
•

•

•

•

All goals were rated high, on average (in the
range of 5-6 on a scale of 1-7 where 1 was not
important and 7 as extremely important). This
signifies general support among participants.
Innovation was rated a bit lower than other
goals, on average. Some indicated that
innovation is a means to an end not a goal in
and of itself. Others indicated that innovation
can be an off-putting word because there is
often a misconception that innovation is
benefits only a selected segment of the
population.
Equity elicited much commentary. Many
participants expressed that the initiative must
benefit segments of the population that are in
need of enhanced mobility options to get to
jobs and affordable housing.
Participants acknowledged that there is a
symbiotic relationship between the goals;
many reinforce the others.

2. What single word describes transportation in the Northwest Corridor?
Key Takeaways
• Congestion and auto-centricity were consistently used and or captured in other sentiments.
• Other words used signaled a disjointed transportation experience, recognizing that seamless
travel using modes other than car, especially in combination, can be challenging and/or
unpleasant.
3. What single word describes development in the Northwest Corridor?
Key Takeaways
• Participants expressed that certain areas are outdated and designed for travel by car was
conveyed.
• Many shared a belief that there is a lack of cohesion between different areas was expressed
(with words like “fragmented,” “disjointed” and “haphazard” used).
• Some comments also expressed much more potential for the corridor than is being realized
(“Sleeping Giant”).
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4. As new development continues in the Northwest Corridor, what is your preference for how
people travel? (multiple choice)
Live polling results

Key Takeways
• When asked about preferences for how people should travel given anticipated population
growth and development, participants most supported a combination of walking and transit.
• Some participants expressed that many members of the constituencies they represent might
tend to support driving automobiles in the absence of more information about any adverse
impacts over time of continued auto-dependence.
• Several participants expressed that they believe that their constituencies could potentially
support the loss of a traffic lane for automobiles to allow for transit. Constituents may support
this even if they themselves are not interested in riding transit, if they see it as a means of
alleviating and/or not contributing to increased congestion that would impact their own travel.
However, it will be essential to provide an understanding of how this would support more
efficient, equitable and reliable transportation overall.
• Some participants noted that a combination of biking and transit is desirable (which was not
provided as an option) as opposed to walking and transit.
• The need for seamless, convenient transitions between transit and walking/biking was
expressed as a great need.
5. With the addition of new mobility infrastructure improvements, what outcomes do you expect
along the corridor?
Key Takeways
• Many participants indicated an expectation of reduced travel times due to people choosing to
take alternative means of transit.
• Some focused on greater walkability and denser development that they would expect to follow,
including participants who connected more transportation options with more desirable
development patterns
• Several participants mentioned an improved natural environment and/or pollution reductions.
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•

A few individuals commented on concerns about affordability and/or equity as improvements
are made.

6. When considering recent development trends, I'd like to see MORE...
Key Takeways
• Many responses mirrored the responses to question 5 that pertain to development: people
would like to see more cohesive, walkable, mixed-use and, in some cases, denser development
(but still well-integrated).
• Affordable housing emerged as a top priority with some participants expressing concern that
regional trends toward higher home prices will be acutely felt within the corridor as new
development takes place.
• Access to amenities, open space and the river, especially by means other than car, was
emphasized.
• There was support for the idea of development around transit nodes by some participants. This
prompted a discussion in some groups about the importance of design of stations and their
immediate surroundings.
• Some responded with an interest in greater business mix, including local businesses, shops and
restaurants.
• When asked to provide examples of the kinds of development they would like to see in the
corridor, many had trouble coming up with local examples. Some pointed to other, larger,
transit-oriented cities and others pointed to more historic neighborhoods (Olde Town East,
Clintonville) with more organic development patterns.
7. When considering recent development trends, I'd like to see LESS...
Key Takeways
• A desire to see less parking, especially surface parking, was expressed by many participants,
though that was modified by some to mean that they want a more rational parking situation
whereby there are clear, designated places to park and then get on transit and/or walk to
destinations.
• Uninspiring, “cookie-cutter” development, including big box retail and chain restaurants was
mentioned as problematic by several respondents.
Some commented that they did not want to see more apartments and condos. This prompted a
discussion about what form and character additional density should take and alternative
(“missing middle”) housing types. Through this discussion it was clarified by many participants
that what people do not want to see are larger buildings/complexes that are more massive in
scale and have high price points. These developments are perceived as not contributing
positively to their communities.
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8. What would your expectations be for any future development around transit stations? (pick
three)

Key Takeaways
• Accessibility by various transportation modes emerged as a top choice with walking, biking and
transit all discussed, and an acknowledgement of the impact of this on alleviating congestion.
• Walkable and attractive places was the second-most selected option for many groups.
Discussion often focused on the integration of transit and walking/bike opportunities, including
“first/last mile” issues. It was noted by several participants that even if people have a positive
transit commuting experience, once they get to their destination, they often have a negative
walking experience.
• Integration with the surrounding neighborhoods was a top choice within most groups.
Integration was described to mean meaningfully connecting to neighborhoods, both with
streets/transportation infrastructure and with design and uses that benefit the neighborhood. It
was also especially deemed important relative to new 5-6 story housing development in existing
residential areas. There was some concern expressed that such developments are often out of
scale and out of character with their context.
• It was noted that some did not choose “creates a great place” because including walkable and
attractive places was similar but more specific, but that the two combined were of great
important.
• The impact of seasons on peoples’ experience was mentioned—walking and biking in winter can
be far more challenging.
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9. What questions should we be prepared to answer when engaging your community or
constituencies?
Key Takeaways
• Many participants indicated that the team should be prepared to answer questions about timing
and funding.
• Many questions were asked about how to achieve equity and ensure the initiative helps those
most in need.
• Participants felt their communities would ask how the initiative would impact them personally
(positively or negatively).
• Some asked if there was political will to actually implement the initiative.
• Some asked about the economic benefits to the area (both immediate corridor and broader
region).
E. Participant Characteristics
A total of 74 individuals participated in the workshop series. This represents a 62%
response/participation rate relative to the approximately 120 individuals originally invited to
participate. Those who did not participate were provided the option to stay informed via email to
participate in the future. Project staff made efforts to diversify the participants across each
workshop session in terms of race, sex/gender, geographic representation, and area of interest. In
some cases original invitees delegated participation or included additional participants from their
organization. Invitees included those with a direct interest in the geography of the study area, as
well as those with broader, but relevant interests (e.g. mobility providers, workforce development).
Demographics
Of those who participated, approximately 33% (25 of 74) were women and approximately 6% (5 of
74) were non-white/people of color. It should be noted that these demographic characteristics are
not based on self-identified descriptions by the participants themselves. These percentages indicate
a slightly lower participation rate in these groups than represented in the original invitation list and
a need for expanded efforts to ensure demographic diversity in broader public engagement efforts
(and/or more targeted stakeholder engagement) moving forward. They also underscore the
importance of outreach to traditionally under-represented groups as part of the current public
engagement effort (survey). Age groups of participants were not identified.
The stakeholder workshops were designed to lay a foundation for the first round of public
engagement for the initiative, now underway. As such, participants were selected in part for their
ability to assist the team in identifying and reaching out to a diverse demographic constituency. As
public survey demographics are analyzed, some stakeholders may be re-engaged in order to assist
the team in developing strategies to supplement engagement and to increase participation of
certain demographic groups.
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A breakdown of participants by general stakeholder groups is shown in the table below. It should be
noted that some participants represent jurisdictions or private companies who are also funding
partners to the Northwest Corridor initiative.
Stakeholder Group
County/Township
Developer/Property Interest
Education Provider
Employer
Mobility Advocate/Provider
MORPC
Municipality
Neighborhood
ODOT
Social Services/Workforce Development
Student
Grand Total

#
Participants
7
8
1
11
10
3
10
14
5
4
1
74

%
9%
11%
1%
15%
14%
4%
14%
19%
7%
5%
1%
100%

Government. Participants included government agency representatives, with representation
covering each jurisdiction having a direct interest in the corridor (e.g. geographic location, land use,
right-of-way permitting authority). Jurisdictions and agencies include:
• City of Columbus*
• City of Grandview Heights
• City of Upper Arlington
• City of Dublin
• Franklin County (Economic Development and Planning, Engineer’s Office)
• Clinton Township
• ODOT
• MORPC*

*City of Columbus representation includes staff not otherwise involved with the study, but in a position to provide
insight to various community perspectives. This includes City staff representation on MORPC’s Community
Advisory Committee, and Neighborhood Liaisons who interact directly with area commissions, civic associations
and other neighborhood groups. Neighborhood Liaisons for the West, North and Northwest Aras of Columbus are
counted in the “Neighborhood” category in the table above. MORPC staff representation also includes staff not
directly involved in the study, but provides insight from aligned initiatives including Insight 2050 Corridor Concepts,
Central Ohio Greenways, and the Central Ohio Active Transportation Plan.
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Neighborhoods/Residents. Columbus neighborhood representation included members of:
• Franklinton Area Commission
• Franklinton Board of Trade
• Fifth by Northwest Area Commission
• Northwest Area Civic Association
• Clintonville Area Commission
• Harrison West Society
Employers. Employers in the corridor included representation of:
• White Castle
• OSU Wexner Medical Center
• OhioHealth
• Cardinal Health
• Indus Hotels
• Cover My Meds
• Battelle
• Spectrum
• Mount Carmel Health
• Goodwill Columbus
Mobility Groups. Mobility advocate groups, mobility providers and similar interest groups included:
• Yay Bikes!
• AAA
• Smart Columbus
• Share
• Age Friendly Columbus
• Lyft/Motivate (CoGo operator)
• Transit Columbus
• CampusParc
Social Services/Workforce. Social Services and workforce development representation included:
• Human Services Chamber of Franklin County
• Workforce Development Board of Central Ohio
• Columbus Works
• Goodwill Columbus
Developers/Property Interests. Developer and real estate interests included:
• The Building Industry Association (BIA)
• EMH&T, representing various property interests
• Crawford Hoying
• DRK – Metro Realty
• Thrive Companies
• Casto
Education/Other. Other participants included representation of:
• The PAST Foundation (STEM education)
• An OSU Graduate Student and Wexner Medical Center Employee
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Appendix D. Demographics
The following maps depict race and ethnicity percentages per Census block groups within the
Northwest Corridor using American Community Survey five-year estimates (2014-2018).

Appendix E. Public Survey Results

Automobile

2

Work, Commute through,
Study at OSU

161 and
Riverside

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

3

Live, Work

4

Commute through, Study
at OSU

5

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

6

University District

The Ohio State Automobile, Bus,
University
Bicycle, Walk

Bus, Bicycle

More Bike Lanes

Better bus routes
and safer, separate
bicycle
infrastructure

More frequent and
faster transit. Train
Service would be
optimal, Busses
suck.

Sustainability

OSU

Affordability

Work, Study at OSU

Economic Development

1

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

4

5

4

5

7

7

Ride transit

6

7

2

2

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

6

6

5

4

6

1

4

6

4

3

7

5

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

7

7

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
2 and 4
covered shelters and stop
amenities, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Kenny Rd.

2

Dedicated bus and bike lanes

Apartments

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

Bike Lanes on Olentangy

7

Bus Stops and Bike Lanes

Cars

University District

7

affordable housing

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Bike lanes on important
streets, not just leisure
paths.

7

Transportatin options

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43229

43210

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43214

43017

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

"luxury" developments

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

43202

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Widening streets

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Offers
housing diversity

43202

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

43085

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Mixed income housing

Expensive high end apartments

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

Restaurants, shoos

Empty buildings

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43085

43081

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

43085

43215

Prefer
not to
answer

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43235

43201

Female

35 - 54

Middle eastern

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43085

43085

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43235

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Male

65 or
older

Two or more races No

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Direct rapid transit
into downtown.

7

7

7

7

7

7

Ride transit

7

Commute through,
Recreate, To shopping

Automobile

Stop the always
happening
construction, repair
the damaged road

1

2

1

1

7

7

Drive an automobile

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

The whole area is an
accident danger as long as
we have distracted drivers

1

7

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
shopping

Automobile

I live in Worthington
but have no way to
get to the research
area except by car.

5

5

6

4

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

N/A

5

8

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile

No

7

6

5

6

7

7

Ride transit

7

6

Public transportation options

Automobile, Bus,
Walk, Ride share

Running path
disruptions here and
there, would prefer
not to come up the
street in
Worthington if
possible.

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

4

4

4

4

4

4

Ride transit

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

1

More express bus service

Automobile

When I worked
downtown, the
traffic for a 20
minute commute
quickly became 45
minutes to an hour.
I would have gladly
taken a subway or
other rail system if it
was available. It is
also a consideration
when determining
where to work.

4

6

6

7

4

4

Ride transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

I couldnâ€™t imaging
biking the northern area
near Sawmill and 33. Once
you are off of olentangy
bike path, things are quite
dodgy

2

Unique/independent business,
easily accessible

Large buildings with giant parking lots.
Chain restaurants

Automobile,
Bicycle

North South
connections appear
to be good but East
West is poor. No
connection between
the Morse Road
corridor and Bethel
Road and once on
Bethel you are
unable to connect
North and South to
either Linworth area
or Henderson Road
without being on
major roads.

4

5

6

6

4

4

Ride transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Bethel Road connections
to Sawmill Road and back
to the Olentangy Trail

7

Bike lanes

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
High car traffic speeds i.e. over 30 MPH by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

9

10

11

Live, Commute through

Commute through

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

OSU

Worthington Estates

Connecting Bethel
to Morse

Sidewalks/multi use paths
along 161 between sawmill
and linworth

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Worthington

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Cars

Very busy with lots
of shopping and
43085
employment
opportunities.

43085

No

13

Live, Work, Commute
through

14

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

15

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Church member

16

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

17

Live, Work

18

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Olentangy Highlands

OSU

Automobile

more available
routes for buses
with direct lines; a
subway would be
amazing

Sustainability

6

5

7

6

7

7

6

5

7

5

5

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Drive an automobile

Ride transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

5

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

IDK

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

right now, the northwest
corridor isn't conducive to
biking or walking. There
are no bike lanes and
sidewalks in a lot of heavily
trafficked areas are nonexistent

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

widened roads

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes

43085

43210

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

train/light rail

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43085

43210

Female

35 - 54

Prefer not to
answer

7

Transportation options

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43085

Female

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

6

walking and biking access

priority to cars

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43085

43209

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Cookie cutter plazas

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places

43085

43085

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

2

Prefer not
to answer

Automobile

7

7

5

7

6

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Capital
University,
Automobile
traveling from
Worthington

6

4

3

5

5

6

Ride transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

5

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

Safer bike routes and
sidewalks

6

higher quality buildings,
work/live corridors

retail, parking in front of building,
suburban chains.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43220

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

major roads connecting
areas, and near the new
metro park

6

Bike lanes everywhere, better
transit

expensive housing developments with
tax deductions low income housing is
vital.

Includes mixed-use, Includes
bike and transit
walkable and attractive places,
43219
connecting the city
Offers housing diversity

43221

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Wilson Bridge Road, SR
161

6

parks, open space

retail, commercial

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43085

retired

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

Automobile

UA

Affordability

Automobile

Economic Development

Commute through,
Shopping

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?
Olentangy and
Henderson
intersection is a
major slow down
point

Innovation

12

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

4

Goodale Road Automobile

upper
arlington

5

Automobile,
BIKE LANES!!!!!
Bicycle, Ride share

7

5

5

7

5

4

6

5

4

6

5

6

7

5

7

7

No preference

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

6

Parks and greenspacr

19

Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile

public transit

6

6

5

4

6

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

20

I don't use that area.

N/A

N/A

6

7

2

6

1

4

Walking / biking and transit

2

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Any and everything you
can do to improve biking
convenience and safety.

6

Connected and safe bike access. We don't need more nor wider roads.

Offers housing diversity

43085

retired

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

21

Live, Commute through

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

Untangling the
knots would
defiently help

7

5

4

6

5

6

Drive an automobile

4

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Crossing Olentangy river
road is dangerous

7

Consideration to congestion

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places

43212

43209

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

1

I rely on my car for
my job so
couldnâ€™t do
Integrates with surrounding
without an
Less bus. More bike paths and maybe a neighborhood, Includes
Subway or high speed rail would
automobile.
high speed rail down 315 and 23 routes walkable and attractive places,
43235
be nice.
However many
would help ease congestion.
Is accessible by various
people commute to
transportation modes
OSU or the
hospitals, so rail
would work well.

43212

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Dense, mixed-use, mixedincome with access to green
Large parking lots, sprawl, wide roads
space. Space for vulnerable
users. Bike parking you can find.

Zoning needs to be
realigned. Roadway
Includes mixed-use, Includes
designs that are
walkable and attractive places,
inclusive of non43206
Is accessible by various
motorized travelers.
transportation modes
Prioritize people
over cars.

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

22

23

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Fifth by Northwest

Chambers Rd
in Grandview

Automobile

Improve freeway
congestion

Automobile,
Bicycle

The bike trail is
great, but
connections to
destinations off the
trail are tough by
bike. I'd bike to
more of them if it
felt safe and easy. I
don't use the bus
often because it
doesn't connect to
my final
destinations from
my neighborhood.

2

7

6

4

5

1

7

4

4

6

3

6

Drive an automobile

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, No changes
would entice me to ride
more frequently

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Getting to destinations
along Olentangy River
Road, East/West travel
routes

Traffic backups

25

Live

Worthington Hills

Automobile

26

Live, Commute through,
Study at OSU, Recreate

Clintonville

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Automobile

27

Live, Work, Commute
through, Study at OSU

necko

City of Upper
Arlington

28

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Olde Towne East

West Campus
Automobile, Bus,
at Kenny and
Ride share
Kinnear Roads

29

Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

30

Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile

31

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

Victorian Village

Grandview

Automobile

easy assess to roads
and freeways

I would LOVE a
train!!

bike path

Sustainability

Worthington

Affordability

Live, Work, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Economic Development

24

Schools
Systems in
Central Ohio

No.

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

7

4

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

More covered shelters and
stop amenities

Lighted paths with safety
phones

6

Options

Congestion

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43235

43235

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

More reliable service, Lower
cost than driving, More
convenient stop locations,
More covered shelters and
stop amenities

East/West bicycle routes,
specifically Lane Ave, Fifth
Ave, Bethel

7

Bicycle-friendly roads/separate
paths, and trains

car-centric street designs

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

I just want to see a
43202
train in my lifetime

43228

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

trains

cars

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

43201

43221

Male

26 - 34

Latino

7

Mixed Use Development

Condos and monolithic buildings and
parking garages

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities

Better and more
varied access to the
river as a
43203
destination rather
than a hindrance.

43212

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

6

Affordable housing, local
businesses, greenspaces

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43231

43221

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

5

Options

Large housing developments

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities

43085

43205

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

cars

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43201

43212

Male

35 - 54

Prefer not to
answer

Prefer not
to answer

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43085

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian

Prefer not
to answer

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Creates employment
opportunities

43222

43235

Female

55 - 64

Black / AfricanAmerican

No

6

pedestrian options taken into
consideration. Possibly
construction, large vehicles and less
pedestrian only streets, or hours traffic.
where traffic is limited.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

Improve traffic
flow! From 7:30a-9a
and 3:45p to 6p it is
43235
ridiculous.
Olentangy river rd is
a parking lot.

43212

Female

35 - 54

Two or more races Yes

7

sustainable developments, more
unique architecture,
cramming as many units onto the
developments that mirror
smallest lot possible, developments
existing/long term architecural need to have more open spaces
styles

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

need to reopen the
discussion of
connecting MOrse
and Bethel Roads.
Henderson will not 43214
be able to sustain at
the current rate of
increased vehicular
traffic.

43224

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Affordable housing and
Sprawling developments, huge parking
walkable/bikeable infrastructure lots

I would like to see
greater mobility
Includes walkable and
options to serve a
attractive places, Is accessible
wide range of
by various transportation
incomes as well as
modes, Offers housing diversity
more affordable
housing.

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian Yes

1

7

7

7

7

5

7

7

7

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

5

4

7

Drive an automobile

6

7

6

4

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

5

Lower cost than driving,
More convenient stop
locations, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Connector from
Morse road to 315

6

6

4

5

6

5

Ride transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Yes, mass transit is
not convenient and
is not time effective.

4

5

5

5

5

5

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service

7

x

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

33

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Shopping /Restaurant

Franklinton

Automobile

widen some of
street for bus to
have its on lane

7

7

7

7

7

7

No preference

7

More convenient stop
locations, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

4

4

4

4

4

4

37

Recreate

Automobile

Availability of other
mobility options
other than a car

White / Caucasian No

7

3

Reduce congestion

65 or
older

4

4

Automobile

Female

7

7

Clinton
Township

43085

Walking / biking and transit

Yes - mass transit

Work, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

We need to live an
work in our
communities so
43085
there isn't so much
commuting.

7

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

36

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

5

Worthington

Work, Commute through

7

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

7

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

35

walk paths throughout

we need to improve the
foundation of the roads and
developers building
building and more development of
transporation foundations when
parks, walkways bike trails
they build. We are behind int he
needs of our roads to fit
development of the areas.

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

6

5

Better alternative
Automobile, Walk
transportation.

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

5

32

1015
Olentangy
River Rd

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

4

6

34

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

COTA Bus

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

7

5

7

5

7

5

4

6

4

5

7

6

7

7

7

7

7

7

4

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

5

Sidewalks and Bike Lanes

High street

6

7

bike lanes, sides walks

options for a true transit system,
particularly up and down High
Cars on the road
St/ 23 and 161

5

Yes

4

Better lighting, sidewalks
available.

anywhere conflicts
between automobiles and
non-auto transportation
occur

Olentangy River Road

7

43228

38

Work, Healthcare
purposes

39

Study at OSU, Recreate

40

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

41

42

43

44

45

46

Nationwide

Automobile

Automobile

downtown

downtown

5

Improved public
transit options and
active
transportation
facilities

Automobile, Bus

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

More bus routes
and more consistent
availability; it's hard
to get home after
CBJ games
sometimes. A rail
system or similar
down high street
would be great for
tourism (though I
love the CBUS)!

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Automobile

I want to get rid of
my car, so anything
that would
reasonably connect
my home on the Far
West Side to the
rest of the city
would be welcome.

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

add multiuse trails
and/or sidewalks on
Automobile, Walk both sides of
Olentangy River
Road

Live, Healthcare purposes,
Victorian Village
Recreate

Chemical
Abstracts
Services

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

OSU

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Live, Work, Commute
through, Study at OSU,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Riverside Green

Ohio State
(West
Campus)

Automobile, Bus

More options for
moving east and
west via bicycle or
bus.

I would love to see
public transit
through this
corridor besides
bus.

I have investigated
commuting via bus
but it would require
bus changes. If I
could commute
without changing
buses, I would
consider taking the
bust to work.

6

5

5

7

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

Dedicated bike lanes,
clearly defined crosswalks,
improved sidewalks and
lighting

More options along the
major roadways

7

6

5

6

6

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

4

4

4

4

4

4

Ride transit

5

Lower cost than driving,
More convenient stop
locations

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
CBUS or 8
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles, I
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

High St. I think it should be
closed to cars from 5th to
Goodale. The pedestrian
traffic is significant and
then a streetcar or similar
system could move along
the street.

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

I'm not familiar enough
with the current situation
to give an informed
response.

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

6

4

4

5

5

2

5

2

4

5

5

7

7

2

4

6

5

7

6

4

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

7

7

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

Major intersections with
High Street (North
Broadway, Henderson,
Morse) have a lot of
dangerous driving
behaviors.

I would like to see safety
more connectivity along
the bike trail when
crossing busier roads like
King and 3rd.

Prioritize connectivity
between bike lanes,
multipurpose trails,
sidewalks. No sidewalk or
multipurpose trail along
West Case Rd. is a huge
problem and cuts off my
neighborhood from
surrounding areas.

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Short buildings (1-3 stories), expensive
condos

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43204

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

large lot, singe family housing

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43214

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian

4

Green infrastructure, sidewalks

7

Dense, transit centric
development

4

downtown

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43215

43215

Male

26 - 34

Asian

7

affordable housing and transit
routes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

Pie in the sky, I'd
love rail systems
delivering people
from suburban hubs
into downtown
(even if there was
43201
just one park-andride stop in Dublin,
Grandview, etc). It
would help so much
with parking and
traffic.

43201

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

4

Maybe a bypass option of sorts
for those passing through - get
those vehicles out of the way for
those who have stops within the
cooridor.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

43228

43215

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

4

walking/biking access

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43085

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Multi-story development
incorporating living, working and
One story buildings full of chain stores.
shopping into one building. Also,
We don't need more more Verizons and
more dedicated bike lanes and
Orange Theories.
road diets to slow down traffic.
Indianola Ave is a great example.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43214

43212

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

attention paid to pedestrians
and bikers. Olentangy River
Road feels overwhelming with
fast traffic. The cross walks are
short, not inviting. I see many
I would like to see less focus on the
students that live across the
automobile transit and more focus on
river, and it seems like the walk river trail improvements.
to campus would not be as
walkable or safe as opposed to
living on the other side of the
river.

I really hope with all
of the parties
involved in this
initiative, there can
be some decisions
Integrates with surrounding
made to improve
neighborhood, Includes
43215
walkable and attractive places, quality of life for
residents, not just
Offers housing diversity
roadway work. I
would like to see
people focused
strategies.

45177

Female

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

green space, multipurpose trails

Please look at and
prioritize
connectivity and
arterial roads that
Integrates with surrounding
do not have
neighborhood, Includes
sidewalks or trails!
walkable and attractive places, West Case has so
Creates employment
many pedestrians
opportunities
and cyclists and
there are no safe
paths for them to
get to and from
Sawmill.

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

cars

automobiles

43017

No

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Victorian Village

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Fifth by Northwest

Beam Dental

Recreate

Recreate, Access major
destinations - OSU, parks

Commute through,
Recreate

Lewis Center

Franklinton

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Franklinton

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Better bus service or
light rail and more
dedicated bike trails

Automobile

More clear
announcements
regarding
construction.

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

Fill gaps in the
sidewalk network.
Increase transit
frequency. Add onstreet bike lanes.
More shade on
major roadways.
Easier street
crossings.

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

More bicycle trails,
bus routes that
don't take hours

Automobile,
Bicycle

Adding bus stops
and sidewalks.
Along olentangy
river rd there are
some bus stops but
no sidewalks.

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk, EBike

more safe,
protected bike lanes

Automobile,
Bicycle

Transit connections
could be better.
More frequency and
direct routes. I live
just south of the
NW corridor area
and feel there are
not great transit
routes that run
frequently.

Automobile,
Bicycle

Bike infrastructure
often run up and
down the corridor,
but you're often
unable to travel EastWest with truly safe
infrastructure like
protected lanes. I
also think dedicated
bus lanes would
improve travel
times, which are
currently unfeasible
for me.

7

2

7

5

7

6

7

6

7

5

3

4

7

6

6

2

7

4

3

4

5

2

5

2

7

6

3

4

7

2

6

2

7

4

7

5

7

6

7

1

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

5

5

7

6

7

4

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Bike paths along US 33 or
the river and Bethel Rd
and other main streets

4

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

The trails are dominated
by homeless people. I'm a
big guy and I don't feel
safe; I don't know how a
college coed or elderly
person could feel safe with
the amount of homeless
aggressively panhandling
or worse in this area.
Better lighting would help,
but I'd love to see more
bike cops in the area
taking enforcement action.

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
5
shelters and stop amenities,
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

crossing major roadways,
more sidewalks in the
5XNW area, along Kenny
and Olentangy

7

3

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Get bike trails to link into
nearby neighborhoods...
How am I supposed to get
to a bike trail from Trabue
/ Hague?

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Better access to the bike
paths across the river and
more bike paths on the
western side of the river to
connect UA

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

roadways designed with
safety of pedestrians as a
priority. create ways to
slow down vehicle traffic,
add protected bike lanes

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

N/S connection of
Olentangy Trail is strong,
but would like to see more
east/west connections
from that spine connecting
to destinations like
Grandview, Riverside
Hospital, etc. Would like to
see the connections be
separated bicycle facilities
that are conducive to
riders of varying abilities.

7

7

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Protected bike lanes,
dedicated bike storage
lockers to prevent theft
while out and about, and
medians with pedestrian
stopping points to allow
for easier crossing of
multilane streets.

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

6

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

Bike paths baked into
development plans

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Sprawl

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

Make it easier for
people to get from
one place to
another, and they
will bike or take a
bus.

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43201

43035

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Prioritizing large
businesses (like
riverside) at the
expense of citizens
by removing a ramp
without public input
43227
was a terrible
mistake. I'd like to
see more emphasis
on small businesses
over large
businesses.

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

4

Lighting, police presence,
devoted and protected bike
lanes.

Unannounced construction, vagrants.

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

7

affordable housing, amenities
for walking and biking, green
space

strip malls, luxury condos, parking lots
and garages

Housing
Includes walkable and
affordability should
attractive places, Is accessible
be the number one 43212
by various transportation
priority for
modes, Offers housing diversity
development

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Poor merge areas on highways

More skyscraper
development GROW THE CITY.
Better bike trails
Integrates with surrounding
and connections to
neighborhood, Includes
outer
43228
walkable and attractive places,
neighborhoods.
Offers housing diversity
Continued
development of
driverless vehicle
areas

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Luxury apartments

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43202

43202

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Lane expansions for vehicles

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

the corridor is the
perfect zone for a
high capacity transit
line, with the
43215
opportunity to
expand beyond the
beginning phase

43206

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Luxury Condos

Would love to see
more transit
options, such as
BRT that is reliable
Includes mixed-use, Includes
and very frequent,
walkable and attractive places, and enhanced
43206
bicycle/walking
Offers housing diversity
options! Would like
to see transit be
affordable and
better yet free.

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Prior to moving in
June, I lived and
worked along the
corridor. Biking was
an option, but bus
transit was
prohibitive because
a 10 minute drive
would turn into a 45- 43209
60 minute bus
commute. As an
OSU student, I
found it difficult to
do anything but
drive to get to this
corridor in the first
place.

43215

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

7

7

7

7

7

Bike trails linked to
neighborhoods

Affordable housing

bicycle lanes

Affordable Multifamily Housing

Not familiar enough with recent
Not familiar enough with recent
development, but I am a fan of
development
any mass transit.

Includes mixed-use, Offers
housing diversity

55

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

5th by Northwest

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Contiguous sidewalk
networks, bikeway
infrastructure on
north-south
roadways in
addition to a more
protected bike
route across
Olentangy River
Road from the 5th &
NW neighborhood.
Reduce traffic
speeds and traffic
calming!

56

Live

Intersection of 5th and
McKinley Ave

Automobile

One of the trolley
cars that does a
loop through the
neighborhood

57

Live, Commute through

Riverside Green

Automobile, Walk Better sidewalks

58

59

60

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

Clintonville

Commute through, Study
at OSU, Recreate

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Dublin

Automobile, Walk More sidewalks

Automobile

Less reliability on
individual
automotive. As the
city grows and we
don't provide any
other transportation
infrastructure other
than for cars, we'll
see more traffic
along the northwest
corridor. Dublin and
the surrounding
areas are
developing fast.

Automobile

I regularly
experience
dangerous traffic
patterns along
Sawmill Rd due to
significant backage
into the road
created by vehicles
attempting to turn
left. Many cars
attempting to
continue forward
get blocked and
then make
dangerous (not urn
signals, looking,
etc.) cuts into traffic
to avoid these log
jams. Drivers
coming off of US270
rarely slow down to
match speed limits
which only
exacerbates the
problem. Also, I
regularly see

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

1

7

4

Apartments

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43017

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

7

White / Caucasian Yes

Small business and parks

7

7

65 or
older

4

4

1

Male

Riverside dr, sawmill,
Martin rd, 161, west case

4

7

43204

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

5

7

43204

4

7

3

Seems very nice

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

6

6

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

grocery stores

6

2

Fast food places

7

6

5

White / Caucasian No

More sidewalks

6

7

26 - 34

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

6

6

Male

6

4

Ride transit

Ride transit

Ride transit

7

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

All along Olentangy River
Road

Allow for more street
crossings and tunnels for
access across the more
busy/high capacity
arterials

A complete separation of
cars and bicycles on major
roads. Cyclists should be
fined for riding along a
major road such as Sawmill
when sidewalks or bike
paths are an option. They
are creating dangerous
situations for themselves
and those around them.
Obviously, proper
infrastructure to support
them will be critical.

6

7

7

High density housing, sidewalks Car-centric development

Funding for bus shelters or just
mass transit options. As the city
Less focus on adding lanes to highways
grows, we need to wean off of
and other high capacity arterials.
individual automotives and
more so on public transit.

Integration with surrounding
neighborhoods. Far too often
does newer developments in
this region look out of place. The
"brand new" look quickly fades
as builders use of cheap
materials causes quick
deterioration. Design is key
when addressing controversial
developments - Bridge Park is a
good example as it feels like an
extension of the "downtown"
rather a generic development
forced into an area.

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43215

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

43212

fewer automobile-oriented land uses
and site designs

7

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

Density/infill

6

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

Upzone in transit
corridors, allow
missing middle
housing in singlefamily
neighborhoods
adjacent to transit
corridors. More
affordable housing

7

4

7

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Olentangy River Road,
Northstar, Northwest Blvd,
Kenny Road

7

5

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

6

4

4

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
#5
amenities, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

7

4

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

"luxury" apartments that fancy
themselves as a solution to the lack of
housing in Central Ohio. Either actually
develop high quality buildings (rather
the cheap ones being built they are way
overpriced) or ensure they projects are
ACTUALLY held to affordable rates. Tax
payers of Franklin County are
subsidizing rich developers building
overpriced apartments in the
downtown and it is all too likely these
buildings will quickly lose their luster.

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

No

43214

43214

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

The city of
Columbus and its
surrounding
neighborhoods/
towns/ cities need
to focus attention
on public transit.
The corridor study
provides a lot of
insight on
infrastructure
opportunities and
how it could benefit
43017
from connecting
the entire
metropolitan area.
This will provide
more economic
opportunities to
those who are
distanced from
economic zones and
job hot spots and
will also help with
growing pains from
the outskirts of the

43017

Male

19 - 25

Two or more races No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

Design and
integration should
be major focus
points going
forward.
Completely
irradication singlefamily zoning or
dropping overpriced
apartments in
43017
neighborhoods will
only ruin
communities. Well
desgined projects
that blend into their
surrounding
communities with a
focus on a mix of
uses are good
recipes for success.

43015

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

Prefer not
to answer

Sustainability

Automobile

Affordability

Riverside green

A connected
walking/biking trail
for our
neighborhood to get
to the bridge street
district.

Economic Development

Live

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

61

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

4

4

5

4

7

6

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

7

Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

62

Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile,
Bicycle

63

Live, Work, Healthcare
purposes

Clintonville

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle

Yes. We need light
rail!

5

6

5

6

5

7

Ride transit

7

64

Live, Commute through,
Study at OSU

Clintonville

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

Light rail

4

4

4

6

6

4

Ride transit

7

65

Live, Commute through

NW Columbus

Automobile

more sidewalks and
more bike lanes

6

4

4

5

7

6

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

6

66

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes, Live
East, shop north west

Automobile

A bridge across the
Olentangy north of
Henderson and
south of 161 would
spread out traffic

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

More/better bus
routes!! My bus
route to OSU was
removed during the
rerouting a few
years ago and now
the bus is pretty
useless to me

67

Live, Study at OSU

Home

Harrison West

68

Live, Work, Commute
through

South Clintonville, west
of High St.

Ohio State
University

Automobile,
Bicycle

69

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Clintonville

Grandview

Automobile

7

More connections
to bike paths. Bike
path is very bumpy
in Clintonville and
through downtown,
could be
repaved/redone.

6

7

5

5

4

7

4

5

6

4

4

6

6

7

7

5

7

Ride transit

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, I
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, I already ride,
but would be great if it were
improved

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

7

7

5

4

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

7

7

7

4

7

7

Drive an automobile

6

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
8. When considering
choices can be enhance by changes that also
walking and biking along
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
the Northwest Corridor,
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
where would you like to
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
see access or safety
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
improvements made?
Northwest Corridor?
There is about 1 city block
disconnecting all the
neighborhoods down
riverside drive from bridge
4
street district but riverside
dr is too dangerous to bike
on.

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Bike trails

Apartment complexes

4

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43017

43017

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43206

43230

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Pedestrian/bicyclist crossings
Single story development with too
with signals and night lighting,
much parking space.
light rail along the I-71 corridor.

We need light rail in
Includes mixed-use, Includes
order to take more
walkable and attractive places,
cars off the grid and 43202
Is accessible by various
allow better Rouan
transportation modes
of buses.

43202

Male

65 or
older

Prefer not to
answer

6

Light rail

Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43202

43210

Female

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

2

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood

43235

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

East-West bike routes
between Indianola and
high

6

Bumper to bumper stop and go on 315

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43214

43067

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

EVERYWHERE. I do not
bike to work because it is
really dangerous
everywhere in this area.

7

Random suburban style buildings/ugly
architecture/parking lots. This area
looks like a sad, unplanned strip mall
with no trees or sidewalks.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43201

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43210

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43212

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Better intersection design
and lighting at key bike
and pedestrian crossings.

2/102; 31

more bike lanes on major
roads (Bethel, Henderson,
etc)

I used to ride
the 7 and 14
but now I can
only ride the 8
for half of my
commute,
which makes it
kind of useless

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

attractive and thoughtful
development. We need trees
and sidewalks, and buildings
that engage with the sidewalks.

More dedicated bike lanes
(preferably protected, but
any bike lane that's not in
a car lane would be helpful
for me as a cyclist)

4

Bike, walk, and transit access

A bike lane along Goodale
BLVD from downtown to
Grandview Ave.

4

Bike paths!

Cars

Development that is difficult to access
without a car

More convenient
and reliable bus
service would be a
Integrates with surrounding
huge plus for many
neighborhood, Includes
in the area, both for
walkable and attractive places, transit convenience 43202
Is accessible by various
and socioeconomic
equity. I also can't
transportation modes
emphasize more
protected bike
lanes enough!
With the increase of
apartments and
businesses in the
Grandview Yard,
something needs to
be done about
weekday traffic on
Goodale Blvd by
Olentangy River
Road. Pre-COVID,
the road under the
Integrates with surrounding
bridge would get
neighborhood, Includes
incredibly clogged
43202
walkable and attractive places,
when trying to go
Is accessible by various
toward 315 at
transportation modes
evening rush hour.
Drivers turning left
out of the Yard will
sit in the middle of
the intersection to
be able to get to
315. It creates a lot
of unsafe situations
for other drivers
and bikers trying to
get to the trail.

No

70

Work, Commute through

71

Live

72

Live

73

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

74

Work

75

Live

Bridge Park, Dublin

Beechwold

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

6

4

6

4

6

6

Ride transit

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

install sidewalks
where there are
none and fix the
sidewalks that we
have

1

1

1

1

6

1

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

Automobile, Bus

Light rail system,
later bus service for
commuters (preCOVID)

Automobile, Walk Light rail

Charter
Communicatio Automobile
ns - Spectrum

Clintonville

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

I want
improvements to
local as well as rapid
transit. I want eastwest transit
connections, and
service to elderly so
they can stay in
their own homes.

King Avenue
Automobile
at Kenny Road

clintonville

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

6

6

6

6

7

7

Ride transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

I want the Olentangy Trail
extended to Highbanks.
While Riverside Drive is
not in this corridor, I would
like a trail along the Scioto.

1

Lower cost than driving, No
changes would entice me to
ride more frequently

The sidewalks

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
73 Dublin
shelters and stop amenities, express (preI already ride, but would be COVID)
great if it were improved

Sidewalks and bike trails,
good lighting at night

Dedicated bike lanes, bike
paths, sidewalks

6

6

4

5

7

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

4

4

5

4

6

4

No preference

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

No, the Cbus lines
along high street are
sufficient for my use

7

4

6

5

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

4

I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Bicycle

The stretch of
Indianola between
Morse and Lincoln
could really use a
bike Lane. Either
that or
improved/dedicated
lanes on Highstreet
near Graceland
Shopping Center.

6

6

5

5

5

6

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

6

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

43065

43212

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43214

43214

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

5

Less abandonment of Class B office. We
need some repurposing or
Includes mixed-use, Creates a
redevelopment of these buildings, or
great place, Is accessible by
get more aggressive about poaching
various transportation modes
office tenants from the suburbs.

1

sidewalks

apartments and road diets

6

Sidewalks, small retail spaces,
decent affordable non-luxury
Luxury apartments, McMansions, large
apartments located near transit retail spaces
stops

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Drive thru traffic
would be reduced
with light rail
43017
service from Plain
City/Mansfield and
Delaware

43215 (preFemale
COVID)

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Green space, affordable housing Cars and suburban blight

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Creates employment
opportunities

Need more bike
accessible areas and
43214
dedicated bike
lanes

43240

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43026

43212

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43214

43054

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Offers housing
diversity

43214

43202

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43212

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood

4

Water fountains and public
bathrooms, recycling bins

6

Faster and more frequent
service

The summit/670
interchange. Indianola and
Highstreet near Graceland

6

Separate bike lanes

Blue

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

More reliable, frequent transit
that is marketed as a "cooler"
alternative to driving. I want
more mixed use development,
even if that means subsidizing
retail so it can survive.

6

Don't let
environmental
considerations
reduce this plan to
ineffectual
nothingness.

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

76

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Clintonville

Columbus
State
Community
College

77

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Grandview Heights

DOmedia
Automobile,
(marconi blvd,
Bicycle, Scooter
arena district)

Light rail. Better
pedestrian routes
over the river to the
arena district.

6

4

6

6

4

6

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Vine street from Olentangy
River Road to Neil Avenue

7

Bridges, bike lanes, LIGHT RAIL

78

Work, Commute through

Nationwide

Automobile

additional ways
across the river

6

7

4

6

7

5

No preference

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

bike paths off main roads
with access from the main
road

7

low income housing near public
transportation lines, changed to
high income condos
existing zoning to allow multiple
homes on a parcel of land

Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43204

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Grandview Heights

Automobile

Complete streets
with high capacity
transit, more
crossings

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Along ORR from 31533/Broad

7

Cohesive environment for
pedestrians

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43212

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

increased protected
bike paths. Light rail

4

5

6

7

3

5

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places

43202

43054

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

7

7

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, I
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Poor conditioned roads and sidewalks.

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

The car traffic is
getting worse and
43214
worse, we really
need mass transit!!

43214

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

Vehicle lanes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43220

43220

Female

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

car lots

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43214

43214

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

79

Live, Commute through

80

Live, Recreate

Clintonville

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

81

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

Clintonville

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

I would like to see
more public transit
options and more
walking/biking
options.

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

More multi-use
paths, wider
sidewalks, safer
sidewalks, reduced
vehicular traffic

82

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

83

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Kenny/Henderson area

Beechwold

City of Upper
Arlington

Work from
Home

Automobile

Yes, by light rail

7

7

6

4

3

6

4

5

5

7

3

7

7

6

5

7

7

4

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
Gaps where sidewalks just suddenly
Please invest in
walkable and attractive places,
disappear. They are all over Grandview.
light rail :/
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Suburban site planning!!!

4

The 4

More access to the bike
trails and more dedicated
bike lanes.

32

Pedestrians and bikers
regularly have to interact
with vehicular traffic.
Reducing this would be
great.
individual bike lanes.
improved condition of
sidewalks and
beautification of sidewalk
areas

7

7

7

Rapid transit to downtown, the
airport and to the polaris area.

Street trees!

retail, business and restaurants

Already a great
area. Can be
improved by more
walkability and
transportation
choices outside of
automobiles

Live, Work

Clintonville

Riverside
Methodist

88

Commute through, Study
at OSU, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

89

Live

90

Live, Commute through

Grandview Heights

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

More mass transit
options

5

4

4

4

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

a safe way for bikes
to access hospital

7

4

6

5

4

7

No preference

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

Bus

Dedicated bus lane

6

7

7

7

7

6

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

Automobile,
Bicycle

I would love a light
rail or more bus
lines

4

4

7

4

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

more bike paths

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Put a light-rail or
heavy-rail train
running up and
down 315 or the
Olentangy River.

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

86

87

Sustainability

Work, Recreate

Affordability

85

Economic Development

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Innovation

84

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

Downtown

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

5 by northwest

Regular and
convenient Public
Automobile, Walk,
transit options to
Ride share
downtown or short
north

Upper Arlington just
south of Henderson

93

Live, Work

Bus, Bicycle, Walk,
Trolley, Light Rail
Ride share

2

5

6

6

95

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

Grandview Heights

96

Live, Commute through

North Linden

97

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

OSU

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Automobile

Automobile

More direct route to
OSU medical
campus

more off-road bike trails.
More east-west trails that
use the Olentangy as a
feeder.

5

more brick buildings, more
bike/scooter infrastructure,
more trees, more awnings and
shelter from rain and sun

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixedless unshaded sidewalks, less "modern"
use, Includes walkable and
less car-first design,
prefab metal panelling, less car-first
43211
attractive places, Is accessible please
design
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

43210

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

4

shops and restaurants, museums less high rises

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43212

43212

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian

7

Entertainment options

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

I would ride public
transit to work
downtown if I
didnâ€™t have to
walk over a mile
and then changes 43220
buses at least once.
I would pay good
money if it was
easy, regular, and
fast.

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Public transit and protected bike Conveniences for motorists and just
lanes.
fewer cars in general.

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43205

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

5

Options for walking / sidewalks

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43202

43065

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Public Transportation options,
more SAFE bike routes (ie.
separate from autos)

Cars

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43215

Male

26 - 34

Prefer not to
answer

parking meters - free parking!

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

more greenery and
thoughtful/beautifu 43214
l landscaping

43222

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

5

3

White / Caucasian No

White / Caucasian No

Faster and more frequent
service, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

4

35 - 54

26 - 34

Everywhere. Biking and
walking are still incredibly
dangerous activities in
Columbus. All bike lanes
need to be protected and
enforcement of bike safety
laws needs to be stepped
up.

4

Female

Male

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

6

Ride transit

5

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

4

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

5

3

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, I already ride, #3, #7
but would be great if it were
improved

Lane Ave

help bikers/walkers avoid
having to be on busy cartraffic streets like high
street and indianola

8

43214

43215

There seems to be a gap in
easy walking options
between Upper Arlington
and campus. There
arenâ€™t sidewalks or safe
walking connections
between the two without
going way out of the way

7

43202

43215

safe bike lanes and
visibility at intersections,
no potholes

1

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, No changes
would entice me to ride
more frequently

7

White / Caucasian No

buses, light rails, and bike paths traffic and cars

7

1

35 - 54

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Prefer
not to
answer

Asian

7

7

43065

19 - 25

7

Walking / biking and transit

https://www.nytim
Includes walkable and
es.com/2020/07/09
attractive places, Is accessible
/opinion/sunday/ba 43202
by various transportation
n-cars-manhattanmodes, Offers housing diversity
cities.html

Male

6

6

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43212

5

4

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

43215

6

6

Less space given to parking and cars

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

6

6

Protected lanes for cyclists and
sidewalks for pedestrians

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

Dedicated lanes for busses

4

7

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

7

3

Walking / biking and transit

7

Clintonville

7

6

92

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

olemtangy river road and
north Broadway
intersection is not bike
friendly

7

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

94

6

5

5

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

More access points to
Olentangy Trail

3

Live, Healthcare purposes,
Clintonville
Recreate

more sidewalks and
bike paths that
connect and help
people bike walk.
Also help them
avoid being on the
busy streets like
indianola and high
st

2

5

91

Downtown

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

4

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle

Downtown

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

More reliable service, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, I already ride, but 31 and 2
would be great if it were
improved

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Dedicated lanes for
buses or rail.

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Streets without sidewalks and lighting

Yes

Prefer not
to answer

5

5

7

6

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

7

5

4

4

5

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

Lower cost than driving,
More convenient stop
locations

7

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

43212

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

5

5

4

6

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service

6

43224

43210

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

4

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43065

43201

Female

35 - 54

Prefer not to
answer

6

6

4

4

7

6

No preference

4

connection of bike trails

Prefer not
to answer

99

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Clintonville

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share,
Motorcycle

Additional bike
lanes

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

Light rail or
subway/elevated
train

100

Live

Clintonville; volunteer
downtown

101

Live, Work, Recreate

Grandview

Downtown

Automobile, Walk,
Light rail or rail
Ride share

102

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Grandview Heights

Downtown
Columbus

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

103

104

105

106

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

Commute through

Recreate

If there was a
subway or rapid
transit to
nationwide that
would be great. Just
the ability to move
be around quickly
without a car would
be a major
improvement

Nationwide

Clintonville

Better more
consistent bus
routes. Light rail.
Walking paths.

Connecting the bike
path across the river
at E. North
Automobile, Walk
Broadway to avoid
walking in the street
at Milton & ENB

Automobile,
Bicycle

Bicycle, Walk

A light rail system
would be awesome

Less conflicts with
cars, slowing down
cars, more
east/west
connections that are
not car-based

Sustainability

Automobile, Walk Free helicopter

Affordability

Nunya

Economic Development

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

98

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

1

1

7

7

1

1

7

6

4

5

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?
Drive an automobile

Walking / biking and transit

1

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
2 and 102
shelters and stop amenities,
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

4

6

4

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

5

5

7

7

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

6

7

5

6

7

4

5

4

5

6

4

6

3

5

5

5

7

5

7

7

7

7

6

7

7

7

7

7

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

6

6

6

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

7

4

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

7

#4

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities, 3
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Higher or no speed limits

1

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…
Strip clubs

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Homeless people

Doesn't attract poor people

Git fukt

Nunya

15. What
zip code do 16. What
you work is your
in?
gender?
Prefer
Nunya
not to
answer

17. What
is your
age?
Prefer
not to
answer

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43215

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Prefer not to
answer

Prefer not
to answer

7

Bike lanes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

I get that the area is
attractive to
chain/national
brands as the
household earnings
have gone up, but
seeing new builds
call themselves
43202
"remodels", eg: the
Verizon store on
High St. is
disingenuous and
not keeping with
the environment of
the neighborhood.

separated bike lanes

6

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
transportation options and bike traffic; cars parked on High street in the
walkable and attractive places,
safety
bike lane
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43214

43215
Female
(volunteer)

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

Hard separated bike lanes.
Pedestrian only areas

7

Rail, bike lanes, pedestrian only
areas

Improved signage for bike
routes/lanes to make
drivers more aware

Better way to cross
olentangy River Rd and
path to get to arena
district/downtown.

7

Public transit and sidewalks

People driving on Indianola and NBW
like it's the Indy 500

Female

Roads

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places

43212

43215

Male

26 - 34

Prefer not to
answer

Cars and dedicated parking

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43212

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43220

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
new builds, mixed use complexes, chain neighborhood, Includes
businesses
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43202

43211

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Prefer not
to answer

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Pedestrian safety while
crossing main
thoroughfares like bethel
rd. My kids and I have
almost been hit a few
times by turning cars

7

Bus Service

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Connecting the Olentangy
bike path across the river
at E. North Broadway to
avoid walking in the street
at Milton & ENB

6

Affordable housing, rehabbed
old buildings, and local
businesses

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

A flat tire repair station
between the Tuttle Rec
access point and the
Antrim Park access point
would be awesome on the
Olentangy Bike Trail

3

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43202

43085

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Literally any east/west
connections (5th is
dangerous and basically
the only way to
Grandview), area around
Olentangy RR is a carbased highway and not
somewhere you want to
spend time. Summit/4th
bike lanes are nicer but
still dangerous, and are
horrid over 670. Once you
get north of N. Broadway
it's car-based planning
everywhere and not
pleasant whatsoever.

7

We do not need carbased solutions. We
have enough and it
is proven that
adding more lanes
and more car
facilities does not
relieve traffic. We
need mixed-use,
walkable/bikable/tr
ansit-based
Includes mixed-use, Includes
planning that adds
walkable and attractive places, housing and is
43202
Is accessible by various
dense. We need
transportation modes
more east/west
connections,
especially on bike
routes.
Transit/bike/walk
planning is the most
cost effective and is
proven to increase
economic activity in
the surrounding
area, not to
mention liveability

43202

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
4 & 31
amenities, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

Transit, walkable and bikablefriendly streets and
development

Car-based planning

Live, Work, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Grandview

109

Live, Work, Commute
through

Northwest Columbus

110

Live, Work, Commute
through

111

Live, Healthcare purposes,
Grandview Heights
Recreate

Riverside Green

Sustainability

108

Affordability

Glen Echo Ravine

Economic Development

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

Innovation

107

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

Automobile

Free public parking
lots where the new
transit is located...or
shuttles into the
neighborhoods.

7

4

5

4

7

7

Ride transit

7

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

More bike lanes.
Enforce laws already
in place regarding
speed and
distracted driving.

4

4

4

4

4

4

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

2

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Grandview

West Campus Automobile

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

113

Live, Recreate

Riverside green

114

Live, Work, Commute
through

Grandview

Grandview

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

115

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

bethel sawmill

pharmacy
deliveries for
entire city

Automobile

Live

117

Work, Healthcare
purposes

118

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

CAS

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Better sidewalks,
better
pedestrian/bike
river crossings.

Automobile

Light patterns on
Olentangy near 5th

bus service along
Lane and North Star,
Automobile, Walk sidewalks along
Lane from 315 to
North Star

Upper Arlington/College
Hill neighborhood

Travel around
the state as a
consultant.
Automobile
Based in
Columbus.

clintonville

More bus stops,
routes, and buses
running. I would
love to commute by
bus, but that turns a
10-minute drive into
an hour each way.

Arena District Automobile

112

116

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

osu

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

More bus routes.

better bike lanes
(NOT shared with
cars) on roads;
tram/light
rail/subway along
High St.

6

4

3

5

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)
Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Oppressive parking situations. This city
used to be very easy to use. It's not
Integrates with surrounding
now. Parking garages are not the same neighborhood, Is accessible by
as easy-access, inexpensive street
various transportation modes
parking.

4

On main arteries.

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

43202

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Female

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
I hope development
43212
walkable and attractive places, slows. It's already
far too congested.
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43212

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

sidewalks

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43220

43212

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

I am from the
Cleveland area,
where the light rail
line greatly
Integrates with surrounding
improves the
neighborhood, Includes mixedtransportation
43017
use, Includes walkable and
choices and reduces
attractive places
traffic congestion. A
similar investment
would greatly help
here in Columbus.

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Green space

6

Condos/apartments

6

6

6

6

4

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Dedicated lanes with more
visible features to keep
those driving distanced
from those biking and
walking

5

More eco friendly and more
mass transportation systems to
help improve congestion.

6

5

6

5

6

6

Walking / biking and transit

6

More convenient stop
locations

More east/west bike paths

6

bike paths and bike lanes

strip malls

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43212

43212

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

East- west connections

5

walkable clusters

retail only accessible by car

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43214

43202

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

More bike paths

6

Options for transit

Overall vehicles

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates employment
opportunities

43017

43207

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

N/a

2

Bike paths on road

Bus stops with no way to go around
them

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places, No
Offers housing diversity

43212

43212

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Riverside, increase
visibility when turning
onto from other roads

4

roundabouts

tax abated "luxury apartment"
complexes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places

43220

all

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

developments with no sidewalk
connections

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43221

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

6

5

5

5

5

5

Walking / biking and transit

6

7

5

6

6

4

6

Ride transit

6

4

5

6

5

4

7

Drive an automobile

4

5

5

6

6

6

6

No preference

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles
Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles
Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

7

5

6

6

6

6

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

7

7

6

4

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, No changes would
entice me to ride more
frequently

7

2

4

1

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service

more sidewalks and
crosswalks along Lane
from North Star to
Northwest

Bike-only lanes on High
Street (as well as many
other streets)

7

dedicated bus lanes, wide
sidewalks and mixed-use paths

5

Affordable housing and space
for small businesses.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43212

43201

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

bike lanes, paths, routes

We're falling so far
behind other
innovative cities
and sustainable
Creates a great place, Includes lifesyles. We need
walkable and attractive places, to do more to
Offers housing diversity
encourage walking
and biking and not
have cars be the
default mode of
transporation.

43214

43201

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

7

traffic (fewer cars)

119

120

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Make it more
pedestrian and bike
friendly. So much of
Automobile,
it is car/vehicle
Bicycle, Ride share
heavy and very
dangerous for
cyclists and peds.

6

4

7

5

7

5

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service

Crossings for Olentangy
River Rd, 5th and King,
more sidewalks.

Light rail,
connection to
Bethel Rd from High
St

5

7

5

6

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

More convenient stop
locations, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Red light running is a
serious issue

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
The Circulator
shelters and stop amenities,
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Curb or walls between bike
lanes and road where
possible, more trees to
protect from sun and less
large crosswalks.

More covered shelters and
stop amenities

Bethel, Sawmill, better
connection from olentangy
trail at destinations on
Olentangy Robert Rd,
several of my rental Drs in
in this corridor (gp, eye,
and dentist). I travel by
bike but it's scary sheet I
leave the trail. e

Live, Work

Sharon Heights

125

Live, Commute through

Sustainability

Clintonville

122

124

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

I would like safer
biking options other
than the river trail.
High St. needs some
protected bike lanes
and some serious
traffic calming and
speed limit
reductions. Even
walking and crossing
the street on High
St. is dangerous.

Riverside Green

Grandview

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate, My mom lives in
the corridor and I visit her
weekly

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, No
changes would entice me to
ride more frequently

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Connecting the bike
path along Riverside
to the pedestrian
bridge and bike path
in Dublin.

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Work, Recreate

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Automobile,
Bicycle

121

123

Affordability

Upper
Arlington

Economic Development

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

CAS

Automobile

Accenture
Columbus
Innovation
Hub

Bus, Comepletely
Seperated Bike
Infrastructure,
Automobile, Walk smaller streets and
more busses,
increased
walkability.

My primary mode is
Bus, Bicycle, Ride biking. It is stressful
share
to travel much of
this corridor by bike

Automobile

Yes, a bike path
leading to olentangy
trail from
161/riverside area

7

7

7

7

7

6

4

5

6

5

5

4

4

2

5

5

4

5

4

6

7

7

6

7

7

7

7

7

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

No preference

6

7

7

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
#2 bus to work
shelters and stop amenities,
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

More bike paths near the
neighborhoods

The bus stops along
Olentangy River Rd. are
extremely lacking. No
pedestrian or bike safety
at all. Olentangy needs a
complete top down
overhaul.

Bike lanes along riverside
drive, bethel rd., 161, and
West Case

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
More safe access to
walkable and attractive places,
43017
bike paths, please
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43220

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

4

Bike paths

7

More rental housing including
affordable units along proposed Less Cars! More speed limit control.
transit cooridors. We need more More places to safely walk and bike.
pedestrian safety along streets.

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Is accessible by
various transportation modes

Needs to prioritize
other modes
besides cars. Cars
need to be made
43202
lesser and other
options take greater
infuence if this is
going to work.

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

6

Walking and biking friendly
businesses

I see people in
motorized
wheelchairs having
to ride in the street
Integrates with surrounding
on the way back
43212
neighborhood, Includes mixedfrom the grocery
use, Creates a great place
store due to lack of
sidewalks in the
area. That's not safe
or fair.

43219

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

6

Bike paths

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43214

43202

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Dedicated transit infrastructure,
trains, bus rapid transit lanes
Road widening, parking, meters,
and stations, seperated bike
highway expansions, cars in general.
lanes, pedestrian only areas.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Right now a bike
ride and a bus ride
take the same time
to get to my work,
43203
so I drive and save
30 minutes. It
would be great if
that improved.

43215

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

7

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places

I travel this corridor
multiple times a
week. I wish it was
more comfortable. I
43203
think the constant
shoes of adrenaline
are not good for my
health.

43215

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

7

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43017

43210

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

bike lanes and more affordable
housing

Traffic circles

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

Bad car intersections

Expensive, new housing

126

127

128

129

130

131

Automobile

Less traffic flow or a
train/transit option
with car park

Bicycle

Faster commute to
and from work
during rush hour.
Traveling during off
peak hours isn't as
much of a problem.
How and why is the
congestion worse
during rush hour?
What could we do
to alleviate the root
causes of
congestion?

Automobile

For how close it is to
the University, there
should be more
biking infrastructure

Live, Work, Commute
through

Grandview
Dublin (Riverside Green)
Yard

Commute through

Commute through

Live

Automobile

Clintonville

Automobile

Automobile,
Bicycle

Commute through

132

Study at OSU, Recreate

133

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

134

Live, Recreate

on the Scioto
mile

Riverside green

A trolley

Biking, improved
bussing

more bike
lanes/trails

5

7

6

5

7

4

4

7

6

5

2

7

6

7

6

4

4

4

7

4

7

4

6

7

6

7

7

4

6

4

Sustainability

Accenture
innovation
hub

Affordability

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

5

4

4

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Better safer access from
neighborhoods

7

6

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Extend trails on West side
of Rt33 North from where
they dead end at 5th Ave.
Extend Olentangy Trail
North from Worthington
Hills to High Banks.
Connect the Olentangy
Trail with the Hilliard
Heitage Trail.

4

Multi purpose paved trails

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, I
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

I know there is common
concern with flashers on
the Olentangy trail. It is so
common that my girlfriend
is not comfortable running
on the trail in the middle
of the day.

5

Community gathering spaces
that are easily accessible. Both
public and private (ie parks and
coffee shops respectively)

sidewalks, shelters, and
lights

5

Allow more density, bike
trail connectors

4

better access to
west side of OSU

7

5

6

3

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities, 4
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Automobile

Light rail

5

6

6

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

7

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Cars

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of
the Northwest
Corridor?
I moved to
Marysville from Salt
Lake City Utah. My
commute to work is
a similar distance
and time as my
commute to
university via car. In
Salt Lake and the
surrounding area
we had a lite rail
system call Trax
that allowed me to
get to and from
University in about
an hour which was
15-20 minutes
longer than my
commute with my
car and I started to
exclusively use Trax.
I visited businesses
along the trax line
more frequently
and did not dread
traveling to

15. What
14. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
zip code do you work is your
is your
you live in? in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43040

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

6

Lite rail systems

Intersection of Riverside
road and Hayden road

3

More modern modes of
transportation. If cota/buses
aren't getting the demand, what
other modes of transportation
could attract demand?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes

43017

43212

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

over the river

4

Bike and bus stop infrastructure parking lots

Creates a great place, Includes
#9 would be totally
walkable and attractive places,
cool with longer
43215
Is accessible by various
travel times
transportation modes

43209

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

43202

43202,
43214,
43085

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places

43085

N/A

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places, Keep OSU involved! 43201
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43210

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43214

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
Light rail works well
neighborhood, Includes mixedin other cities and 43017
use, Includes walkable and
could work here too
attractive places

43035

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

4

Bus, Walk, Ride
share

7

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

7

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

6

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Express bus route
from OSU to
Grandview
downtown

5

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

1, 31 in this
corridor.

Biking and light rail

Car-centric development

Cars

135

136

Live, Recreate

Automobile,
Bicycle

Clintonville

7

137

Live, Work

Grandview Heights

138

Live, Commute through

Clintonville

139

Live, Commute through

Riverside Green

140

Live, Work, Study at OSU,
Recreate

Cranbrook

First
Merchants
Bank building
(currently
Automobile
working from
home most
days)

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Automobile,
Bicycle

4

Sustainability

Affordability
5

6

No preference

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Bethel, N Broadway,
Henderson

7

Protected bike lanes

Parking lots

3

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

can't think of any

7

5

4

4

6

5

No preference

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

More sidewalks

5

affordable housing

expensive condos

Includes mixed-use

Bike lines. Light rail

7

4

7

5

5

6

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

High street bike lane

7

Bike lanes. Light rail.

Scooters, limiting bus stops

Sidewalks along Riverside
Drive and West Case Rd.
My kids and I have actually
been yelled at for riding
our bikes in the grass along
West Case to Riverside for
being on their property.
We had no other option.

43212

43214

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixed- Light rail and bike
use, Includes walkable and
lanes
attractive places

43202

43085

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

4

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

43017

43015

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

4

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43221

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
Faster, higher-capacity public
attractive places, Is accessible
transit options, less auto-centric, car infrastructure, expansion of highway
by various transportation
bicycle paths, pedestrian paths
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity, more reliable public
transportation

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

7

Train/light rail

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43202

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

More sidewalks and
walkways

7

More safe bike lanes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43212

Retired

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

Bike ways

4

Bike ways not bike lanes

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places

43026

43026

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Major thoroughfares,
more frequent access to
bike path

4

Light rails, bike lanes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43214

43085

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

More frequent/better
crosswalks, better bike
paths that DON'T infringe
on car traffic, METRO

sidewalks, better bike lanes

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
METRO/Light Rail
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43212

43219

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

7

7

No preference

7

5

4

6

5

7

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

5

Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
2, 5
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

142

Recreate

6

6

6

4

4

4

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

143

Live

Grandview Heights

Automobile

More bicycle lanes

7

7

6

6

6

6

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

144

Live

Hilliard

Automobile

Less congestion on
roads

6

6

4

5

5

6

No preference

4

Grandview Heights

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Light rails,
designated bike
lanes

Automobile

Oh, what I would do
for light rail/metro!

7

6

7

4

7

4

7

4

7

7

5

7

7

7

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

No preference

White / Caucasian No

White / Caucasian No

7

7

35 - 54

26 - 34

4

7

Female

Male

4

7

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43202

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

7

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

43202

Light rail would be
great.

146

6

2

Keep improving bike
paths & sidewalks!

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?
The NW corridor is
plenty affluent
enough to manage
its own
transportation
needs. Please focus
on other areas of
the city that would
43214
really benefit from
transportation help.
Like NE corridor, or
Hilltop, or really
anywhere other
than Clintonville
and the Bexley
bubble.

4

Automobile,
Bicycle

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Offers
housing diversity

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate, Grocery, other
shopping

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Commute through, Study
at OSU, Recreate, To visit
friends

145

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

1

Better public transit
(high-capacity light
rail), more bicycle
paths (actual bike
paths, not just
paint)

141

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

7

Automobile

OSU

4

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Expanded protected
Automobile,
bike/pedestrian
Bicycle, Ride share
infrastructure

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

4

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

5

Cars

High density development.

fewer potholes

more diversity

I think it's a great
opportunity to
improve the public
transportation,
bicycle, and
pedestrian
infrastructre in an
evergrowing and
auto-centric city

43068

43209

148

Live

Riverside hills

Automobile

bike lanes and
sidewalks to allow
for safer biking and
walking

Sustainability

no, I have a car. It's
easy.

Affordability

Automobile

Economic Development

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate, Shopping

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

147

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

1

7

2

1

7

7

7

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

2

3

5

6

4

6

Drive an automobile

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving

3

4

4

5

4

4

4

Drive an automobile

5

Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

4

Widen the lanes on
SR-315 like they
used to be before
the OhioHealth
expansion

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Safer way to get
between Olentangy
trail and path on
Olentangy River Rd
to reach area
restaurants and
shopping near
Clintonville. I think a
bridge is planned for
the future but we
currently have to
use West North
Broadway to reach
Olentangy River Rd
and that is not safe
due to speeding and
inattentive drivers.
Also would benefit
from a safer route
to reach Upper
Arlington by bike
from Clintonville.
Much of West North
Broadway was
under construction
recently and it is

153

154

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Clintonville

Ohio State
university

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

Clintonville

155

Live, Work, Commute
through

Clintonville south of
WNB

156

Live, Healthcare purposes,
Clintonville
Recreate

Work from
home

Light rail

6

6

6

6

5

4

6

6

5

2

6

6

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

Walking / biking and transit

I would love to see a wide
sidewalk/multi use path on
Kenny Rd between North
Broadway and Lane Ave, it
would improve
walking/biking access vs
the current narrow
sidewalk that ends at
Ackerman. More protected
bike/pedestrian lanes at
roads that are accessible
from the Olentangy Trail
(like 3rd and 5th) could
encourage people to use
bikes/walking as a viable
option to reach businesses
in those areas.

7

Lower cost than driving,
More covered shelters and
stop amenities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Henderson Road and North
High

All along Olentangy River
Road, especially with
beautifications around the
intersection at WNB. ORR
is a major road but is kind
of scary to navigate
without a car.

7

sidewalks (this applies ALL
OVER THE CITY), more
prominent/safer
crosswalks

7

Bicycle, Ride share

Safer bicycle routes
and more exits

7

1

7

2

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

safer bicycling
pathways, even if on
main streets

7

6

5

4

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

5

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

7

6

Mixed use development

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

put that funding
into areas that truly
43215
need better transit
options

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

The growth in
people and business
is great as long as
there is
43017
infrastructure and
sustainable means
to support it.

43017

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Traffic congestion

6

5

Automobile

green space and sustainable
means of transportation

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
Less NW Corridor in general. I think this
walkable and attractive places,
is needed more elsewhere.
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

7

Northcrest

Transportation options in areas
where it is actually needed, not
NW Corridor.

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

5

5

West Case and Krier Road

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places

7

Live

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

6

More sidewalks

152

Ride transit

7

150

Automobile

4

Walking / biking and transit

areas with speed limits
above 25 with no sidewalk
is tough, like behind meijer
on Sawmill. Bike lanes for
using the road more safely
with cars.

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

Colonial Hills /
Worthington

4

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

1

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

Live, Commute through

4

7

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Automobile

151

4

5

1

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Live

Crack down on
speeders,
dangerous, and
distracted drivers.
Keep a steady flow
of traffic going.

6

6

No preference

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

149

Riverside Green

4

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

43017

43505

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

More options for
daily commuters to
43085
downtown and
back.

43085

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43220

43211

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

Wide multi use paths/sidewalks
Road construction projects that are
for bike and pedestrian use.
completed without improving
More protected bike lanes on
bike/pedestrian accessibility.
major roads.

I am hopeful when
considering the
state of the
Northwest Corridor
now vs the past and
look forward to
future
Integrates with surrounding
improvements. I
neighborhood, Includes
hope we reach a
walkable and attractive places, point where
43202
Is accessible by various
walking/biking/publ
transportation modes
ic transit are
mainstream
transportation
options so people
don't complain as
much when road
designs are not
solely car focused.

43210

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Trains

Car lanes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

43214

43054

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Scooters

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

43202

43202

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43214

43224

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Business expansion

Buffered bike lanes

Parking lots

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
Mass developed housing complexes and
walkable and attractive places,
apartments
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

157

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

158

Live

159

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

160

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

161

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

162

Commute through

163

Live

164

Commute through

165

Clintonville (Como park
area)

Live

167

Live

168

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

7

4

4

6

6

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

Automobile

Walk able access to
olentangy trail and
clintonville
neighborhood. 315
overpass area is not
pedestrian or bike
friendly

5

6

6

6

6

6

On Olentangy
Automobile
at Henderson

Improve congestion

6

6

7

7

6

7

Arena District

Cranbrook

Rev1

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving

South side of North
Broadway bridge
desperately needs some
sort of protected walkway
or bike path

5

Multi use paths

Walking / biking and transit

1

Faster and more frequent
service

315 overpass - better
walking/biking connection
to olentangy trail and
clintonville

4

Safe public transportation

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Sidewalks on Kenny
between Kinnear and
Ackerman

6

Sidewalks and bikepaths

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Extra wide roads with many lanes that
seem to encourage drivers to speed.

High rise condos

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43221

43202

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Creates employment
opportunities

Make it pedestrian
friendly

43221

43220

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

43215

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

43206

43212

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43085

43067

Female

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

Automobile, Bus

4

4

7

2

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

More convenient stop
locations

Sidewalks on both sides of
Kenny

5

Green space!!! Stop giving land
away to money making ventures
like Ohio health develop green Building and high cost housing.
spaces along the olentangy
River.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Keeps as much natural green
space as possible

Automobile

East-West
connectors - given
UAâ€™s history of
redlining and deed
restrictions it comes
as little surprise
there is a lack of
accessibility

7

7

4

6

5

5

Ride transit

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Henderson, Bethel, Kenny none too pedestrian
friendly

7

Connections - easier access for
Morse Rd area residents to
enjoy amenities of Bethel
without hugely out of the way
bus trip to Henderson

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities

Equity

5

3

2

5

5

6

Ride transit

5

Lower cost than driving, No
changes would entice me to
ride more frequently

Automobile, Walk

Too me to many
speeders

7

7

7

7

7

7

Drive an automobile

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Automobile

Sidewalks are
needed to
downtown Dublin

6

4

4

5

4

4

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Automobile

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

6

Yes, better transit-high speed.

Misty Meadows

Most trips are short
Automobile, Walk distance walking or
in auto (&lt;3 miles).

University View

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Sidewalks

7

4

6

5

3

Ride transit

5

7

Walk ways and more Bike paths Speeders

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43017

43017

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Would like to see more
access and safety
improvements to
downtown Dublin and
Bridge park

4

Sidewalks and bike paths

Includes walkable and
attractive places

43017

43017

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Creates employment
opportunities

43055

43004

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

43221

43221

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

43235

N/A

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

43212

43212

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Roundabouts

5

Options

Kenny Road

4

rapid mass transit

cars

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

4

4

6

4

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

6

6

6

7

7

7

No preference

4

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

West Case Road and
Dierker need sidewalks to
allow for safe foot and
bicycle travel.

6

Sidewalks and wide bike lanes.

Speeding. Cars are using Sawmill Road
(near Bethel) and West Case Road as
drag strips.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

I would love to see more
sidewalks along Kenny
Road in the West Campus
and Upper Arlington areas.

7

Sidewalks and bike lanes

N/A

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
No
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

5

6

6

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

Prefer not
to answer

Sidewalks or bike paths

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

7

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43202

Yes, a bus going
straight down Kenny
rd. From grandview
up to at least
linworth via godown
rd without transfers

Separation of class and color

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

Our Cranbrook
community
doesnâ€™t have
good
representation in
the city of
44221
Columbus, we are a
no mans land.
Unlike other
neighborhoods, we
donâ€™t have a
voice.

Automobile

Riverside Green

Innovation

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

More and better
options to cross
Olentangy River
Road by bicycle,
especially North
Broadway between
Clintonville and
Upper Arlington

Cranbrook

Commute through

166

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

Resurface roads in
poor condition
(West Case Road
has many ruts).

Prefer not
to answer

169

170

171

172

Live

Grandview Heights

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

South
Campus/University
District West of High

South
Campus/Unive Automobile,
rsity District
Bicycle
West of High

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

Self employed

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Dublin

178

Work, Commute through

179

Live, Healthcare purposes,
Beechwold
Recreate

910 Dublin
Road

Futurety

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

Innovation

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

Ugly corporate block buildings & cookiecutter condos that will look dated in a
few years & be vacant as soon as newer
options are built

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

Keep the
neighborhoods'
personalities &
43212
codes in place when
building new
developments

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

N/A

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian Yes

43201

43201

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places, Please put it light
Is accessible by various
rail
transportation modes

43214

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43212

43081

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

More reliable service, Lower
cost than driving, More
convenient stop locations,
More covered shelters and
stop amenities

Wider walkways for social
distancing. More lighting.
More bike paths.

4

Affordable housing,
transportation options such as
light rail or shuttle service

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

More development along
the west side of the
Olentangy river going
north/south

7

development of roadways that
are designed for bike
accessibility

Integrates with surrounding
large scale intersections that encourage
neighborhood, Includes
vehicle traffic as opposed to alternative
walkable and attractive places,
methords of transportation
Offers housing diversity

Light rail

7

Light rail

cars

King avenue, especially.

5

Bike lanes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

Throughou
t Franklin Female
County

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

43085

43085

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

7

6

5

6

7

7

Getting across the
river via bicycle can
be precarious. The
intersections at
Third and Fifth are
not very bike
friendly.

6

6

6

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

Light rail

4

4

7

7

7

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

7

5

5

5

7

4

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Live, Commute through

Grandview Heights

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

There are sides of
the street missing
side walks, lots of
potholes in the road
next to sidewalks,
Automobile, Walk,
transitions from
Run
sidewalks to roads
that don't have
ramps, and people
who park their cars
across sidewalks.

174

177

Other than better
Automobile, Walk public
transportation, no

Automobile

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes, I live
very near and travel
through the area often

176

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Commute through,
Recreate

173

175

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

Automobile

I would prefer to
use public
transportation, if it
was more frequent
and convenient.

7

4

4

4

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Walking paths along
Olentangy would be a
good start

7

Everything is linked solely by
roads/cars/parking lots. How
about pedestrian paths (it's
good for us) and public
transportation.

Roads and parking lots

We need to depend
less on cars, walk
more (and biking for
those who do, but
Includes walkable and
it's not an answer
attractive places, Is accessible
for many
43202
by various transportation
populations) and
modes, Offers housing diversity
have more efficient
public
transportation
(trains, please)

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

bike trails not lanes,
especially along
Indianola from
Worthington to
Beechwold.

6

6

7

5

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Indianola, High st

7

Sidewalk and bike trail

traffic on High St

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

Light rail

Cars

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

Light rail

43214

43210

7

Equity-focused transit
development; high-capacity
transit development (buses,
rail); commuter high-capacity
transit routes; covered bus
stops; traffic calming (islands,
curb extensions, etc.)

car traffic lanes; highway development

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

Columbus has to
move away from
being a car-centric
city if its leaders
43214
have any sincere
interest in equitable
and sustainable
development

43015

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Columbus seems to
have a difficult time
maintaining existing
infrastructure I am
not sure why they
43017
are considering
additional
investments that
they can not
maintain.

43215

Male

35 - 54

Prefer not to
answer

Automobile

Light rail

Automobile,
Bicycle

Better high capacity
transit access and
commuter routes
to/from Delaware
County

7

7

7

6

7

7

4

4

7

6

7

7

Ride transit

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

More dedicated bike lanes
along major corridors (ex:
Henderson Road); more
connections across
Olentangy River to trail

Female

35 - 54

Automobile,
Bicycle,
motorcycle

traffic signal timings

1

1

4

2

4

2

Drive an automobile

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

additional bike paths in the
City of Columbus. Need
paths like Dublin

1

green space and parks

apartments, high density housing

Includes walkable and
attractive places

Automobile

More walking and
biking paths along
Henderson,
especially from
Reed to Sawmill

5

6

5

2

6

5

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

Henderson from Reed to
Sawmill

5

Bike paths and walking paths

Roads with no sidewalks

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

43085

43220

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Automobile, Walk

Dedicated bike
paths and rail lines

7

5

4

5

6

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

Dedicated bike paths.
Riding on High street is a
suicide mission.

2

Green space, and less car space Strip malls. How many do we need??

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

43214

N/a

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian

Prefer not
to answer

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

More
sidewalks/sidewalks
on both sides of
streets

Sustainability

1

5

5

5

7

1

43017

Male

35 - 54

Asian

43201

43215

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

43221

43215

Female

55 - 64

Prefer not to
answer

Walkability to allow
seniors to age at
home is critic. More
housing diversity
43209
should integrate
along existing
corridors like
Sawmill and Bethel

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian Yes

43212

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43085

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

cars and trucks

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

safe way to connect from
bike path to CSCC

6

greenspaces

traffic

Protected bike lanes. So
many roads are 35 mph or
more

7

Bike trail connections.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

4

Multi level condos in Grandview
valet parking
Heights

Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

sustainable, public transit

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

Consider what to do
in the winter that
would allow for
43085
similar transit and
movement without
cars

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43017

5

5

5

6

6

Kendale

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

trails

5

Live

7

6

Direct public
transport

191

Bethel road

Olentangy river rd.

Automobile

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities
Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places

Automobile

Wish bus service
was more frequent
when I lived there

6

6

3

5

7

6

No preference

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Automobile

More bus lines in
Grandview heights

6

5

3

5

7

4

Drive an automobile

4

More reliable service, More
convenient stop locations,
More covered shelters and
stop amenities

n/a

Automobile,
Bicycle

Better bike
accommodations
across 315 or 161;
more paths, lanes,
crossing areas

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

create more bike lanes on
major roads (see Europe!)
to better access the
neighborhoods and
businesses instead of just
along a few paths, more
clear crossings on major
roads

6

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

More bike routes

4

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities, 3 and 5
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Would like to see a
pedestrian bridge over the
river anywhere near 3rd or
5th Ave

1

jobs that pay enough to rent an Rich people moving into the
A public vote on any such
apartment in the same
neighborhood driving up rents and food
projects
neighborhood
costs

United
Healthcare

Automobile

Kroger

Automobile, Bus,
Walk, Ride share

CAS

White / Caucasian No

6

CSCC

Clintonville

26 - 34

Ride transit

cranbrook

Live, Work, Recreate

Female

More reliable service, Lower
cost than driving

Live, Work

190

43212

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

184

fifth by northwest

43212

7

4

189

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Walking / biking and transit

4

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

7

5

4

Riverside

Sidewalks along both sides
of Northwest would make
the area far more walkable

5

4

188

Black / AfricanAmerican

6

4

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

26 - 34

5

4

Schools

Female

4

less cars

Worthington

43215

4

Bicycle, Walk

Live, Work

43220

7

AEP

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

7

4

We need a city run
ride service, like
Uber, but public
owned

More off-ramps
from the bike trail.
Otherwise biking
down High St. feels
not quite safe.

More sidewalks
Automobile, Walk along major roads,
e.g. Kenny

6

5

6

5

7

5

5

7

6

5

1

1

5

6

6

1

5

6

6

7

7

6

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

5

Walking / biking and transit

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7

6

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Removal

Walking / biking and transit

5

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

1

6

Harrison West

187

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

6

183

Grandview heights

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

6

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

4

Commute through

186

1

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

6

182

Grew up but moved, visit
friends

Drive an automobile

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

7

Live

Automobile

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

181

185

Grandview Heights

Affordability

Automobile

Economic Development

Commute through

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

180

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

Roundabout s

5

Lower cost than driving,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

Crosswalk to cross
Ackerman Ave. from the
wetlands path to CAS.

7

Enforcement that pedestrians
have the right of way in every
crosswalk, marked or unmarked;
traffic calming; trees including
national chains, bars
conifers along high-traffic roads;
bookstores; locally owned
businesses

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Reduce speed limits on N
Broadway, Henderson,
Kenny and Bethel

7

Bike chevron's and Share the
Road signs; more sidewalks

Apartments

not really

Yes

No

Prefer not
to answer

43212

43212

Male

35 - 54

Two or more races No

Columbus has
reached the size
where a metro rail
Includes mixed-use, Includes
system may make a
walkable and attractive places, lot of sense, moving 43202
Offers housing diversity
through the
Northwest Corridor
and south into
downtown.

43202

Female

35 - 54

Asian

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates employment
opportunities

NA

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

53220

No

192

Live, Work, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

193

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

194

Live, Work, Healthcare
purposes

195

196

Riverside Hills

Powell

Recreate

Recreate

198

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

199

Live, Recreate

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

Innovation

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?
I do not believe that
automobile and bikes
should try to share a
rodeway in any capacity. a
gasoline powered engine
and a man powered
bicycle make for a
dangerous combination. a
wide path with room for
walkers, runners and
bicyclists would be ideal. I
would like to see a wide
path on Sawmill Rd from
Bethel Rd to Snouffer Rd.
Also making safety pull offs
for Ubers or other
transport vehicles would
be considerable safer than
blocking lanes of traffic on
an already crowded
roadway.

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Use of exsisting building and less
new constrution. Green spaces
are necessary to keep a
community connected and
healthy.

Integrates with surrounding
Fast Food and more support for food
neighborhood, Includes
trucks. A repurposed buiding combining
walkable and attractive places,
food trucks and in door & open air
Is accessible by various
dinning would be fabulous!
transportation modes

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

I wish the city woud
either maintain or
remove the median 43017
on Sawmill. It looks
a soul TERRIBLE!

43017

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
Removal of cars lanes for bike lanes.
They are not well-used, and inaccessible neighborhood, Is accessible by
in wintertime
various transportation modes

43214

43214

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities

43065

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43085

43229

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43123

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43219

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

7

7

7

7

7

Ride transit

7

Automobile

The bus schedules
are not consistently
kept. Having a settimed
transportation
option would be
amazing.

7

4

6

4

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

3

Automobile

315 traffic

4

6

6

7

3

5

Drive an automobile

5

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

4

Restaurants

Apartments

6

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

1

Commuter train systems. I lived
30 years in Chicago and believe
Columbus would see untold
improvements in revenue and
tourism.

Shared bike lanes. I have yet to see a
biker stop at a red signal / stop sign, use
hand signals to indicate direction, or
Is accessible by various
follow any rules of the road. If drivers
transportation modes
must be licensed, why aren't bikers? It's
only fair if we have to share the same
road.

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

more cler separation from
vehicular traffic

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Due to the numerous areas
that have a higher
population density
adjacent to the corridor, I
would love to see
continued ped and bike
access along the corridor
itself. Likewise, continued
access to/from the
adjacent areas to the east
and west need to be
further developed and
safe. Specifically, access
more towards the urban
core is good, but safety at
high volume intersections
needs to be ensured or
improved e.g. Olentangy
River Rd and 3rd Ave., etc.

3

Connections over
the Olentangy

5

3

6

3

7

5

7

3

6

4

5

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

Automobile

Travel for vehicles is
generally efficient in
this area.

Bicycle

Better bike facilities
(on street)

7

4

4

4

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

yes, bus svc

4

2

5

6

7

7

Ride transit

7

Lower cost than driving,
More convenient stop
locations, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

7

4

4

6

7

6

Ride transit

Separate lanes for bikers,
not shared lanes.

5

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Automobile

Cooke rd and Colerain av

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

If I had access to
public
transportation that
wouldnt require me
to leave 2 hrs before
I needed to be at
work.. Sawmill Rd is
known as Crawlmill
in my hous because
of the congestion
during peak hrs.

Metro Place in
Automobile
Dublin

Grandview

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Automobile

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

197

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

7

7

Continued dense/mixed used
developments along the
corridor. Incentives to
apartments/condos that push
for mode shift to transit.

This area is ripe for
success with an
improved form of
transit. Whether a
BRT or rail, this area
has all the workings
to make this
outrageously
Less increase in vehicular trip
generators or, again, incentivize those Includes mixed-use, Includes
successful. Likewise,
developments to push for mode shifts walkable and attractive places, due to the adjacent
areas, UA,
to walking, bicycling, transit or micro
Is accessible by various
Grandview, OSU,
transit e.g. neighborhood circulators or transportation modes
even scooters.
etc. there are
amazing
opportunities for
transit to be
developed
concurrently in
these areas to feed
into the corridor.

More pedestrian and
cyclist safety, reduced
speed limits

7

Safe, comfortable non motorist
options

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
Consideration of single occupancy
and attractive places, Is
vehicles and level of service for personal
accessible by various
autos
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43202

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

on Dominion. Between
High St and Indianola.

6

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43214

n/a

Female

Prefer
not to
answer

White / Caucasian No

200

Grandview Yard

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

2

5

7

7

5

Sustainability

Affordability

Grandview
Yard

Economic Development

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?
Yes, better paths for
bikes and access
underneath the
railroad bridges
parallel to
Olentangy River Rd.
Add better cyclist
access with
ENFORCED cycling
laws.

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Drive an automobile

5

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Olentangy bridges over 5th
ave and Goodale blvd.
Merging cyclists with
pedestrians is not safe.

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

4

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixed- We would like it to
use, Includes walkable and
be vibrant, safe,
attractive places, Creates
and healthy.
employment opportunities

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Access to local businesses and
shop development.

Less strip malls and chains.

43212

43212

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

COC has
unsuccessfully done
these things before.
It just resulted in
COC neighborhood associations support
higher densities and
No development until you
no significant
43221
neighborhoods rather than what they
figure out how to pay for transit
transit
do now
improvements. No
significant densities
until transit is paid
for.

43228

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

201

Live

Cranbrook

Automobile, Walk

4

6

5

5

5

5

No preference

4

Faster and more frequent
service, No changes would
entice me to ride more
frequently

handicap ramps installed
and coordinated with
abutting jurisdictions in
the corridor

2

practical improvement not
theoretical/ cost-unrestained
"solutions"

202

Live

Pullman way Grandview
heights

Automobile, Walk

6

6

4

6

4

5

Walking / biking and transit

6

More covered shelters and
stop amenities, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Need safe walking paths sidewalks

4

Walking and biking trails

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43212

43215

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

203

Live, Work, Study at OSU,
Healthcare purposes

Grandview heights

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

7

5

7

6

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

More reliable service

Lighting paths,
maintenance of dedicated
walking/biking paths

5

Dedicated walking and biking
paths with signage

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43212

43205

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

204

Live

Grandview yard

Automobile, Walk,
Ride share

6

5

4

6

7

7

No preference

6

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

2

Mixed use, restaurants,
playgrounds, childcare centers

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Is accessible by
various transportation modes

43212

43201

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Sidewalks, crosswalks, and
protected bike facilities.

Car oriented development.

Address the issues
with current land
use and
development
43206
policies. They're
causing a lot of the
transportation
issues.

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Mixed use development with 0
foot or very little setback from
the street, sidewalks, chirping
crosswalks For the visually
impaired, street trees, bus
shelters, dedicated car share
drop off zones.

Really think through
the needs of the
visually impaired
and the blind who
literally donâ€™t
have the option to
drive or bike, and
solely rely on bus
transit and ride
Low density development and cheap
Includes mixed-use, Includes
shares. Integrate
strip malls, parking between buildings
walkable and attractive places, these two systems
43202
and the right of way, high speed streets,
Is accessible by various
in walkable areas
absence of pedestrian infrastructure,
transportation modes
and build/ modify
absence of protected bike lanes.
streetscapes to
include Hugh
visibility crosswalks
with chirping
signals. If itâ€™s
built so the most
disadvantaged can
easily use it, then
everyone wins.

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian Yes

6

Trains

Cars

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes

43235

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

205

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate, Shopping

German
village

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle

I would prefer not
to have to drive. I
feel forced to
because the other
options are unsafe
or take too long.

7

5

2

4

7

5

Walking / biking and transit

7

4

1

1

6

6

Walking / biking and transit

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

Everywhere. Safe
connection to the trail that
gets you to places in
Grandview, Upper
Arlington, etc.

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, I
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

The whole stretch of
Olentangy River Road,
sidewalks the whole way
that align with bus rapid
transit, bus shelters, and
streets capes that serve
the visually impaired and
blind. The Olentangy River
Road and North Broadway
intersection needs a lot of
help. Itâ€™s dangerous for
pedestrians and the bus
stop locations are not in
pedestrian safe locations.
An easy way to test this
yourself is to go to any
area of the corridor, close
your eyes, and try to get
around blind or without
your glasses or contacts in.

7

7

Huge apartment structures

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

206

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate, Grocery shop

Automobile, Bus,
Ride share

A better bus system.
My vision does not
allow me the
privilege or driving
independently so I
need rides, a ride
share, or bus to get
around. Itâ€™s a
dangerous corridor
to navigate with
vision issues. Hugh
speeds, inconsistent
and broken
sidewalks, and the
bus shelters are few
and far between.
The bus is slow and
once Iâ€™m off the
bus along the
corridor I donâ€™t
feel safe because
cars may not see me
or sidewalks may be
inconsistent. I feel
second class to
those who get

207

Live, Commute through

Automobile

Train

4

4

5

7

3

6

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

208

Commute through

Automobile

Light rail

7

5

5

5

5

6

Ride transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

Improve bike lanes

6

Light rail

Highway

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

Light rail is a better
idea that the weird
Smart Cities electric 43016
car plan that makes
no sense

43016

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Live, Commute through

Automobile,
Bicycle

Increase safety. Cars
drive too fast.
Better (accessible,
protected) and
more sidewalks.

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Along Lane Avenue
connecting UA to OSU,
Henderson Road, Bethel
Road, Olentangy River
Road, Fifth Avenue, Third
Avenue, King Avenue.

7

Protected sidewalks, accessible
pathways to areas of interest,
and bus stop amenities
(shelters, benches).

Speeding cars, development set way
back from the road (thus making it
difficult to get from the transit stop to
the store safely)

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43221

43205

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

209

7

5

4

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

210

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

211

Work

212

Live, Commute through

213

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

214

Live, Work, Commute
through

215

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

Central Clintonville

Spectrum
1015
Olentangy

Riverside Green

Lakes at Bethel Park

Live, Work, Recreate

217

Recreate

218

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Merion Village

Automobile,
Bicycle

Automobile

OSU

Automobile

5th Ave

Automobile

More frequent,
more timely public
transportation (esp.
trains).

Better biking
options.

More safety for
bikes. One of our
community
members was killed
while riding a bike
not long ago. My
husband was nearly
Automobile, Walk
struck by a car
running a red light
last week, had he
not seen the car
coming and dashed
out of the way he
could have died too.

Live, Healthcare purposes,
Grandview Heights
Recreate

216

OSU west
campus

OSU

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?
The intersection at E
Cooke Rd to enter
71N is dangerous
and frustrating. If
you are trying to get
on to 71N, drivers
on Cooke often
don't know that
they don't have a
stop, and drivers
turning right onto
Cooke don't know
that they do. I worry
about drivers
unfamiliar with the
area who try to get
on to 71 and don't
know that drivers on
Cooke don't have a
stop--I've been in a
car with a driver like
that and it was
terrifying. Thank you
for this survey, and
to reading my
rambling! Much

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

7

7

7

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

4

4

4

4

4

4

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

5

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

4

5

7

4

6

6

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

6

5

6

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

1

5

5

5

4

4

5

Drive an automobile

6

6

4

6

4

4

6

No preference

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations
Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

6

4

4

4

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Automobile

7

7

7

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service

Automobile

7

4

5

6

4

7

Ride transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service

Automobile

Yes! More
sidewalks, more
bike lanes, more &
better public transit

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

usually the 4
and 2 line
buses

corner of goodale and
Olentangy needs more
signs or lights to get cars
to yield to bikes

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

6

More mixed used development
in Clintonville. The Deco and The
Ave are super exciting (and cost
tens of millions I realize), but we
also have so many
underused/neglected
buildings/complexes along
Indianola, which I would
absolutely go to and utilize since
it's in my own neighborhood.

5

green space

5

Infrastructure development

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Almost everywhere there
are so many dangerous
places for bikes. Having
additional devoted bike
paths (separate from the
roads) that connect
communities would be
ideal. I don't know how to
get car drivers to be better
about sharing the road and
not driving aggressively re:
bikes.

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

I'm super excited!!
This is a great place 43214
to live and work!

43023

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian Yes

43209

43212

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
Light rail is the best
walkable and attractive places, option in the long 43017
Is accessible by various
run.
transportation modes

43228

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Nonbinary

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

Road work

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

Underused/neglected businesses and
Includes mixed-use, Creates
shopping complexes. Many are just
employment opportunities,
vacant, which of course Covid has had a
Offers housing diversity
part in.

6

Bethel Rd and Sawmill Rd
need work for biking.

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43229

6

Bike lanes

"Luxury" appartments

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places

43235

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

6

bike-friendly options so I don't
worry about my husband dying
on his way to and from work
each day

bare land - keep trees (or add more
trees) when developing areas

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

43212

43212

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Includes walkable and
Cars, congestion, cars waiting
attractive places, Is accessible
needlessly at stoplights, people walking
by various transportation
in the gutter or in the grass or snow bc
modes, Lets people connect
there are no sidewalks
home & work

OSU is focused on
making as much
profit as possible,
and they are not
thinking about
43206
people. The city is
going to have to do
that because they
won't.

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43214

43214

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43209

43210

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Olentangy River Rd, Kenny,
Lane Ave, High St,
Northwest Blvd

5

(Question #9 is really poorly
worded & hard to answer)
Accessibility for walking, biking,
and public transit. OSU is
focused on parking, but they are
still not creating enouogh
parking spaces for everyone who
comes to campus -- even now!
We need more public transit to
help more pepole move about
safely.

For bicycles, safety from
automobiles. Extra
protection, or I wouldn't
feel comfortable biking.

7

When people get to downtown,
there need to be options for
them there to get around.
Otherwise, people will be stuck.

5

government transparency.

Illegal ramp closings.

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

University View

Safer bike lanes,
traffic along Kenny
Road, especially
between Kinnear
and 5th Avenue is
very heavy and
most people do not
adhere to the
25mph speed limits.
Steelwood Ave.
where The Griff
apartments are
located is a very
dangerous
intersection.
Kinnear and Kenny
intersection needs
to be improved due
to high speed limit
and offset lanes.

Sustainability

Live

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

Affordability

Franklinton

Franklinton

Economic Development

220

Live, Work, Commute
through

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

219

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

7

7

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

7

7

5

4

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Along Kenny Rd. King Ave.
3rd and 5th Aves.

7

Bike lanes, roundabouts

All of the places that don't
have sidewalks

7

1

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

10, 4, 9

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Automobile

Add light rail

7

7

1

1

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Live, Commute through

Automobile

Traffic signal timing
optimization

1

1

7

7

4

4

Drive an automobile

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Kenny Rd

223

Live, Commute through

Harrison West

I would like to ride
my bicycle, but
Automobile, Walk,
often don't feel it is
Ride share
safe with all the
road traffic

7

6

7

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Ensuring crosswalks and
sidewalks are in place
throughout

5

224

Live, Work, Commute
through

Colonial Hills

remove train tracks
at Indianola &
Lincoln

4

4

4

4

4

4

Drive an automobile

4

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Bike Trail added from
Colonial Hills South on
Indianola to Morse Rd.

4

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

North Broadway - adjust
the bike path to avoid the
neighborhood streets, and
add sidewalks/bike lanes
along the stretch between
the river and Riverside
Hospital

6

Work, Recreate

222

225

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

226

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

227

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

228

Commute through, Study
at OSU

Downtown

Clintonville

Skate Zone 71 Automobile

Downtown

Clintonville

Riverside
Methodist

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

The Olentangy Trail
would be vastly
improved and much
safer - not only for
people using the
trail, but also for
people living in the
neighborhood - if a
section of the trail
were
built/redirected to
avoid the
intersection/neighb
orhood streets
around
Milton/North
Broadway.

7

6

4

5

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

Light rail to other
Automobile, Ride parts of the city that
allow for easier
share
transportation.

7

7

7

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving

Automobile

2

5

6

7

1

3

No preference

7

Lower cost than driving

7

5

5

6

6

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

Automobile,
Bicycle

Better traffic control

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Bike trails along the river

Crosswalks and bike lane
safety

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates employment
opportunities

43222

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Asphalt parking lots

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

43212

43085

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Light rail

Cars

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places

Please implement
light rail

43215

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Retail

COTA Interference, apartments

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place

Don't fuck up this
nice area of town
with social
engineering.

43235

43210

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

Housing

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places, No
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43201

43201

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43085

43229

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43214

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43214

43214

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43017

43202

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43085

43210

Prefer
not to
answer

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

221

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

Small business

Trees, bike-friendly lanes, and
pedestrian-friendly sidewalks

traffic

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

5

Transportation options Innovative ideas - More
sustainability

Buses and auto congestion

7

Availability of side streets

traffic jams and accidents

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

7

Equity in access and
environmentally friendly
changes

Car oriented upgrades and app only
payment options for parkibg

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Offers housing diversity

Columbus has a
great opportunity
to innovate here.
Think outside the
box of traditional
means of
transportation.
Would be a great
story that could
help influence the
continued growth
of our city.

Prefer not
to answer

230

Commute through

231

232

233

234

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Live

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Live

Dublin - inside the 270
loop

Cranbrook

Cranbrook

Riverside Green

Downtown
Columbus

Automobile

Fix the
Henderson/Olentan
gy intersection!

Automobile

Additional traffic
capacity from
Dublin to
downtown; need a
lot more sidewalks
in Dublin - especially
to get from the
Riverside Green
area to Bridge Park
and Downtown
Dublin

Sustainability

Polaris , Dublin
and
Automobile
Grandview

Grandview heights

Affordability

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

Economic Development

229

No.

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?
Olentangy River
road traffic lights
could be better. 315
drivers are slow.
Getting on 670 is
slow

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

4

7

4

5

4

6

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

4

6

6

6

4

5

6

Walking / biking and transit

6

Lower cost than driving,
More convenient stop
locations, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Need sidewalks
throughout the area and
designated bike lanes

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

Kenny Ave. I do not have
an off-major-road path to
any bike trail. I cannot get
to any grocery store
completely on a sidewalk
or without riding my bike
on a major road.

7

5

5

5

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

No preference

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)
Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

More sidewalks,
bike lanes

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Slower traffic,
better bike facilities,
more trees,
narrower lanes on w
north broadway's,
tighter turning
radius along north
broadway.

7

4

1

6

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
61, 1
covered shelters and stop
amenities, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

Automobile

Bike path + walking
path from Riverside
Green to Bridge
Park. Also, a safe
way for pedestrians
to cross over 161
where the
roundabout is (very
unsafe crossing
south to north
across 161 just west
of Riverside. Also
sidewalk from Misty
Meadows to Daniel
Wright Elementary.
Any kind of bike
/multi purpose path
along Riverside and
on West Case would
make things safer
and make car travel
less necessary.

7

4

7

7

7

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

4

4

4

4

4

5

Ride transit

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Side walk repairs

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

6

Walking districts , free street
parking

Giant parking lots

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places

43212

43240

Male

35 - 54

Asian

5

Safer more efficient redo of
Henderson/Olentangy
intersection

Road widening

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43214

43220

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Congestion

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43017

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43221

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

5

Pedestrian friendly areas

No

4

Bike trails and walkways

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

East west connections like
north broadway

7

Consideration for cyclists and
pedestrians

Pavement

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43221

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Riverside on the side
across from the river needs
an all purpose path as does
West Case.

4

Bike paths

Integrates with surrounding
Roundabouts with pedestrian bridges or neighborhood, Includes mixedtunnels
use, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43017

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

235

236

237

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Live, Commute through

Worthington-Colonial
Hills

Ohio State

Grandview Heights

Automobile

Commute through

238

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

239

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

Protected bike lanes
on High Street,
widening the
Olentangy Trail, and
increasing the
frequency of the
102 bus would all
help my family
tremendously.

less traffic lights

Automobile

Seventh Son
Brewing

Automobile,
Bicycle

4

4

Automobile

Clintonville

7

Make Summit and
4th Streets both two
ways with protected
center bike lanes for
each direction.

7

3

7

4

6

7

4

5

7

5

7

4

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Northwest blvd/Virginia
ave...northwest blvd/3rd
ave

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

5

6

5

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

7

7

7

4

4

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7

241

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Automobile

A train with a park
and ride to help get
from employment
hubs in Dublin,
Worthington,
Campus, and
Downtown. Also
would allow better
access to healthcare
along the corridor

4

7

7

7

4

7

Ride transit

242

School

Bus

Bus connections to
my proposed
monorail along high
street

7

7

7

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

Clintonville

6

6

Retired and
donâ€™t get out like
I used to

Live

7

7

7

7

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

Truly: Protected bike lanes
along High Street. I could
easily commute by bike to
my job within 30 minutes,
but riding on High Street is
terrifying. Adding
protected lanes with good
signage for both bikers and
motorists would help so
very much.

3

Automobile

240

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

On the east side and in less
financially stable
neighborhoods.

East side of High Street

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

More dedicated bike lanes
on major roads such as
high street, bethel road,
olanatangy river road.
Road diets and possible
closures to private vehicles
in high density areas. More
bike parking areas. Wider
and even sidewalks in high
density areas. More well lit
areas with emergency call
boxes

7

I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

CMAX, 8, 32, 2 Everywhere

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of
the Northwest
Corridor?
I know the whole
central Ohio region
is growing
exponentially;
anecdotally, I've
seen that to be true
in our
neighborhood and
the neighborhoods
surrounding Old
Worthington. With
more people
inevitably comes
more traffic;
investing in reliable,
low-cost (or free)
public transit would
help alleviate that,
as would better
access to safe
sidewalks and bike
lanes (not to
mention the
positive health and
environmental
effects both walking

15. What
14. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
zip code do you work is your
is your
you live in? in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43085

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

bike lanes. Bus routes. Well-kept
Cars, honestly.
sidewalks.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

5

ideally would like an express
lane/local lane setup...maybe
more roundabouts like there are
in dublin. almost more/safer
bike paths that could be
traveled on the length of the
corridor

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43212

43068

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

4

Rail transit

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43026

43026

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Please spend these
funds in less
43202
fortunate
neighborhoods.

Columbus
and
Male
surroundin
g counties

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Na

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

In high
school

Male

18 or
younger

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

7

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

7

Integrates with surrounding
Development trends on the east
neighborhood, Creates
side and less financially stable
Development in the northwest corridor
employment opportunities,
neighborhoods.
Offers housing diversity

7

Affordable housing

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

Route 315 was
curved because of a
Cemetaries. The
exit to East North
Broadway was
eliminated with NO
public discussion. I
am a lifelong
Democrat and I will 43214
not vote for Ginther
over the shame
over the exit. I will
fight any change to
the Northwest
corridor if it is
political or involves
A TAX ABATEMENT

7

Walk able mixed use
development, more affordable
Less single family homes
transit oriented housing options
with office mixed in

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

I want it to become
a highly dense
portion of the city
that can drive
43235
economic growth
and innovation for
the state of ohio

7

Transit

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Is accessible by various
No
transportation modes, All of the
above

Idiots driving

43224

243

244

Commute through

Commute through

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Automobile

East-West travel
through this part of
the city is very time
consuming, due to
no East-West
freeways between
I70 and 270. North
Broadway,
Henderson Rd. and
161 all have lots of
lights and tend to
get backed up
during rush hour.

4

4

5

4

4

5

No preference

Automobile

Improve flow by
lowering speeds
prior to the hospital
curve in order to
prevent the
accordion effect and
the resulting
queues.

4

4

3

4

4

5

Ride transit

5

Faster and more frequent
service

Eliminate the snaking of
the bike trail thru
Clintonville.

4

Family restaurants

Apartments

1

Trees

We still need to be
able to drive our
Roundabouts. Also, it was terrible to
cars through this
take away that exit from 315 and give
area. I wouldn't
Integrates with surrounding
the land to OhioHealth. Doing that
neighborhood, Includes mixed- want a situation
43214
that creates more
created longer travel times in and out of use, Creates employment
the area for everyone and really only
opportunities
traffic congestion
benefited OhioHealth.
due to making a car
lane into a bike
lane.

4

projects paying taxes, less
pressure on residential taxes,
relief for long term residents
from tax increses

development....

5

2

4

4

4

1

246

Live

grandview

Automobile

4

4

4

3

7

5

4

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

249

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

250

Live, Work

Clintonville

OSU

Self-employed
at my home
on Neil
Avenue and
part-time job
on the main
campus of
Ohio State
University.
Office is on
the Oval.

251

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate,
shopping

Victorian Village

252

Live

Clintonville / Northmoor

253

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Cranbrook

254

OSU

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

I'd like to see fewer vehicles opting to
cut through residential areas and side
streets in an attempt to avoid the
backed up freeway

Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43235

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43085/432
Female
35

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Prefer not
to answer

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Offers
housing diversity

43212

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible Affordable &
by various transportation
efficient housing
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43214

43215

Female

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Includes
Don't just do a
walkable and attractive places, CMAX bus, do
Offers housing diversity
something real

43214

43201

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle

Safer bike trails on
High St. and more
efficient bus system

7

5

6

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

Automobile

Light rail

4

5

5

7

5

4

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Need sidewalks Henderson
to Bethel

6

7

7

1

1

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Bike lanes on major streets

4

Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43202

Consultant travel
Male
within &
outside of
city

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

4

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

43221

43210

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

We need rapid
transit and all
modes of transit
other than cars. We
need a state
government and a 43201
federal government
that is supportive of
forms of
transportation
other than cars

43201

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

43214

43214

Male

35 - 54

Asian

I wish they made
the lanes narrower
on North Broadway 43221
when they repaved
it

43210

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Automobile

Cranbrook

I know a lot of
people live or work
in Dublin, but I want
to make sure that
enabling a faster
43224
commute for those
people doesn't
negatively impact
all the zipcodes
around them.

4

4

248

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

5

Automobile

CoverMyMeds

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

North Broadway and
Henderson intersections
with Olentangy River Rd.
are heavily trafficked and
currently unsafe for
pedestrians and cyclists.

Clintonville

Clintonville

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

On and Off ramp redesign like
the 315 off ramp change to
North Broadway/Olentangy
River Rd. that divided vehicles
that need to go in opposite
directions after having exited
the freeway.

245

247

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Automobile

Sidewalks from Lane
Ave to North
Broadway on Kenny
Rd

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk,
scooter, C-bus
shuttle

Yes. Either a street
car or improved bus
service would be
useful. COTA bus
service in this area is
so horrible that I can
walk there faster
than take the bus
for anywhere I am
going.

4

4

6

7

5

5

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Bus

4

6

3

6

6

6

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

Automobile

Light rail on the CSX
tracks

5

4

4

6

4

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Automobile

Reduce traffic
chokepoints

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

5

4

4

4

4

4

6

4

4

4

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

High st., Olentangy River
Rd., Indianola Ave.

5

Bike lanes protected by street
parking (similar to Summit),
more sidewalks, street lamps

Density, walkability, light rail

Kenny Rd needs sidewalks
drastically

bus rapid transit

Sidewalks. Roundabouts. Tram
service

7

people walking and biking

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
people using single-occupancy cars,
Includes walkable and
fewer surface parking lots,
attractive places, Is accessible
enhancements that discourage travel by
by various transportation
and use of cars.
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

7

Separate biking trails for
commutes and errands

Roads

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Creates employment
opportunities

Need a separate bike trail
along North Broadway
between Kenny and the
Olentangy river

4

Tall buildings along Olentangy
River Road

Very wide travel lanes that encourage
speeding

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Cant walk or bike due to
permanent disability

4

Natural areas to offset growth

Pavement

Dedicated bike lanes on all
major streets. Expanded
bike/multi-use trails. More
crosswalks.

No

255

256

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Clintonville

Ohio State

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

Bus, Bicycle

More public transit
options, faster ones,
on dedicated
rails/spaces/lanes

Automobile

Live, Healthcare purposes,
CLINTONVILLE
Recreate

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

258

Live, Work

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

259

Live, Shopping and visiting
Clintonville
family

257

Grandview

Grandview

Bus, Walk, Ride
share

7

7

5

5

More/better
pedestrian river
crossings

5

4

7

5

5

4

4

7

7

5

2

6

7

6

6

4

6

7

4

5

5

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

7

7

6

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

6

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

3

CONCENTRATED HOUSING LIKE
TOWERS

6

More convenient stop
locations, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

1st, 3rd and 5th ave

6

Speed bumps on residential
streets in grandview

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Around SR 315
interchanges and along
Olentangy River Road

7

7

land use planning, greater
density and mixed use
developments

7

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile, Walk,
Ride share

5

5

7

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

261

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Automobile

7

5

6

7

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

262

Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile,
Bicycle

safe east/west bike
paths on bethel,
connect olentangy
trail on north
broadway

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

4

4

4

4

4

4

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

4

Automobile

Better east-west
connections,
cleaner - less curvy
road layout as
opportunity
presents

264

Live, Work, Commute
through

Franklinton

Riverside Heights

Ohio State

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

5

6

5

3

4

4

5

4

7

5

7

7

No preference

Walking / biking and transit

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

7

260

263

It feels unsafe to bike
along
Bethel/Henderson/McCoy.
I would like paths separate
from the motor vehicle
lanes, as these drivers
regularly try to kill me
when biking on the road.

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
High Street
amenities, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Work, Commute through,
Shopping on north end

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

safe east/west bike access
on bethel (or 161?)

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
1
amenities, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

stick to the bike / walking
trails - enough with putting
bikes on higher speed
roads - this just causes
slowdowns, inefficiency in
traffic flow, and increases
risks

7

7

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

43214

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43212

43228

Male

35 - 54

Asian

STUPID HOUSING

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43214

43219

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

On-street parking for deliveries

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

43212

43212

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43202

43202

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

multi-use paths, east-west and
high speed roads. Sawmill, 161, Bethel,
southeast-northwest directional
are all unsafe speeds
transit

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Greenspace

More green
infrastructure,
including water
quality protection
and solar power
generation

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

No

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43085

retired

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

separated bike paths

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places

43235

43017

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

4

developments that include
residential and commercial
components

Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
includes a commercial zone
around it

43085

43222

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

widening of roads, trees blocking road
sidewalks, benches, street lights, views (I love trees but they need to be
and traffic calming
taller when planted, not windshield
height).

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

43214

43210

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

urban sprawl and 1 story commercial
developments

Shared use on higher speed roads

265

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Shannon Heights/Tuttle Marble
(just outside the corridor Cliff/Lake
off Frantz Road)
Shore Drive

266

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Worthington

Worthington
and Dublin

Affordability

Sustainability

Ride transit

5

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

Bikes should pay
registration and taxes like
cars to help fund

5

Opportunities for convenient
and efficient mass transit to
popular destinations

Bikes riding on 2 lane roads, scooters
riding on sidewalks

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Creates employment
opportunities

43017

43215

7

No preference

6

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

between Riverside Green
neighborhood and Bridge
Park; along Riverside Dr

5

trees, sidewalks

multi-family housing (condos, apts)

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43017

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
2, 102
shelters and stop amenities,
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

More bike lanes, more bike
awareness

7

Bike lanes, transit stops, buses

Buses not on time

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

6

Lower cost than driving,
More covered shelters and
stop amenities, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles,
No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Side walk on Riverside
Drive connecting to Bridge
Park and Old Dublin

6

Sidewalks and bike paths
connecting to near by
businesses and parks

4

4

5

6

7

7

Automobile

Mass direct,
frequent transport
to direct
destinations like
OSU, Downtown,
convention center,
hospitals, airport.

2

4

4

6

7

4

5

6

5

6

Riverside Greene

More sidewalks
Automobile, Walk
and/or bike paths

University

4

More and
safer/wider bike
paths

Clintonville

Live, Study at OSU

7

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

269

271

Along all main
thoroughfares. Look at
Amsterdam as a model.
Bikes are everywhere.

Walking / biking and transit

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

Live

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

Bus, Bicycle, Walk

Better busing, more
bike lanes, more
public transit

More bike lanes so
cars don't have to
pass me nearby
Olentangy River Rd.

7

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

5

6

5

5

7

2

5

15. What
14. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
zip code do you work is your
is your
you live in? in?
gender? age?

7

6

more walking
Automobile, Walk paths/sidewalks;
bus routes

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of
the Northwest
Corridor?
There's a lot of
redevelopment
potential all over
the area, and Bridge
Park in Dublin
serves as a good
model. It would be
great to see all of
the surface parking
lots and one-story
strip centers
repuprosed in this
fashion - specifcally,
Tuttle Mall should
be reimagined in
the style of Bridge
Park and its parking
lots better utilized
for development,
transit and
neighborhood
character. As a longtime Columbus
resident, I've seen
many proposals for
commuter rail come

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

6

Riverside Green

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

7

7

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

7

6

268

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

6

Riverside green

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

1. Complete the Hayden
Run Trail - first between
the Scioto and Camden
Place, then the remaining
route from Britton to the
Heritage trail. 2. Extend
the Scioto Trail from Griggs
to Hayden Rd. (either
following the river, or
using Dublin Road
between Fishinger and
Hayden Run) 3. Extend trail
on Dublin Road from
Llewellyn Farms to Frantz
Road 4. Identify and fill in
gaps where sidewalks deadend or are incomplete. 5.
Add micromobility options
like CoGo, scooters, etc.

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

270

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

More bike trails specifically the
Hayden Run Trail
from Camden Pl. to
the Scioto River and
the Scioto trail from
Griggs to Hayden
Rd. More frequent
bus lines on
Frantz/Dublin/Hayd
en Run Roads. More
rapid charging
stations for EVs.
More micromobility
options: e-bikes,
scooters, etc.

267

Downtown

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

4

5

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
2
covered shelters and stop
amenities, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

Chambers Road; The strip
mall with Target, Barnes
and Noble, and AMC
across the river from the
Med Center needs better
non car access. Actually
that whole area needs
better access. Also more
ways to get to Tensuke
would be nice.

7

Bike trails/sidewalks,
micromobility options, covered
bus stops and more clean,
reliable, fast bus service.

Surface parking lots, roads with
minimal/no sidewalks or bike
infrastructure, one-story strip centers,
roads without landscaped medians, gas
stations,

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43204 (and
43016 from Male
home)

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

Prefer not
to answer

Male

35 - 54

Prefer not to
answer

Prefer not
to answer

43017 and
Female
43210

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

43214

43235

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places

Would like more
opinions for walking 43017
and biking

43016

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Is accessible by
various transportation modes

Getting around by
bus is hard because
the buses they
don't run at all
hours, and they
miss large parts of
the corridor, so you
have to walk or bike
for 20+ minutes to
get to a stop
sometimes. That
takes a lot of
planning. I wanted
43202
to live in Grandview
for a while, but
when I tried to find
an apartment I
could bike and bus
to campus from, it
became much more
difficult. Also, I
think some of the
commercial
corridors are
already unique and
nice could afford

43201

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian Yes

43016

Useless bike lanes...eg the Uber narrow
Includes walkable and
one that must criss-cross traffic along
attractive places
Indianola

Bike infrastructure, Mixed use
development, Walkability,
Connected Apartments

Strip malls, Streets without sidewalks

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

272

273

274

275

276

Commute through,
Recreate, shopping,
visiting family

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Automobile

Hard Rd and Sawmill rd

From home or
Automobile,
upper
Bicycle, Walk
Arlington

walking is
dangerous along
many of the main
thoroughfares in the
area, with limited
sidewalks especially at night
when trees block
many of the
streetlights, if there
are any. Bus routes
in the area are
insufficient to be
useful to residents,
so there is no
alternative but to
rely on automobiles.
I don't have a death
wish, so I would
never consider
biking as a method
of transportation
through here.

A metro or train of
some type

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Automobile

Work

Automobile,
Bicycle

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

Yes! I would be
great if there was
some sort of light
rail that ran north to
south. I'm not sure
where this would be
reflected in the
Northwest Corridor
Automobile, Walk
project b/c I was
originally thinking
up and down hight
street (Worthington
to Merion Village).
Certainly mirroring
315 would be great
as well.

277

Live, Work

278

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

Clintonville at the bike
path along the
Olentangy River
(Riverside & Delhi)

Marion /German village Arena district

7

7

7

Bus routes are too
infrequent and take
too long to be of
much use, so
improved bus routes
would be helpful.

7

7

4

7

6

5

6

1

7

4

4

4

3

7

6

2

6

6

7

7

5

7

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

7

6

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

No preference

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

5

Faster and more frequent
service

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

7

Bus, Walk, Ride
share, Commute
with husband

1

1

5

5

1

5

No preference

6

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

7

6

7

7

7

7

Ride transit

6

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

all of the main streets
would need to be
completely reworked to
make walking & biking safe
there.

Riverside drive

279

Recreate

Automobile,
Bicycle

6

5

2

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

280

Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile

4

4

4

4

6

5

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving

3

7

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

service roads

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

traffic round-abouts!! cities in Europe
that originated these "solutions" have
taken to removing them because, under
heavy traffic pressure, they become a
hindrance rather than a benefit.

Bike Lanes, sidewalks

5

Easier access to the
Olentangy Trail and more
protected bike lanes to
make riding safer and
more accessible to less
confident riders

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
Cbus
covered shelters and stop
amenities, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43202

43201

Prefer
not to
answer

55 - 64

Prefer not to
answer

Prefer not
to answer

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
Beautification and
attractive places, Is accessible
art
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43235

43235

Male

26 - 34

Black / AfricanAmerican

No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

43206

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43202

43235

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43202
(Columbus
City
Female
Schools
Digital
Academy)

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Cars

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood

N/A

Chain stores and restaurants

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

Light rail, light rail,
light rail (See city of
43202
Detroit for a great
example)

Bikes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43206

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

bike repair stations, more secure
bike lock areas

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43212

43219

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Transit

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43214

43004

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

4

Rapid Mass Transit

43202

43235

Male

35 - 54

Two or more races No

7

5

Street lights

5

better lighting

4

Sidewalks and slowing
auto traffic

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

Bikes and buses

Locally owned businesses &
eateries

Cars

Equity

Workforce Advancement

Innovation

Economic Development

Affordability

Sustainability

How important are the following goals to you?

Automobile

have better options
than drive alone
every day and sit in
traffic

4

4

5

5

6

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

Automobile

No problems right
now

6

6

4

6

5

5

No preference

6

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Automobile

Morse/Bethel
connector

6

4

5

5

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Automobile

Reliable Affordable
frequent public
transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving

N/A; donâ€™t use

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

281

Work, Commute through

downtown

282

Live

283

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

284

Live

285

Healthcare purposes

286

Live, Commute through

287

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

288

Live, Work, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Grandview

Dublin

Kendale

Northwest Columbus

290

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

Franklinton

291

292

Ohio
Statehouse

4

4

6

4

Ride transit

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43214

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian Yes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places

43017

43210

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43040

43228

Male

35 - 54

Filipino

No

No

7

5

Autonomous vehicle
accommodations

Traffic

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places, Light rail
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

6

Bike paths

Vehicles

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes

43220

43215

Male

35 - 54

Other

43206

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43017

43017

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43215

Female

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

5

5

4

6

6

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

Trail access along
Olentangy River Rd. north
of Broadway

Additional, protected
dedicated bike lanes;
pedestrian safety
improvements.

7

Light rail

Cars

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

Need access across and
along Riverside/33

7

Bike and public transit options

car focus

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
CASE strategy is
walkable and attractive places,
good
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

7

4

4

5

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

Automobile

More sidewalks,
bike lanes, and
frequent bus stops

6

7

2

7

5

5

Ride transit

Automobile,
Bicycle

Better Bike
Infastructure,
Efficient Bus
Schedule

5

2

5

4

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

Automobile

Live

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

Metro system of the
greater Cbus area

More transit service

7

7

7

7

7

5

7

6

7

5

7

6

No preference

Walking / biking and transit

White / Caucasian No

Strip commercial and single-family

4

Public
transportation
options, more bike
lanes

65 or
older

mixed-use, dense development

Passenger rail.

7

Female

5

Automobile,
Bicycle

Walking / biking and transit

43215

Reduced vehicle speeds,
separate facilities for
biking/walking

None.

2

5

43212

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Drive an automobile

5

White / Caucasian No

Not sure

6

5

35 - 54

Resurfacing of major streets

4

4

Female

5

5

5

43215

Not sure

6

6

43065

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

5

Light rail

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

dense development along the
parking lots right along the roadways,
streets without all the sprawling
single floor developments
parking lots

5

More reliable service, More
convenient stop locations,
Modern, more comfortable
CBUS, #2
vehicles, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

5

Speed enforcement

Commute through

Waterford Village/Dublin

4

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Automobile

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

4

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Porter Wright
Automobile, Bus,
Morris &
Walk, Ride share
Arthur

289

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, No changes
would entice me to ride
more frequently

On Olentangy River Road
there are bus stops but not
many sidewalks or safe
places to stand on a busy
street with a high speed
limit.

7

Options for traveling downtown. reliance on automobiles

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

3rd & Trail

7

public transit

7

More reliable service, Lower
cost than driving, More
convenient stop locations,
More covered shelters and
stop amenities

Less trash, access to
recycling/trash bins

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities, 73
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

161 from Sawmill to
Linworth so I can catch the
bike trail and travel there
safely and/or Sawmill Road

4

7

gigantic highways/prioritization of cars

I would love to take
public
transportation to
work. However, it
takes me 10-15
Includes mixed-use, Creates
minutes to get
employment opportunities,
43214
downtown by car
Offers housing diversity
and over an hour
with 1-2 line
changes to go by
bus.
Columbus has a
chance to start
building the city of
the future that we
want to be.
Investment in
public transit and
other equitable
Includes walkable and
methods of transit
attractive places, Is accessible
will improve quality 43222
by various transportation
of life outcomes
modes, Offers housing diversity
across multiple
metrics - physical
health, social
health,
environmental
sustainability,
psychological
health.

Space for humans.

Trash/ litter.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities

Please invest in
clean up projects. It
makes me want to 43201
cry seeing litter so
bad.

43201

Female

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

Areas like Bridge Street

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixedOf Sawmill and Bethel Road from the
use, Creates a great place,
perspective that they both are arterials
Includes walkable and
whose primary purpose is throughput
attractive places, Is accessible
not serving the area as a destination.
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

43017

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

294

295

298

299

Sustainability

7

7

6

6

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

7

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

More protected bike lanes
and trails where ever
possible

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

7

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Walkable, transit oriented
development and safety
improvements for ALL modes

Less emphasis on car safety and more
emphasis on driver, pedestrian,
bicyclists and transit user safety

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43017

43215

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

43209

Female

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

43015

43220

Male

35 - 54

Prefer not to
answer

43202

43215

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

Consider extending
to Bridge Park. Is
the river being
43201
considered as a
mode of
transportation.

43201

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
surface area parking, chain restaurants,
walkable and attractive places,
high speed traffic
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

We have a large
parking lot. In order
to change the
43206
culture, employees
may need an
incentive.

43212

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43235

43223

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

Commute through

Automobile,
Bicycle

7

2

1

1

6

4

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving

More dedicated bike lanes

7

Bike lanes and support for public
Focus on economic development
transportation

Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

This city doesn't
care about its lower
income residents.
We have left them
43220
behind in exchange
for... Ugly
properties? Low
paying jobs?

Work

Travel is pretty
efficient on Bethe l
(I work on Reed Rd).
Access management
is bad on Henderson
between Reed and
Automobile, Walk
Dierker. I find it is
easy to walk to
destinations on
Bethel. Difficult to
walk on Reed and
Henderson.

5

7

4

6

4

3

No preference

5

More convenient stop
locations, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Sidewalks on Reed Road
and other missing
locations

3

High quality office, commercial,
Strip center and big box commercial.
and residential.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

Has a good spine.
Focus on quality
development.

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
2
shelters and stop amenities,
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

7

public transit, safe and
convenient pathways for bikes
and pedestrians

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Create better access to
Olentangy trail from other
parts in the city (i.e. there
is no protected way to get
from Italian Village to a
trail entrance).

7

More dense, walkable
developments that are
connected to the corridor. More
Less car centric development.
green space. Consider using
existing rail and developing
around existing infrastructure.

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

I would never bike along
the actual roadway on NW
Corridor, I would only use
the trail, however access is
limited. Better
bike/walking access off the
trail would make it a
friendlier environment.

7

Lower cost than driving,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

296

297

Affordability

Automobile, Ride Would like an
share
option to a car

Economic Development

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

293

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

Automobile,
Bicycle

Recreate

Work

Spectrum

Commute through,
Recreate

7

Automobile

More accessible
sidewalk
infrastructure along
both sides of
Olentangy River Rd
and W. Third
Avenue. Perhaps
less congestion
along laterals at 3rd,
5th and King ave.

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Safer and more
access points for a
park and ride type
to the Olentangy
Trail. Promote
parking and biking
to work the rest of
the way.

7

7

6

7

7

7

2

7

4

7

6

7

4

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Drive an automobile

300

Work, Commute through

Automobile

5

5

5

5

5

5

Ride transit

6

301

Commute through,
Recreate

Light rail line,
Automobile, Walk connected to area
bus lines.

7

7

7

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

302

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

5

5

4

6

6

7

Ride transit

7

OSU

Automobile,
Bicycle

Transit between
Downtown and
OSU. Lets do it.

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Better connections across
the river.

automotive traffic, automotive speed

3

walkability, placemaking,
streetscaping, medians, culture

6

dedicated space for bikes and/or
bikes or even carpool
lane/shoulder? Hard shoulder
pavement
running for buses or carpool on
315?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

6

Density

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Is accessible by
various transportation modes

7

Rail trains,bicycle, and
Exclusive auto use of right of way
pedestrian dedicated corrodors.

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

7

Dense mixed use. This is the
place for mid and high rises.

Encourage
Integrates with surrounding
appropriate density
neighborhood, Includes mixed- to make high
43206
use, Creates a great place
capacity transit
successful.

No more strip malls and one story
suburban buildings.

43214

43215,
43210

Prefer not
to answer

303

304

Recreate, Visit relatives

Live, Commute through,
Study at OSU, Recreate

Grandview

305

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Franklinton

306

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

Upper Arlington

307

308

309

310

Live, Work

Work

Work, Commute through

Work, Commute through

North Clintonville Sharon Heights

Automobile

More trees, better
landscaping

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

MORE SIDEWALKS
and streetlamps,
especially along
Northwest around
the Kroger

Automobile,
Downtown preBicycle, Walk,
pandemic
Longboard

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

7

6

Sustainability

Affordability
6

7

6

Walking / biking and transit

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7

Along every street! They
are built to move cars fast.

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
31
covered shelters and stop
amenities, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

Sidewalk access along
Northwest, particularly in
the areas around the
Kroger. Also a traffic light
at Kenny and Steelwood.

All connections between
Franklinton and
Grandview,
dedicated/protected bike
infrastructure between
West Broad and the bike
path, protected bike
infrastructure on
Olentangy River Road

4

5

7

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

Bike Paths that
connect through

5

4

5

4

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

4

More covered shelters and
stop amenities

7

More convenient stop
locations, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

Clinton
Township

Automobile

4

6

Public
transportation

7

4

6

7

7

7

6

6

5

1

7

6

5

7

7

6

6

7

7

6

7

4

7

6

Drive an automobile

Drive an automobile

Ride transit

Drive an automobile

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

4

Less traffic
congestion 315
being straightened

Bus

4

6

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

6

All over the
city as a
Realtor. I do
Automobile,
sell a lot of
Bicycle
real estate in
43220,43235,4
3214,43221

Gahanna

7

6

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

CONNECTIVITY for
active forms of
transportation. I use
my bike as my main
means of
transportation and
moving from
Franklinton to, for
instance, Grandview
is challenging and
dangerous unless
you drive a car.
Would also like to
see Souder and
Olentangy River
Road connected
with dedicated and
protected bike
infrastructure.

I think that there
needs to be more
points of ingress to
the OT from the
neighborhoods in
43214, 43235, and
43220, I think that
connectivity and
ease of cycling
routes should
emulate what the
City of Dublin has
done with their
implementation of
multi-use paths..

Automobile

5

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

Along main thoroughfares
like Henderson Rd and
161. With the creation of
dense housing in these
areas, people will have a
greater propensity to ride
public transit and bicycle if
made possible.

2

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

North knot, broadway
curve

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
24 Cota plus
more comfortable vehicles,
No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently, I
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Access easier to Alum
Creek Trail

2

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

7

Mixed use, living choices with
working choices, more streets
like Europe

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
Suburban sprawl, less huge parking lots and attractive places, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes

5

Sidewalks and streetlamps

Narrow intersections

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of
the Northwest
Corridor?
Lots of room for
infill, get the
developers together
with banks that
lend them money
and have other
mixed use
developers come
teach them how it's
done

15. What
14. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
zip code do you work is your
is your
you live in? in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43082

43215

Female

35 - 54

Human

No

43212

43210

Female

19 - 25

Asian

No

43215 (preMale
pandemic)

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

Overall needs to
accommodate
better for
pedestrians

7

Connectivity, zero setback
walkable mixed use
developments, more investment
in mobility options moving east
Car-centric development, road
to west in the corridor (e.g.
widenings, new roads
Lane, 5th Avenue, Henderson,
West Broad), PROTECTED bike
infrastructure (e.g. 4th/Summit),
genuine BRT

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

Long-term I want to
see the removal of
315 and the
creation of a
massive City park
that incorporates
43222
many forms of noncar transportation
including BRT and
protected bike
infrastructure

4

paths that are continual so there
is no time where you have to be
on the busy streets

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43221

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Multi-use paths, bus stops, and
traffic calming measures like
traffic circles and road diets.

1

6

2

Green spaces and respect for
the river

Frequent service

Strip malls, fast food restaurants, and
other like automobile destinations.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Offers
housing diversity

This is a perfect
area to explore
these options
because of the
diversity of people
who reside here.

43214

all over

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Ugly buildings that donâ€™t fit
neighborhoods

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

Please help
alleviate class
difference in
neighborhoods
rather than
compound it

43224

43229

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Time waiting

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43202

Gahanna

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43231

43220

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

311

Live, Work, Study at OSU,
Recreate

312

Live, Healthcare purposes,
Gables West
Recreate

313

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

314

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

315

Live

316

Commute through

317

318

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

319

Commute through,
Recreate

320

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Dennison Place /
Victorian Village

Knolls

Downtown /
home

Riverside &
Henderson
office park

Grandview

Gables

Sustainability

Affordability

5

4

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Automobile

6

5

5

6

6

2

No preference

6

4

4

4

4

4

5

Walking / biking and transit

sidewalks!

Automobile

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Improved transit
opportunities, more
sidewalks

Bike lanes on
Sawmill and Bethel
Road

More separated
bike paths

Better and easier
Automobile, Ride bike trails, better &
CoverMyMeds
share
faster public
transport

Downtown

Economic Development

7

Automobile

5th by Northwest

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Dedicated Bike
lanes along Neil and
Bus, Bicycle, Walk
King, slowed down
traffic on 5th.

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Misty Meadows West

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, I
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

Fifth by Northwest

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

Automobile

Highways during
rush hour are
packed and it can
take 2-3x longer
than normal to
travel in this area.

Bus, Walk

More crosswalks on
major streets like
Bethel / Henderson.
Maybe over-road?

7

5

1

5

7

6

Ride transit

43229

Female

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Need sidewalks/bike lanes

6

Single family homes with yards

Apartments and confos

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43214

43220

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Billboards

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43212

43223

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian

43017

Retired

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

5

6

7

7

7

No preference

5

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

6

7

6

4

3

4

5

7

3

5

5

2

7

6

6

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

White / Caucasian Yes

43235

5

5

26 - 34

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

7

3

Male

apartments

Walking / biking and transit

6

43215

sidewalks

7

Walking / biking and transit

43201

2

7

7

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Godown Rd. Case Rd.

4

7

15. What
14. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
zip code do you work is your
is your
you live in? in?
gender? age?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

5

5

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of
the Northwest
Corridor?
I hope that future
development will
consider potential
Integrates with surrounding
impact on the
neighborhood, Includes
Olentangey River.
walkable and attractive places,
Maintain and
Is accessible by various
expand the bike
transportation modes
trails while
protecting water
quality.

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

4

5

7

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

Neil, 5th, and King
Avenues

4

3

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Smaller scale development - 4
and 8plex buildings, row homes,
accessory dwelling units,
giant rectangular buildings
alleyway homes, and reuse of
old schools/churches. As well as
more small businesses

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

7

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

7

Lower cost than driving,
More covered shelters and
stop amenities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

7

I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

1, 2, 102, 5,
and 8

More sidewalks

Affordable housing

Sawmill and Bethel Roads

7

Bike and walking options.
smaller parking lots and
businesses that have bike
parking

Paved Parking lots and other paved
areas,

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

The Trail/bike path headed
north and south off 315

4

Local Owned shops

Large retailers

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43224

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

un affordable housing

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43212

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Cars

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity, Volunteer
Opportunities to support our
city

Helping folks of all
backgrounds have a
43212
voice and choice in
the matter

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

43201

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

43235

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Need to add a sidewalk
along chambers road!!!!!

Plenty of lights around
trails and stops for
increased safety or at least
feelings of it. Fresh
pavement.

6

6

5

1

Prefer not
to answer

7

Bethel road is a death trap
for pedestrians and bikers.

7

affordable housing, Sharrows,
ADA ramps, sidewalks, SUP
where applicable

Bike trails

communication about options to
major hot spots within the
corridor!

Speeding cars.

The northwest
corridor is a very
diverse area and
more options are
badly needed for
transportation

323

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Clintonville

325

Live

Clintonville/Northmoor

327

Live, Work, Commute
through

Yes! see question 8

7

6

5

6

7

7

Bus, Bicycle

Easier access to bike
trails, better/more
east/west bike lanes

Downtown

Automobile

324

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Bicycle

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Commute through

326

Sustainability

Short north

Affordability

322

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Economic Development

Commute through,
Recreate, Errands

Innovation

321

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

Grandview Heights

Downtown

5

Automobile, Walk

Automobile,
Bicycle

Currently
home,
Automobile,
otherwise 277
Bicycle, Walk
Nationwide
Boulevard

Automobile

4

Rail

Improvements to
the psychological
barriers for walkers
and bikers at modal
connections- eg:
connection between
Grandview
Ave/Goodale and
the Scioto Trail is a
terrible experience
for walkers and
bikers; Olentangy
trail connection at
North Broadway;
connection between
OSU and Lennox
Town Center

5

6

4

6

5

7

4

7

6

6

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Drive an automobile

7

6

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
8. When considering
choices can be enhance by changes that also
7. What would entice you to
walking and biking along
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
ride transit more frequently Which line do the Northwest Corridor,
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
along the Northwest
where would you like to
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
you most
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT frequently
see access or safety
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
APPLY)
ride?
improvements made?
Northwest Corridor?
Yes! For context, I don't
have a car and bike to
commute/run errands/go
to appointments probably
90% of the time. Currently
moving N/S through that
area is pretty safe and
convenient due to the
Faster and more frequent
Olentangy Trail, but
service, More reliable
moving E/W from the trail
service, Lower cost than
is not. I am a confident
driving, More convenient
I ride busses at cyclist on roads but there
stop locations, More
need rather
are a lot of roads that are
7
covered shelters and stop
than a typical too scary even for me. E.g.
route
amenities, Modern, more
Henderson has a
comfortable vehicles, I
convenient exit from the
already ride, but would be
trail but going W up the
great if it were improved
Henderson hill with a ton
of cars is something I did
once and never wish to
again - ditto with dealing
Bethel even briefly.
Normally in that kind of
situation I would take side
roads/cut through
neighborhoods to get to
There's not a great place
to get from High street to
the Olentangy trail by bike
between the short north
and campus, all streets are
narrow but frequently
More reliable service, I
already ride, but would be
CBUS
traveled(ie. 5th, king), a
4
great if it were improved
bumpy ride(3rd) or have
many turns/dead
ends(mcmillen), I just want
one bike boulevard
halfway between lane and
long/spring

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Bike/multiuse trails; PROTECTED Adding on additional car lanes (it
bike lanes
doesn't actually help ease traffic)

protected bike lanes

sidewalks jutting into the streets forcing bikes into the main traffic lane

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

43229

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

I like taking CBUS
but probably won't
use it for a while
43201
due to COVID - this
probably affected
my other answers

43202

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43016

43215
when not
Female
working
from home

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43202

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

4

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

better bike paths along
high street.

7

High speed travel options and
more walkable neighborhoods

7

Developments that do not utilize the
Affordable Housing and
full potential of the land. Under-built
minimum density requirements
developments

43214

43231

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

4

Focus on the scale
of humans and the
dignity of their
experience in public
Higher density, mixed use
space as a priority.
developments with taller
Integrates with surrounding
Incorporate green
buildings in the front, parking in
neighborhood, Includes
Suburban style out parcel development,
infrastructure. We
the rear. Olentangy River
walkable and attractive places,
43212
multiple curb cuts along Olentangy
need a passenger
sidewalks should be multi-use.
Is accessible by various
train station at
Buses and bush
transportation modes
Douglas and
shelters.TREES!!!
Avondale that is on
a passenger rail line
that runs from
Hiliard to Blacklick.

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43221,
43202

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

2

7

4

7

5

7

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

4

6

4

6

6

4

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Along the Olentangy Trail
at North Broadway

It is terrifying to cross
Olentangy River Road on
foot or on a bike at any
point along the corridor, as
well as long because the
sidewalks are so close to
speeding vehicles.
Sidewalks are not wide
enough to consit The
sidewalks are generally in
bad shape and not cleared
in the winter. More street
trees would provide shade
for pedestrians

7

7

7

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

4

6

7

7

7

Drive an automobile

6

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

1

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity
Creates a great place, Includes
Rail is vital to
walkable and attractive places,
moving people
Creates employment
through the city.
opportunities

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities

43220

328

329

Live, Work, Recreate

Live

43214

Grandview Heights

330

Live

Francisco Rd area

331

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

NECKO

332

Live

Riverside Green

333

Recreate

not currently
working have
done
contracts for
OSU

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Automobile,
Bicycle

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

yes bike lanes, wider
sidewalks, more
frequent pedestrian
crossings

More access points

More sidewalks

Better crossings on
Olentangy River
DOWNTOWN Automobile, Walk
Road and better
transit

Automobile

More sidewalks, less
traffic!

Automobile, Ride
share

7

4

7

7

4

6

7

6

6

7

6

6

7

4

7

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

6

7

7

More covered shelters and
stop amenities, I already
31
ride, but would be great if it
were improved

No 2

High street, Broadway,
Henderson, everywhere!!

7

5

7

6

4

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

5

Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

Designated lane

6

4

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

6

Ride transit

6

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

5

5

6

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7

6

7

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

7

336

Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile

Rail

7

5

6

6

2

337

Recreate, Social
destinations

Bicycle

More protected
bike lanes

7

4

4

4

338

Live, Commute through

Clintonville

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

safer biking options
on streets

7

6

5

339

Live, Commute through

Clintonville

Bicycle, Walk

Marked bike lanes
on streets and clear
of trash

6

6

6

4

4

1

3

4

4

Drive an automobile

65 or
older

Prefer not to
answer

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43017

43228

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places

6

6

Female

Litter, traffic and shopping carts

6

3

Retired

The traffic studies
that are currently
completed do not
reflect the actual
43220
situation.
Developers seem to
always get what
they want.

Country roads

Along Sawmill Road. Trash
cans need available. Litter
is bad for the community.

4

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
Wider trails or more
walkable and attractive places,
43201
trails along the river
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Lower cost than driving

5

35 - 54

suburban style development

7

5

Female

mixed use development and
housing

Walking / biking and transit

Wider bike paths.
Safer biking near
commercial areas
and better bike
parking options.

43215

7

7

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

43212

King/5th/3rd crossings of
Olentangy River Road,
Pedestrian Crossings at
Cannon/Medical Center

7

Clintonville

White / Caucasian No

Mega Apartment Complexes that are
not affordable

7

Live

55 - 64

Bike Lanes, Affordable Housing

4

335

Female

7

7

1

43202

Kenny Rd., Bethel Rd.,
Olentangy Rd. More bike
lanes

4

4

43214

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

7

4

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

7

Walking / biking and transit

4

15. What
14. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
zip code do you work is your
is your
you live in? in?
gender? age?

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

7

4

many more bike lanes, motorists
do not understand sharrows,
separate bike lanes from cars by
large container plantings,
breaking up of large arteries like
high street by planting in the
turning lanes, creation of more
boulevards all around the area,
way way more marketing of
transit, biking and walking,
marketing of hugs health
benefits and loads more
education on negative effects of
driving/sedentary behaviour and
connection of poor health to air
pollution

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
11. When considering recent
about the future of
development trends in the Northwest
the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...
Corridor?
Columbus is the 4th
city I have lived in,
we have been here
19 yrs and have
seen so little
Integrates with surrounding
improvement in
neighborhood, Includes mixedthat time really
use, Creates a great place,
hoping you can
more consideration of car rental, zipcar Includes walkable and
make a difference
type options in basements of new
attractive places, Is accessible
and that this
apartment building constructions
by various transportation
initiative takes off.
modes, Creates employment
The city is so car
opportunities, Offers housing
culture that huge
diversity
marketing and
promotion efforts
are needed to help
change public
opinion
12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

7

5

4

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities

5

Less people

Morse + Bethel
connector

I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

7

Automobile

Automobile

Walking / biking and transit

7

5

Beechwold

Off Henderson

Walking / biking and transit

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

6

Live

Live

Walking / biking and transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

334

340

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

4

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles
Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Bethel road

Stress the
importance of not
littering in storm
drains

43230

43215

Female

35 - 54

Black / AfricanAmerican

City really needs to
address rain water 43214
drainage.

43214

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43202

43202

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use

1

Green space.

More green space. There's no place for Includes walkable and
water to drain which results in flooding. attractive places

6

Tree canopy maintained, bike
routes, trolleys

Emphasis on wide roads with fast cars

Prefer not
to answer

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

No

7

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

Every major street should
have protected bike
infrastructure

7

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43221

43221

Nonbinary

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

more dedicated bike lanes
and safer options for riding
on streets. more
pedestrian friendly

7

focus on public transportation &
car-centric development
becoming more bike-friendly

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43214

43085

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

cleaner bike lanes and
cleaner stop locations

7

cleaner bike lanes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places, not at this time. :)
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43224

43224

Male

65 or
older

Black / AfricanAmerican

You don't have the
infrastructure. You
don't have the
roads. You don't
have the water
43214
management
capacity. This is why
there is
catastrophic
flooding.

43222

Female

35 - 54

Remove bicycles from
roads designed for
automobiles.

1

Green space

n/a

Development. We're not locusts, we
don't have to destroy everything with
which we come in contact.

No

342

Live, Work, Commute
through, Study at OSU,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Harrison West

Bike infrastructure
North/South along
the trail is good, but
needs expansion
East/West to
connect to other
communities and
strengthen that
connection. Speed
limits are too high
and most roads are
Bus, Bicycle, Walk too wide - switch to
10ft base lane sizes
and add protected
bike lanes. All areas
within the corridor
should be rezoned
for mixed multifamily and mixeduse space with a
waiver on minimum
parking
requirements.

343

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Columbus (Misty
Meadows
neighborhood)

344

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Harrison West

OSU

7

7

7

7

7

6

2

2

2

7

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

Walking / biking and transit

Ohio State

6

4

4

6

6

6

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

OSU

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

5

7

4

6

4

5

Walking / biking and transit

2

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Make sure everywhere has
sidewalks.

5

No

1

Infrastructure improvements

Along the Sawmill corridor.

7

4

5

Ride transit

6

Bicycle

Iâ€™ve been waiting
for development of
the Sawmill road
corridor for cycling.
It remains totally
dedicated to the
motoring public.

7

4

4

4

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

More reliable service, Lower
cost than driving, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

More reliable service, Lower
cost than driving, More
convenient stop locations,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

347

348

Recreate

Automobile

349

Shopping

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

350

Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile

Commute through

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Work, Recreate

Automobile,
Bicycle

UA near Grandview

Rail system

Yes, construct bike
path bridge across
olentangy river
behind hills market
and run it north to
highbanks.

7

4

4

5

7

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

4

4

4

4

4

4

Walking / biking and transit

7

7

4

4

4

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving

4

5

6

6

5

5

No preference

2

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

2

4

2

3

4

4

Walking / biking and transit

7

Lower cost than driving

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

5

5

4

5

6

5

Walking / biking and transit

Options for me to commute with
my kids. Half the time I drive
because the roads are way too
busy or hot to take the

4

5

Perhaps more bike
lanes?

7

Protected/separate bike lanes,
green/LEED infrastructure, trees,
traffic calming, road diets,
roundabouts

6

5

Self Employed
Automobile,
Music Teacher
Bicycle, Walk
in UA

Protected bike lanes, Any
infrastructure to slow traffic

Kenny Road, Olentangy
River Road, West Case
Road

6

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

4

Retired

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

7

4

Upper Arlington

North Broadway..
specifically near the
OhioHealth buildings, High
Street

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Everywhere. Motor vehicle
traffic needs to be
disincentivized, slowed,
and calmed in that order.

Light rail

346

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

More reliable service, Lower
cost than driving, More
Bus lines #2,
convenient stop locations, I
#5, #8, #31
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Automobile

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

dfsdf

Some places lack
sidewalks.

7

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)
Lower cost than driving,
More convenient stop
locations, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Recreate

352

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Safe biking lanes
Automobile, Walk
and more sidewalks

345

351

Better bicycle
infrastructure on
the road

Sustainability

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Affordability

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

341

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

More bike lanes

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Cars, surface parking lots, and strip
malls. Fewer car lanes and fewer VMT
per person. Office parks with no
functionality beyond the 9-5 working
hours (ex: West side of Olentangy River
Road near Gawdy Field)

Olentangy bike path

3rd234234234erfDFefc

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43214

43202

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Offers
housing diversity

In all seriousness, a
light rail connection
or return of
43215
commuter rail in
the Central Ohio
region.

43210

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities

43235

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

Very happy with
how everything has 43201
improved recently!

43201

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43235

43016

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Accommodations on Bethel and
Automobile-centric design
Sawmill corridors.

Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43220

43220

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

Pedestrian/bike friendly store
fronts

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities

43212

43212

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43065

43223

43215

Prefer
not to
answer

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43214

43214

Female

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

6

Trains

3

Faster lanes

4

4

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
Light rail
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities

Apartments

Cars and trucks

4

Rail System

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

f213

Please move bike
lanes to dedicated
space, not shared
space.

Bike lanes on faster roads

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places

Apartments

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood

43235

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43204

43222

No

354

355

The Refuge
Ministries

Work, Recreate

Live, Work, Commute
through

Franklinton

356

Occasional travel

357

Live, Recreate, Shopping

Franklinton

358

Live, Work

Franklinton

359

360

361

362

363

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Franklinton

Commute through,
Recreate

Commute through,
Recreate

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

Commute through,
Recreate

Necko

Automobile

Automobile, Walk Rapid Bus Transit

Franklinton
Automobile,
Board of Trade Bicycle, Walk

Franklinton

City of
Columbus

Less traffic
congestion 315
being straightened

Bette and safer
biking
infrastructure.
Roadway
improvement to
prioritize buses and
bikes.

Sustainability

Clinton
Township

Affordability

Work

Economic Development

353

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

4

7

1

7

7

4

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Drive an automobile

2

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

North knot, broadway
curve

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

1

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Green spaces and respect for
the river

Ugly buildings that don't fit
neighborhoods

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

Parking lots in the front of
developments.

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of
the Northwest
Corridor?
Please help
alleviate class
difference in
neighborhoods
rather than
compound it

15. What
14. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
zip code do you work is your
is your
you live in? in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43224

43229

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Excited to see how
the shifts towards a
more transit
oriented
Includes mixed-use, Includes
development
walkable and attractive places, mindset can create
43207
Creates employment
a vibrant, safe and
opportunities
equitable
connection
between the
suburbs and
Downtown.

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43223

43222

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

44120

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

5

2

4

6

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

7

7

5

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Franklinton to the
corridorâ€”walkable
streets plus off-road paths.

7

Transit-oriented development
with links to OSU and
Franklinton. Higher-density
Strip malls and parking lots.
development and the quality of
transit that will support it.

Souder Avenue bridge

7

Transit, affordable housing,
shopping for all income levels

Grandview Yards

Creates a great place, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43223

43223

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

4

Mixed Use with commercial
space on ground floor

Apartment developments that do not
include commercial space

Includes mixed-use, Creates
employment opportunities

43222

43222

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43222

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43201

43223

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43201

43223

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43201

N/A

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

retired

Male

65 or
older

Prefer not to
answer

Traffic Calming
improvements at
intersections.

7

Density and number of mixed
used developments along the
corridor.

7

Automobile

Would welcome
attractive transit
options: both from
OSU/High Street
and Franklinton.

6

6

6

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Automobile,
Bicycle

Direct connection
between Olentangy
River Road and
West Broad Street

7

5

7

4

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Automobile, Walk Better bicyle access

4

7

7

7

4

4

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Expansion of trails

6

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, No changes
would entice me to ride
more frequently

Fully protected bike lanes
or off-road paths along
major east-west corridors
like W. 5th Avenue, King
Avenue, and Bethel Road
to connect to the
Olentangy Trail.

7

Street front, zero setback
development and fullyAuto centric capacity additions
protected active transportation
options

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Offers housing
diversity

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, No changes
would entice me to ride
more frequently

Fully protected bike lanes
or off-road paths along
major east-west corridors
like W. 5th Avenue, King
Avenue, and Bethel Road
to connect to the
Olentangy Trail.

7

Street front, zero setback
development and fullyAuto centric capacity additions
protected active transportation
options

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Offers housing
diversity

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Along Olentangy River
Road

5

Improved roads

Automobiles

Is accessible by various
transportation modes

No

5

easier of crossing of large fast
intersections while biking or
walking

less chances of being right or left
hooked at driveways and parking areas
while biking or walking

Includes walkable and
attractive places

i've only bicycled
the corridor approx.
5 times, i have
found it to be very 45323
busy and
convoluted to
navigate

Automobile

6

Automobile,
Bicycle

Yes, enhanced
public transit
options including
light rail.

Automobile,
Bicycle

Yes, enhanced
public transit
options including
light rail.

Automobile, Bus,
Ride share

Bicycle

Better road access

6

6

4

5

6

5

5

5

6

5

3

3

5

6

6

4

4

5

7

7

6

6

5

6

6

7

7

5

6

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

5

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

This is the most
important corridor
in the city and is
worthy of
substantial
investment in a
transit system that
encourages
commuters to
switch
Focus on
developing and
implementing safe
active
transportation
options and
reliable, frequent
transit
Focus on
developing and
implementing safe
active
transportation
options and
reliable, frequent
transit

Prefer not
to answer

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Equity

Workforce Advancement

Innovation

Economic Development

Affordability

Sustainability

How important are the following goals to you?

364

Work, Study at OSU

Student at
Ohio State

Automobile

Yes, a train.

7

4

5

4

4

5

Ride transit

7

365

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

OSU

Automobile,
Bicycle

More protected
bike lanes and safe
routes to get to
businesses

6

5

4

5

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

366

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

6

2

4

3

5

7

Ride transit

6

367

Commute through,
Recreate, Parents live
there, visit often

368

Live, Commute through,
Shopping

369

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

370

371

Live, Work

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

Clintonville

University District

Chambers Road near
Northwest Blvd

OSU

Live, Work

373

Work, Commute through

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

4

Transit options

Roads

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Connections with other
modes adjacent to corridor

6

More density

Auto traffic, one story buildings

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities, 1
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Better street lighting

7

Improvement to existing
infrastructure

Walking around
Sawmill/Bethel, you feel
like an absolute criminal. If
you had a choice, why
would you CHOOSE to walk
along a treeless, horrible
auto-oriented landscape?
It's OBVIOUS that civil
engineers and planners
built the area for cars, not
for people walking. So
anyone walking feels OUT
OF PLACE. So much needs
to change, it's hard to even
know where to start.
Consider West Case Road
for example. It's
functioning like some
county road in the middle
of nowhere. Add a multiuse path or bike trail. Do.
Not. Add. Lanes. That will
encourage more traffic and
congestion. People MUST
be encouraged to remain
on Bethel and Sawmill, not

7

Trees; bike lanes; multi-use
paths; dense housing

Single-family housing. Lanes for cars.
Cars in general. Parking lots.

7

Mixed use 6-story like the new
Kroger at University City

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43017

43210

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

43205

43210

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43202

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places

It's growing,
partially because
white people are
too afraid and racist
to live in other parts
of the city. Don't
43201
cater to car culture
by continuing to
invest in subsidizing
travel time for car
owners.

43201

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Sprawl for cars.

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places

More trees and
landscaping

43201

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Commercial development

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43235

43235

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Automobile,
Bicycle

7

7

2

4

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk, E
scooter

Light rail

7

6

4

2

5

5

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Bike lanes are absent in
lots of places. Henderson is
not bike friendly

6

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

4

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Wider dedicated bike
paths

5

Green space

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

More specific lanes for
cyclists to use as well as
clearer signage for
motorists and buses when
dealing with cyclists

5

Signage and dedicated lanes for Buses and autos sharing lanes with
bicycles
bicycles and scooters

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43212

43210

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

7

People using transportation
other than cars.

green space eliminated.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity, Green space and lots
of trees

43023

43210

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Kinnear Road, High Street

7

affordable housing

expensive "luruxy" housing

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43201

43212

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Some form of bike
infrastructure to make
access to the Olentangy
trail easier/safer.

6

Affordable housing

upscale retail/dining

Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43224

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

1

Different forms of
public transit that
provide multiple
Automobile, Walk
times and ways to
go from home to
work

Automobile

University District

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)
Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, No changes
would entice me to ride
more frequently

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Light rail! Or REAL
BRT (not Cleveland
Avenue bullcrap)
with dedicated lane.
Traffic is insane on
Sawmill. And no, of
course, adding more
lanes will not reduce
congestion. Adding
more VIABLE
transportation
options will.

Automobile

Commute through, Study
at OSU, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

372

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Fifth by
Northwest

Bus, Walk

sidewalks and
crosswalks where
there aren't already,
especially on
Kinnear Road

OSU

Automobile,
Bicycle

Better linkage with
routes outside of
the northwest
corridor

7

6

7

7

7

6

4

1

6

7

No preference

7

7

7

7

7

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

6

5

4

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

6

5

2

4

5

6

Walking / biking and transit

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, I already ride, 31, 1
but would be great if it were
improved

31

374

Live, Work

375

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

376

Live, Work, Commute
through

377

378

379

380

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Live, Work, Commute
through

Live, Work, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate, Shop

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Clintonville

Victorian Village

Clintonville

Grandview

Clintonville

Old North Columbus

Clintonville (West
Lakeview)

Bicycle

Not for me. I take
the Oletangy bike
path or bus #2 when
the weather is bad,
but the bicycle
connections to
other
neighborhoods can
be much improved.
Now the freeways
cut off
neighborhoods and
bike traffic.

Ohio State
University

Automobile,
Bicycle

Better bicycle
infrastructure.
Olentangy River
Road needs to be
redesigned for
better pedestrian
access, better public
transit and to
provide a healthier
environment (larger
buffer with new trail
along the river,
street trees, green
infrastructure).

OSU

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Dedicated bike
lanes with barriers
on High Street

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

More accurate bus
tracking and
schedules and/or
other mass transit
improvements. The
residential and
commercial
development in the
NW Corridor is
moving too fast for
the transportation
infrastructure and
changes are needed
now.

Bicycle

More protected
bike lanes in the
down town area.
More east/west
bike paths that
connect to the
Olentangy bike trail

OSU

Ohio State
University

Downtown
Spring street

University

Bus, Walk

Ohio State
University
(note: I
formerly
Automobile, Bus, More frequent
worked on
Bicycle, Walk, Bike transit, faster travel
Blazer Pkwy in
share, scooter
via transit
Dublin and
used bike &
transit to
travel there)

6

7

7

7

6

5

7

5

5

7

7

6

6

5

2

6

7

7

7

2

2

4

5

5

7

5

6

4

5

6

6

7

4

7

5

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

7

Faster and more frequent
service, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

7

I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

4

6

4

4

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

#2

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

The Oletangy bike path is
great, but there should be
more connections to
neighborhoods on the
other side of the 315.
Ideally, you hop on your
bike and you avoid all the
busy arteries. Like the
Clintonville Bikeways.

Everywhere! There needs
to be system of safe and
connected protected bike
lanes/infrastructure.

#2

High Street

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

Too many areas in the
Columbus parts of areas
near Grandview have no
sidewalks and/or no ADA
accessible sidewalks

Faster and more frequent
service

A protected bike lane on
High Street all from North
Clintonville to downtown!
East/West feeder lanes
would also be nice.

I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, I
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

I ride COTA 31
to do most
everything. It Clearer bike lanes. The
doesn't get
sidewalks seem to be
much better
pretty solid.
than that. Also
1, 2, and 4

#2

High Street, Bethel Rd
and/or Henderson Rd,
Sawmill Rd, DublinGranville Rd, Scioto River
trail

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

7

7

7

7

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

More infrastructure for cyclists
and pedestrians. Drivers speed
too much and are on their
phone too much. It is simply too
dangerous to cycle on or walk
near major roads like Oletangy
Boulevard or High Street.
Dedicated bus lanes would also
be great.

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43210

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Less space for cars. The long-term
evidence shows that the more roads
you built or the wider the roads, the
more cars, i.e., it is not a solution to the
problem.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

Saving lives and the
planet is much
more important
than slightly longer
car commutes.
43214
When you are in
traffic, you are the
traffic and the
problem,

More Green Infrastructure.
More Protected Bike Lanes.
More companies/ogranizations
incentivizing alternative travel.

Lower Speed Limits. Less Lanes!

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

There needs to be a
second Olentangy
Trail on the West
side of the river.
The river needs to 43201
be the centerpiece
of the Corridor as a
recreational and
cultural amenity.

43201

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

affordable housing

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
dense housing that the average person
transportation modes, Creates
can't afford
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43214

43210

Female

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

Scooters - they are dangerous to
pedestrians on sidewalks and too slow
to be in streets. The residential and
commercial building projects are
moving too fast and transportation
needs to become a priority.

The residential and
commercial building
projects are moving
too fast in NW
Corridor and
Integrates with surrounding
transportation
neighborhood, Includes mixedneeds to become a 43212
use, Is accessible by various
priority. Better
transportation modes
mass transit options
are needed to
connect people
from inside 270 to
jobs outside 270.

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

High Street should
have a car
Creates a great place, Includes
pool/express bus
walkable and attractive places,
lane or light rail or 43214
Is accessible by various
underground
transportation modes
metro, and
protected bike lane.

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian

Mass transit and bike/walk
safety lanes/sidewalks with
proper ADA access.

No

7

Protected bike lanes and
east/west bike paths. Park &
Ride lots.

Traffic.

6

Doing fine like it is. Keep on
keepin' on.

Integrates with surrounding
Parking lots. The ones I see on Sundays neighborhood, Includes
are never as much as half full. Maybe
walkable and attractive places,
it's COVID, but I don't think so.
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

I only know Upper
Arlington, but it
seems to be doing
quite well.

43202

43212

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

Automobile infrastructure (especially
parking), incentivization of large
businesses, disturbance of watersheds
and riparian zones (including viewsheds
near the rivers))

Make sure that
rapid transit (and
rail especially)
prioritizes the
needs of residents
who live in the
corridor and not
43202
those who use it to
pass through the
corridor. Increase
the diversity of
those who live (and
who are able to
live) in the corridor.

43210

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Prioritization of active
transportation, human-scale
walkable environments, mid-tohigh density, incentivization of
small businesses, protection of
the watersheds and riparian
zone

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

381

382

383

384

385

Recreate

Automobile

good east/west
bicycle access to the
corridor

Live, Work

Automobile,
Bicycle

More bike trails and
dedicated bike lanes
that connect to the
Olentangy Trail.

Live, Work

Linworth

Northmoor

OSU

OSU

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

OhioHealth
Automobile,
Blom
Bicycle, Work
Administrative
Shuttle
Campus

Work

Healthcare purposes

Automobile

6

5

7

More bike lanes,
better access to
surrounding
neighborhoods, and
consistent walking
paths

Iâ€™d love a safe
connector from the
alum creek trail to
the olentangy trail.

2

7

1

5

6

2

7

4

7

6

7

7

1

6

6

7

5

6

5

7

4

7

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

2

Lower cost than driving,
More convenient stop
locations

access from E Hudson and
N 4th St area

7

Faster and more frequent
service

Better trails between OSU
and Grandview and Upper
Arlington are needed.
There must be better ways
to get past the 315 barrier.

6

More convenient stop
locations, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

East-west connections;
Olentangy River Road;
Kenny Road; Indianola Ave.

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

any? itâ€™s terrifying and
impossible now.

Major intersections and
along major roadways.

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

The rivers are
beautiful. We
should be able to
enjoy them, not just dickson.adr
drive cars over and ienne@gm 43210
ail.com
beside them. We
should preserve and
protect natural
areas.

7

green space!

large-scale residential construction

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

7

More of the development that
has taken place in Dublin along
the Scioto River Corridor.

Infringement on the Olentangy River
corridor. This is one of the area's most
scenic natural assets and it is crowded
by a freeway (315) and now additional
hospital buildings. Convert 315 into light
rail and a bike trail!

Creates a great place, Includes
The area needs
walkable and attractive places,
more walking and
Is accessible by various
biking trails.
transportation modes

safety for multiple modes of
transportation, not just
vehicular

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
less typical suburban development and
attractive places, Is accessible
strip malls
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

Bike lanes, safe bike crossing,
enforcement of drivers

7

7

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43085

43210

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

43214

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

I hope for a more
integrated area for
all surrounding
neighborhoods with
Integrates with surrounding
accessibility being
neighborhood, Includes
of higher
Four lane roads, speeds higher than 25,
walkable and attractive places, importance than
43230
major intersections
Is accessible by various
how many
transportation modes
thousands of
people we can pack
on 315 to get to
OSU/OhioHealth
locations.

43202

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Affordable housing

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43081

43081

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Transit. tramways, busways, full single occupancy vehicles. suburban
BRT (not CMAX â€œBRTâ€)
development.

columbus must
have grade
separated
transitways with
Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places, signal priority if
itâ€™s in mixed
Offers housing diversity
traffic at all. stop
wasting time on
anything else.

43206

43017

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

386

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Automobile, Bus

grade separated
bus/transitways,
grade separated
bike lanes

7

1

1

1

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
73
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

387

Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile

Put public transit
hovercraft on the
olentangy river.

6

5

3

5

5

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service

extend the Olentagy bike
path to Powell

1

Rapid Mass Transit, light rail, of
traffic BRT, Mass Transit
Hovercraft on the Olentagy

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

The availability to
get from 161 and
Oletangy River Road 43065
to Downtown in 10
mins.

43215

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

Would like to see more
equitable and low impact
routes that connect from
the Northwest Corridor
into suburbs and other
areas of interest; be it
from the Olentangy Trail or
otherwise.

6

Integrates with surrounding
investment in public transit,
of a percentage of investment funneled neighborhood, Is accessible by
equity, pedestrian/bike facilities
into car centered transportation.
various transportation modes,
and infrastructure.
Offers housing diversity

43212

43017

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
That develpment
attractive places, Is accessible
continues
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

43207

43202

Male

35 - 54

Two or more races No

5

More convenient stop
locations

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43204

43213

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Live

389

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Automobile, Bus

Commute through

Automobile,
Bicycle

390

University View

Automobile, Walk, Bus, walkability,
Ride share
bikeability

388

7

6

7

4

7

4

4

6

6

3

7

4

6

2

6

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

Line 1

Along Olentangy River Rd

4

7

Retail locations

traffic, traditional bus routes, on
Demand shuttles

Hotels

Prefer not
to answer

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk,
scooter

Yes. Bike lanes and
public transit

391

Work, Commute through

392

Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile

393

Work

Automobile

I would like to bike
more, but too
dangerous

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Better biking routes
paralleling the
Scioto River. More
East-west
connections for
bike/ped. Other
mass transit
options.

394

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

Clintonville

7

4

5

4

7

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

7

7

7

7

7

6

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

5

7

3

4

5

6

4

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

4

2

6

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

7

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Everywhere. Columbus
needs bike lanes. REAL
bike lanes. Not a painted
bicycle stamp on the road.

See previous responses.
More on-street facilities
(bike lanes)

7

7

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

Affordable housing. Affordable
rentals. Tall buildings with
affording housing

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

cheaply built but expensive to rent
condos and apartments that are
advertised as "luxury."

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)
Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity, affordable

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

stop building
cheaply built
apartments that
charge obscene
prices

43202

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

43235

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

affordable housing and green
spaces

Bike facilities

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Male

26 - 34

No

Female

55 - 64

Black / AfricanAmerican

No

corporate greed!

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Offers housing diversity

43223

43223

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Roads

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43202

43240

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43212

43210

Female

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

395

Live, Commute through,
Study at OSU, Recreate

Grandview

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Improved transit
lines

3

5

5

3

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
31, 5, 1, 2
covered shelters and stop
amenities, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

396

Live

Upper Arlington

Automobile

Better traffic flow in
315 and streets
coming to 315

6

6

7

6

3

5

Drive an automobile

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

More light and police
presence

4

43221

43013

Male

26 - 34

Other

Yes

397

Live

Dierker/Henderson Road

Automobile

7

7

4

7

7

6

No preference

7

More convenient stop
locations, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Continue to add sidewalks

4

43220

43220

Female

35 - 54

Black / AfricanAmerican

No

398

Work, Commute through,
Study at OSU

43026

43210

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

44235

43210

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

399

Work, Commute through

400

Commute through,
Recreate

401

402

Live, Commute through

Live, Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Starbucks

Osuwmc

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle

More frequent bus
service on sawmill
and more bike
connections on
bethel

7

6

3

4

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities, 1
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Easier bike amenities on
and around sawmill road

7

People and transit focused
development, reductions in
mandatory minimum parking
requirements

Large parking lots

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

Automobile

Better /dedicated
bike access to get to
the trail from the
residential areas
just northwest of
161 and bethel
(Brookside area)

6

5

5

2

5

5

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

Dedicated bike lanes from
Snouffer road to the
Olentangy trail

3

Ride share /alternative modes
(like bike rentals, scooters, etc)

NA

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes

7

7

4

1

7

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7

Lower cost than driving

Automobile

Fifth by Northwest

7

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Automobile

Safer Bicycle routes
west of 315

no

6

4

5

5

5

5

5

4

3

4

7

6

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

4

6

Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

Faster and more frequent
service

The area between
Northwest Blvd. and the
Olentangy River. Especially
along 3rd and 5th.

Bike lanes are needed to
move west from the major
bike lanes.

Keep the updates
public and before
committing get
feedback from the
communities

1

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43035

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Efforts to ease vehicular traffic - Focus
on active transportation and transit
access.

I've seen more
vespa style scooters
around columbus,
specifically in this
Integrates with surrounding
corridor. Dedicating
neighborhood, Includes mixed- some existing
43212
use, Includes walkable and
parking spaces to
attractive places, Offers
these smaller
housing diversity
vehicles would
benefit all motorists
as the Vespas won't
need a whole
parking space.

43026

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

commuter travel -- use buses or trains

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Creates employment
opportunities

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

7

Trail/path Connections,

more bikes and scooters

There needs to be
another bridge
across the
Olentangy River.
The Bethel bridge
should be
completed.

43215

403

Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile,
Bicycle

404

Live, Healthcare purposes,
the knolls
Recreate

405

Live, Work, Commute
through, Study at OSU,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

406

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

407

Work

408

409

410

Work

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

Commute through

University District

Olentangy Trail has
made it almost
ideal. I wish other
parts of Columbus
were as well served
as the NW Corridor

reduced singleAutomobile, Walk person vehicular
traffic

Ohio State

Downtown

Ohio State

OSU

Dublin Ohio

Automobile, Walk

5

7

4

5

1

5

2

2

3

4

2

5

7

7

5

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

4

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Drive an automobile

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

2

More reliable service, Lower
cost than driving, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?
Public Transit needs to be
24 hours to be more
appealing. I don't want to
be stuck at 9:30 pm and
need to walk or wait on
the streets until 5 am.

Improve bike traffic
around High Street (add
bike lanes like on 4th, for
example)

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

3

Hours for transit. Otherwise
there are few issues.

7

affordable housing, as in small
homes

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

43204

apartment complexes

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places

attend to what
helps people
directly, not
business-oriented
"trickle down"

Male

55 - 64

Black / AfricanAmerican

No

43214

43214

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

43201

43210

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Ole tangy River Rd
is an excellent
opportunity to
provide an
alternative to using
315. Someone
please make some
signage restrictions
for these
gargantuan
43215
business signs.
What are we living
in the 1970s?
Everyone uses their
phone to navigate,
so who needs an
Andre The Giant
sized Kohlâ€™s sign
to find it.

43202

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

5

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Automobile

Bike/Scooter Lanes,
Traffic Calming
Measures,

6

5

7

4

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Bicycle

crosswalks that are
not at intersections
need to have
flashing lights

7

4

4

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service

flashing lights at
crosswalks - cars don't stop
when people are in them

7

pedestrian friendly, sidewalks,
construction that takes
pedestrians and bikes into
consideration

45mph speed limits, slow the traffic

parking lots need to
Integrates with surrounding
be reconsidered neighborhood, Includes
should be safe to
43202
walkable and attractive places,
walk from car to
Offers housing diversity
shop/business/etc

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Bus

Install actual bus
lanes, bike lanes

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
8
stop locations, I already ride,
but would be great if it were
improved

BIKE LANES

7

BIKE LANES, BUS LANES,
SIDEWALKS

CAR LANES

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes

Automobile, Bus

dedicated bus lanes
with signal priority
would be a start.
Some kind of high
capacity transit in a
weird alternative
universe where the
city cares about
such things would
be nice.

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
73
shelters and stop amenities,
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

grade separated transit
development, safe grade
separated bike lanes.

Integrates with surrounding
car focused development. stop listening
neighborhood, Includes mixedto rich nimby's. Why are there suburban
use, Includes walkable and
style drive through, giant empty parking
attractive places, Offers
lots, etc
housing diversity

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Automobile

7

7

7

5

1

5

4

1

5

2

1

5

7

7

7

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

At the trail crosswalks due
to most having poor
visibility for trail users and
motorists to see each
other before the crosswalk

7

Dense mixed used development Automobile oriented development

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places

anywhere? Riverside drive
is basically a freeway.
dense urban infill would be
a start.

7

7

ECO-FRIENDLY Developments.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

Make it easier to
use the bus and
walk in Columbus,
less cars

43206

43210

Female

26 - 34

Pacific Islander

Columbus will
never, ever be a
world class city
without high
capacity public
transport with
dedicated lanes.
Itâ€™s a joke.

43205

43017

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43211

43219

Male

19 - 25

Black / AfricanAmerican

No

No

411

412

413

414

415

416

417

Automobile,
Bicycle

Recreate

Grandview
Yards

Work

Commute through,
Recreate

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Commute through,
Recreate

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Downtown

Upper Arlington

Old Dublin

Automobile

7

Light rail

Automobile,
Bicycle

More public transit
please

Automobile

It would be a great
corridor to promote
more biking â€“ I
would definitely use
that kind of access

Automobile

I want some sort of
quicker way to get
from the 315 area to
the Sawmill area
without going
through all the
stoplights on Bethel,
or the suburban
traffic on McCoy

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

More protected
bike lanes, safe bike
crossings at
intersections, rapid
bus transit

Automobile

Extend the merge
stretch from the NB
70-Town/Rich off
ramp to the next
exit, a bypass away
from OSU
campus/stadium.

6

7

6

4

7

6

5

6

7

4

4

6

5

4

4

7

4

4

5

5

4

7

7

7

5

5

6

7

5

4

6

7

7

6

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

7

7

4

2

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

7

7

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Olentangy River Road
needs to be more
bike/pedestrian friendly

Faster and more frequent
service

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

7

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

higher density land use and
design. For walkable
Less sprawl and five lane wide roads.
infrastructure: sidewalks, trees,
Less of the suburban type of land use.
landscaping, connections to the
Olentangy trail.

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?
I would love to see
OH-315 become
more integrated
and less divisive (I'd
really like to see it
demolished
completely but I
know that won't
fly). I think it
creates too much a
physical barrier with
the neighborhoods 43215
and landscape.
Right now it just
divides and
separates
neighborhoods
from the river.
Consider adding
caps on overpasses
to allow areas
better access to
olentangy trail.

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

6

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

7

Missing middle housing. There
are only existing single family
zoned homes as well as
Single family zoning
expensive new apartments, with
no housing options in between.

Sawmill and Bethel
road are parking
craters. If parking
spaces continue to
be turned into
Includes mixed-use, Includes
apartments then
walkable and attractive places,
43235
parking wonâ€™t
density
be necessary as
businesses are
supported by
increase density
nearby

43209

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43215

Male

26 - 34

Two or more races No

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

This section of bike path is
great with recent
improvements to provide
access to businesses along
bethel road

7

Faster and more frequent
service

Standalone paths with
greater accessibility
around the roads, or else
more traffic calming at
major intersections

7

dense and tall development

not walkable spaces

I would be
supportive of easing
zoning here â€“ this
corridor could be a
Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places, densely developed 43212
area with slower
Offers housing diversity
traffic and a more
multimodal
approach

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

More sidewalks

6

High density mixed-use
developments

Strip malls and single family dwellings

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43220

43017

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
4, 2
driving, More convenient
stop locations, I already ride,
but would be great if it were
improved

Olentangy Trail + North
Broadway, trails and
Confluence Village project

7

Protected bike lanes

Cars

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43202

43206

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

2

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Fast food

Coming from a large
city with heavilyused transit,
Includes mixed-use, Includes
changing attitudes
walkable and attractive places,
and perceptions
43206
Is accessible by various
about using public
transportation modes
should be included
in the overall
project plan..

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Shelters that protect from
bad weather, ample space
between cars and
bikers/pedestrians.

4

Grocery stores, home
improvement stores, Target,
Trader Joe's

418

419

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

Sycamore Hills

Work

420

Live, Commute through

421

Live, Work, Commute
through

422

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

423

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

424

Live, Work, Commute
through, Study at OSU

425

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate, shopping

426

Live, Work, Commute
through

Downtown
Columbus

OSU

Upper Arlington

River view/ behind
university village

Upper Point

Automobile

There must be an
easier way to create
a quicker traffic flow
on Olentangy River
Rd., but I do not
think that circles are
the answer.

Bus service that
Automobile, Walk dropped off closer
to my work location

Grandview Yard in
Grandview Heights

Clintonville

Automobile

Honda
(Raymond,
OH)

Columbus

7

7

7

6

7

6

4

7

5

3

7

5

2

7

7

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?
1. More bus options.
There is only one
daily bus departing
from the
Olentangy/Bethel
Park & Ride which
doesn't fit with the
school schedule
(last bus is 7:30am,
school dropoff
begins at 8:30am)
making commuting
by bus impossible.
The nearest stop to
my house is a mile
away so park & ride
is the only viable
option. 2. Bike path
or sidewalk on
Godown Road. Right
now it's not safe to
walk or bike along
Godown Road north
of Bethel. My kids
can't get to school
safely and we're

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

5

7

5

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

No preference

Ride transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

Automobile

Loads of traffic
lights. Would love to
see them synced up

4

4

7

7

7

5

No preference

2

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

OSU

Automobile

7

OSU

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

bike lanes, bus
shelters, light rail, ebikes

Hilliard

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Less traffic lights on
Bethel Road

7

6

7

5

6

7

5

7

7

5

6

7

7

4

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

7

7

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities
Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

White / Caucasian No

43210

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

5

Affordable housing , open/park
spaces

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43212

43123

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Bike lanes on High Street
and North Broadway

4

Question 9 is poorly worded. I
am ok if car rides take longer. I
want more bike paths, bus
routes, and light rail

Automobile focused mobility solutions

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

New bike lanes
should be dedicated
43202
like Summit and 4th
St.

43067

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Better connections from
UA neighborhoods to
Olentangy Trail and MultiUse paths along the Scioto
River (Griggs, etc)

5

Multi-use bike paths

Roundabouts

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43220

43215

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

More trail options off the
main roadways

1

Night life options. Parks. Better
restaurants better
entertainment venues

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
Traffic lights. Chain fast food restaurants great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

Olentangy River Road

7

Accessibility

Generic development

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

Make it unique and
individual to
43202
Columbus (in style
at least)

43212

Female

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

7

efforts to reduce car traffic,
steps toward development of
light rail

traffic and stoplights

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43214

43210

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Major apartment complexes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43220

43026

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

7

35 - 54

Lane and Kenny is a hazarous
intersection. Something needs
to be done there to improve
safety.

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

6

Walking / biking and transit

Female

7

5

5

7

43215

I have lived in the
area and it is a great
place to be. Many
of the
43230
transportation
systems seem
outdated to me,
though.

Lights along the bike path,
pedestrian bridges over
Olentangy River Road,
wider sidewalks

6

7

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Automobile

2

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

Building on Lane and Kenny. We need
some green space! More employees in
those areas leads to more vehicles on
the road. Also, folks cut through
Waterman Farm from Lane to Kenny at
rush hour, going at speeds over 50 miles
an hour.

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

More convenient stop
locations, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

4

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

7

Safe multi-use,
connected paths to
bike more around
community

5

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

high speed lanes of traffic

Due to the nature of my
job I leave my work
frequently to visit other
sites, that is why I drive. I
would have to look in
person, but I think that
bike paths need to be well
marked so that people
know how to access them,
lighted in dark areas, and
safety protocols in place so
that bikers are safe and
also do not impede traffic.
This is clearly an area
where bike riding is
popular. Also, there was
very little education for
drivers and bikers about
bike paths downtown and
on Summit when first
implemented. This
created dangerous
situations.

Light rail and
improved bike lanes

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

Community spaces (libraries,
meeting rooms, recreation
facilities), sidewalks, bike lanes,
street lighting, traffic calming.

Godown Road north of
Bethel and Case Road do
not have sidewalks and are
completely unsafe for
bike/pedestrian traffic.

7

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

You need more
public schools.
Right now everyone
in the corridor is
assigned to Gables
Elementary, which
is over capacity. We 43235
need another
elementary school
and to increase
capacity/redesign
the Middle and
High Schools.

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

7

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

More designated bike
lanes along busy roads
such as Henderson and
Olentangy River Road,
reduce traffic speed
Easier access to the
Olentangy Trail would be
nice

7

7

Affordable homes

Prefer not
to answer

427

Commute through

Automobile

428

Shop

Automobile

429

Live, Work, Commute
through

430

Work

431

432

433

434

Live, Commute through,
Study at OSU

Clintonville (east of river) Downtown

Riverside
Hospital

Fifth by Northwest

Work, Recreate

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

Riverview/Olentangy
Village

No

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

7

5

5

5

6

5

No preference

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

5

7

4

4

4

7

No preference

5

Faster and more frequent
service

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Dedicated bus lanes

7

4

3

4

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
Line 2
covered shelters and stop
amenities, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

Bus, Ride share

Restoring bus
service to what it
was pre- Covid.

7

6

4

6

7

6

No preference

7

I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Bus, Walk

More sidewalks for
accessing bus stops,
especially on
Olentangy River
Road and northern
half of the focus
area

7

4

4

4

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, I
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

Enhance walkability,
the sidewalks are
too small in some
places, and the
roads too wide.
Seperate the bike
lanes with dividers
or protectors.

5

3

2

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Automobile

The city is built for
cars. It should be
built for people. I
would like to walk
more, but
everything is so far
apart and separated
by massive parking
lots, so it's not
worth it. My
community needs a
walkable grocery
store. I'm not
convinced transit is
the best solution,
but it would help. I
would rather have
neighborhoods that
are walkable for all
of your regular
needs.

Improved network
of buses,
The Ohio State
Automobile, Walk development of a
University
rail system for
commuters

6

6

3

5

6

6

4

5

7

7

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

7

More reliable service, More
convenient stop locations,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

5

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43026

43215

Female

26 - 34

Black / AfricanAmerican

Route 315 exit at Ohio
Health. Kenny Road could
use some bike and/or
walking lanes.

5

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43214

NA

Female

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

Better and more east-west
connections across the
Olentangy River. More
street space for transit,
pedestrians and bikes.

7

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

It doesn't seem like
a very useful
43202
corridor for existing
transit riders.

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes

43209

43214

Female

35 - 54

Black / AfricanAmerican

No

43212

43210

Prefer
not to
answer

19 - 25

Asian

No

Livingston/
Sawmill

1, 3, 5, 31

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

More sustainable development
(TOD, carbon neutral buildings,
green stormwater
management))

4

Construction

No

More side walks and
physical barriers (like
trees), especially on
Olentangy River Road
where cars run fast.

7

More connected
bus routes. Some
bus only go half
I'd like to see more
Integrates with surrounding
ways across the
I'd like to see less focus on parking
neighborhood, Includes mixed- area, like the 3,
developments around bus stops,
spaces. They are necessary, but a lot of
around walkable / bikeable
use, Is accessible by various
which sometimes
them are just empty.
areas.
transportation modes
require 2 transfers
to the keep going
northwest to
Sawmill Road.

Niel Ave and Short North
could stand to improve
walkability and bike safety.

7

Rail infrastructure, Electric
Buses, Street Shelters (or at
least benches)

Cars, accidents, air polution, bus stops
with no seating

43203

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Walkable urban areas and
welcoming neighborhoods

From the data in
your report, it
looked like there's a
huge number of
people commuting
into this corridor
Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixed- from elsewhere,
and many who are
use, Creates a great place,
Buses. The public opinion on buses is
commuting out.
Includes walkable and
largely that they're not worth the time
43202
attractive places, Is accessible How will transit
because they're not reliable and they're
options allow for
by various transportation
a hassle to ride a long distance on.
their increased
modes, Creates employment
mobility as well?
opportunities, Offers housing
Unrelated, but I
diversity
love your
suggestions for
"untangling"
Olentangy River
Road.

43054

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43202

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

I just want things to be
closer together and not
separated by massive
parking lots.

Clintonville, Beechwold,
between campus and
downtown

5

5

diversity in businesses

non-sustainable businesses

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

Ideal location for
subway from
downtown to
college.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible none
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43011

435

Live, Work, Commute
through, Study at OSU,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

436

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Grandview

BBrookside Colony

OSU Campus

yes, better bike path
connection across
315 and olentangy
Automobile, Walk
river rd, better
MORE AFFORDABLE
parking

OSU OSU OSU Automobile

6

6

5

6

7

Sustainability

Affordability
7

7

7

No preference

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, No changes
would entice me to ride
more frequently

5

2

7

4

4

6

Walking / biking and transit

6

7

6

2

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Work

438

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Automobile,
Bicycle

lo

Automobile

I would love to
utilize public
transportation if
possible.

Worthington

6

4

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

437

Live, Commute through

5

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

keep bike paths well
maintained and
continue to improve
access points and
junctions

Automobile,
Bicycle

439

4

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

5

5

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

more designated bike
paths on road. It's slows
car traffic to have bicyclists
and scooters on the road
and is dangerous

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

1

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

Give us a planet fitness(large
one) !

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
APARTMENTS, NO MORE APARTMENTS! place, Includes walkable and
Especially no more apartments and biz attractive places, Is accessible
without ADEQUATE parking.
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood

6

Olentangy trail between
3rd Av and Dublin Granville
Rd needs resurfacing.
Increase bridges and
underpasses at traffic
lights.

6

Sustainable options and options
that don't interfere with car
travel- ie trains or subways
instead of buses.

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?
Please consider
affordability,
sustainability and
longevity! This area
is following WAY
too many trends
and not thinking
43212
how will this space
look in 50 years successful or
another dilapidated
urban sprawl from
abandoned biz
projects.

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

43210

43235

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Prefer not
to answer

43147

43212

Female

55 - 64

American Indian
No
and Alaska Native

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43

444333

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

43235

43202

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

43220

43210

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

4

3

More paths, safer
crosswalks.

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

440

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

northcrest

osu hospital

Automobile, Walk

1

2

6

7

7

7

Drive an automobile

2

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

2

441

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Knolls

OSU

Automobile

1

6

6

5

3

4

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

2

More reliable service, No
changes would entice me to
ride more frequently

1

43220

43201

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

2

The
UNDERGROUND
N/S transit with
Creates a great place, Includes more buses on E/W
walkable and attractive places, (161, Bethel,
43235
Creates employment
Henderson, Lane)
opportunities
with a space for
parking so people
can get to the
transit station.

43202

Female

35 - 54

Asian

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Female

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

442

Work

443

Live, Commute through

444

Work, Commute through

OSU

Riverside just north of
bethel RRepoe

Automobile

Automobile

Automobile

Build an
UNDERGROUND
public transit
system from
315/Hard Rd with
the following stops:
161, Bethel,
Henderson,
Riverside Hospital,
Ackerman, Lane,
Lennox Center,
Grandview Yard,
Arena District and
end in German
Village. OR build a
2nd level express
highway on top of
existing 315 for
longer range
commute from
270/315 with the
following exists:
Bethel, North
Broadway,
Ackerman, Kinnear
to connect to 670.

5

4

6

4

6

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

4

4

5

5

6

7

Ride transit

5

Faster and more frequent
service

2

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43017

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

6

Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43210

7

5

6

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

More parking for access to
the bike trail such as
Worthington Hills, lights
along the bike trail.

Underground public transit. This
is win win to lessen the traffic if traffic!!!
some need to drive.

43201

Prefer not
to answer

No

445

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

447

Work, Commute through

448

Live, Work, Commute
through

449

The Ohio State
University and
a private
Automobile
business in
Grandview
Heights

Work, Healthcare
purposes

446

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

Upper Arlington

Dublin

Grandview

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

Wexner
Medical
Center

Automobile, Walk

OSU Medical
Center

Automobile

OSUMC,
Walk, Ride share
Ackerman Rd.

varying speed limits
entering and exiting
downtown serve as
speed traps for
Columbus residents
just trying to get to
work an home-they
are predatory. Also
these changes in the
speed limit lead to
general motorist
confusion and bottlenecking which
significantly slows
traffic, causes
people to slam on
their breaks and
leads to accidents. I
rarely have a day
driving to work
where I don't see a
major car accident.

Pedestrian
connectivity and
easier/safer access
to existing trails

Improve the flow of
car and semi traffic.

Any sort of public
transportation,
better visibility of
pedestrians at
Olentangy River Rd
intersections,
particularly NE side
of Ackerman

7

5

5

5

7

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Honestly, as a resident of
Columbus' east side I don't
think that it is feasible for
me to not drive a car if this
improvement is only
available in this area. I
worry a lot about the idea
of equitable access and
worry that the
demographic of citizens
being excluded from this
transportation plan
reinforces long standing
racial, ethnic and
socioeconomic exclusions.

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

social spaces that support
healthy habits and support local
business. More open space for
open air market or community
gathering

Expensive condos and overpriced
parking.The "soul" of Columbus is being
lost as we tear down older
neighborhood buildings and then throw
up prefab overpriced condos

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43209

43210

Female

35 - 54

Two or more races No

43220

43212

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43221

43202

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43017

43212

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Don't drive out
locally owned
businesses as
OSU/Campus
partners has done.
All development
seems to lead to
Includes walkable and
overpriced rent and
attractive places, Is accessible
driving out
43202
by various transportation
immigrant-owned in
modes, Offers housing diversity
favor of chains, that
leave the desolation
of the overpriced
campus/gateway
area. Better to
leave it alone than
get more of that!

43210

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Olentangy River Road;
Henderson Road

4

Safer intersection crossings,
enhanced trail/SUP

Access points, driveways along major
roadways

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

2

6

5

6

5

5

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

5

4

4

4

4

5

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

5

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Fishinger Road is too
dangerous to ride a bike.
Getting over the river is
too dangerous.

5

Bike lanes and awareness;
sidewalks

Road noise.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

6

7

6

6

6

6

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Additional bike lanes

6

Green space and bike paths

Strip malls

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places

7

5

1

4

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

More convenient stop
locations

There are no bus stops or
routes from where I live
just E of High in Clintonville
to Ackerman complex.
Roads are too busy for me
to bike.

4

Bike access, especially across
Giveaways of ODOT land to
rivers and where access to trail
corporations, bike rentals that require
is blocked by large apt. complex
driver's licenses (no equity there!)
private property

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Public service
announcements
that bikes have
same rights as cars

450

451

452

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Work, Commute through

454

Live, Work, Commute
through, Study at OSU

Live

Automobile,
American
Bicycle, Walk,
Electric Power
Ride share

OSU center of
Automobile,
Integrative
Bicycle, Walk
Medicine

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

453

455

Riverview

Dierker Road between
Henderson and Bethel

Between Henderson &
Bethel along Kenny

Harrison Park

Light rail with
multiple stops
running throughout
the Northwest
Corridor and into
Downtown. More
pedestrian/bike
bridges crossing
315, similar to the
one near Henderson
and Whetstone High
School. More
pedestrian/bike
friendly access to
the trail. More
pedestrian/bike
friend crosswalks,
bridges, or tunnels
crossing Olentangy
River Road.
Pedestrian/Bike
paths on either side
of Olentangy River
Road.

Large
bike/pedestrian
lanes with
trees/plants that are
beautiful and cared
for including snow
and ice removal

The Wexner
Medical
Automobile
Center at Ohio
State

Not sure

OSU

Automobile

Right now, the
commute is great
due to COVID, but
there was too much
traffic on 315
previously and I
would have to leave
for work at 7:30
from Dublin, rather
than leave later and
face a 45 minute
commute.

Automobile

More public transit
options

OSU

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Limit the noise and
air pollution from
315.

7

5

7

6

5

4

6

3

5

7

5

4

7

7

5

5

7

6

6

3

5

6

7

4

6

7

7

6

6

4

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

6

7

7

Ride transit

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

I would like to see more
pedestrian/bike paths
along major roadways. I
would like more
pedestrian/bike access
points to the Olentangy
Trail. Safer pedestrian/bike
crossing of Olentangy River
Road. Pedestrian/bike
bridges connecting
neighborhoods East/West
of 315.

7

More covered shelters and
stop amenities

Kenny Road and Ackerman
are a nightmare on a
bicycle and it is not safe. It
is ugly through here and
many places it looks like a
concrete jungle with the
lack of trees and plants.
The only nice part to look
at is the beautiful OSU
Farm, but they are
overdeveloping the whole
area and it is turning into a
gentrified nightmare.

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Kenny Road

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

7

7

5

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

6

7

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Pedestrian/bike paths along side
roadways. I would like more
pedestrian/bike access points to
the Olentangy Trail. Safer
Surface lots. Single occupancy
pedestrian/bike crossing of
commercial buildings. Sidewalk-less
Olentangy River Road. Mix use
neighborhoods. Strip malls.
development. Affordable
housing. Mixed use zoning to
combine residential and
commercial.

Bike lanes/pedestrian access
and beautiful parking garage
areas

7

Walking and bike paths, trash
cans

The Olentangy Trail is
great, but has too much
traffic. Maybe a bike lane
only added? I'd also love a
better connection to the
Dublin bike paths.

4

More mobility options and bike
paths that connect paths from
differing jurisdictions

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Traffic lights with the
frame around them to
block out the sun directly
behind them.

5

Sidewalks, especially on high
traffic roads like Henderson

Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

Noise and air pollution are
the biggest concerns. It is
unhealthy to live, walk,
and exercise near the
Northwest Corridor. This is
impact individual health,
burden healthcare system,
and reduce tax payments
due to illness or sudden
death. Please consider
making the are easier to
breath. Please transfer
high traffic elsewhere.

7

Limitations on the total traffic.
Reduction of noise and air
pollution.

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

I would love to see
the Northwest
Corridor set the
Integrates with surrounding
standard for
neighborhood, Includes mixedinnovative mixeduse, Includes walkable and
use transportation,
attractive places, Is accessible
housing, and
43202
by various transportation
commercial
modes, Creates employment
development. That
opportunities, Offers housing
includes the first
diversity
light rail or
dedicated rapid
transit.

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

One of the most
beautiful areas in
the city is the view
of the OSU farm
area. I love that it is
in the middle of the
city. We need safe
areas for people to
43221
walk, water
fountains, bike
parking, bus
shelters that are
attractive and
innovative
incorporating
gardens and trees.

43221

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

I would like to see less red brick and
predictable architecture and going to a
more sustainable resources and
incorporate beauty into the design.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

Litter, begging

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible No
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43220

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

traffic lights, more round abouts

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

43017

43201

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43220

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43201

43215

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

315 seems to be
breaking down, so
improvements
should be sooner
rather than later

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes

Cars and trucks.

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Limits the
amount of cars and pollution.

Start to care about
individual health.
Noise and air
pollution are
detrimental.

Prefer not
to answer

457

458

459

460

461

462

463

464

Commute through

Automobile,
Bicycle

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Walking can be a
challenge - there are
some sidewalks
missing on some
roads, and crossing
major streets like
Automobile, Walk
Bethel and
Henderson can be
dangerous because
motorists don't
always look for
pedestrians.

The Gables

Better transit option

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

Automobile

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

It is not at all bike
friendly, sidewalks
are often missing
from both sides of
the side roads, and
Bus, Bicycle, Walk
the thoroughfares
are entirely
designed for cars
and is very hopeful
for people.

5th by Northwest

Work, Commute through,
Study at OSU

Live, Work, Recreate

Live, Commute through,
Study at OSU, Recreate

Consistent connecting
corridor to many
neighborhoods in
columbus

Downtown

Ohio State
University

German Village

Old North

Roads

Automobile

Add a rush hour
lane to 315.

Bicycle, Walk

Clear pedestrian
crosswalks and
sidewalk
improvements.
Separate bike and
pedestrian lanes.

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

East/West
connectivity

Dedicated Lane for
an alternative mode
of transportation. I
Bus, Bicycle, Ride would travel more
share
often if there was
more transportation
options along the
corridor.

Affordability

Sustainability

Automobile, Walk rapid public transit

Economic Development

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

456

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

5

5

5

7

6

6

5

4

5

4

7

6

5

5

2

6

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

5

Along the thoroughfares

7

2

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

7

7

2

7

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

4

7

7

6

5

4

7

6

7

7

4

4

6

4

3

7

6

5

7

7

Drive an automobile

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

Dense development. Mobility
space

7

7

4

7

Bigger roads

7

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Sidewalks in
neighborhoods that do not
have them.

6

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving

Safer bike lanes, crumbled
sidewalk and ramp
improvements

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

7

More reliable service, Lower
cost than driving, More
convenient stop locations,
More covered shelters and
stop amenities

If Hudson and High is a
high frequency stop, it
needs real bus stops.

Dedicated and protected
bike lane or a dedicated
lane for bus rapid transit.

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

green spaces, prioritizing public more community feedback &
transit more (dedicated bus
sustainability efforts involved in
lanes!)
development decisions

1,33,72

6

5

The area needs more
sidewalks installed going
along the arterial roads
(Reed, W Case, Dierker,
Godown) and better
crossing options for larger
roads.

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

6

7

4

4

The bike trail is great, but
improved walking paths
along the corridor would
be nice.

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

More covered shelters and
stop amenities, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, I
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

7

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

7

5

7

7

Any - rail (trolley, light rail),
focus on making the area more
walkable

Parking lots

Focus on commuters, and individual
cars

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of
the Northwest
Corridor?
let's look at how
Creates a great place, Includes
other cities are
walkable and attractive places,
addressing
Creates employment
displacement
opportunities, Offers housing
caused by
diversity
development
Integrates with surrounding
Acknowledge the
neighborhood, Includes mixed- river as an
use, Creates a great place,
important asset to
Includes walkable and
the community and
attractive places, Is accessible environment.
by various transportation
Leverage it for place
modes
making.
12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

15. What
14. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
zip code do you work is your
is your
you live in? in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43205

43205

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43202

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

The city needs a
good rail system the concrete nature
of a rail with fixed
destinations is
easier to
43235
understand than an
intricate web of
busses that shift
slightly with times
of day.

43235

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible Keep working
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43220

43040

Female

26 - 34

Asian

density, taller buildings, parking
in rear, transit oriented
Parking lots, automobile speed
development

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43212

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Pedestrian bridges over multilane streets to encourage
walking to business; More
efficient paths to freeway access
that don't involve school zone
back up (e.g. both directions on
Hard Road)

free standing large box commercial
stores that are freestanding and require
you to drive in between them instead of
walking (ex: Kohl's, Meijer, etc.). Put
them next to each other so you can visit
more than one place while parked (like
some businesses in Polaris).

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Safety

Stop allowing
apartments to build
using senior care
43235
zoning - so they
build without
adequate parking.

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

construction

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Offers
housing diversity

43206

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

parking

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

Community is
everything. The Old
North in particular
is a place with very
43202
tight knit young
people. Engage
them and they will
take ownership.

43201

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Recent developments makes me feel
like they will just try and tackle car
congestion with practices of the past
that haven't been proven to work.
Columbus is big enough to bring more
progressive changes.

Make is harder for
cars to get from
destination a to
destination b. Make
it easier to get to
destination A and
Integrates with surrounding
destination B by
neighborhood, Includes mixedalternative/sustaina
use, Creates a great place, Is
ble modes of
accessible by various
43201
transportation.
transportation modes, Creates
Future Columbus
employment opportunities,
residents do not
Offers housing diversity
deserve to carry the
economic burden of
choices made by
past and present
residents of this
great city

43214

Male

19 - 25

Two or more races No

Buses

Bike lanes and street activity

Consideration for more
sustainable practices and
development. Climate Change
may be a far more expensive bill
in the future. I want to see more
sustainable practices now to
mitigate the impact on future
generations. Whether itâ€™s
past, present, or future
residents of Columbus we all
deserve a safe and clean
community!

No

465

466

467

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Live

Riverview

Northcrest

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

The city needs
connected bike
infrastructure that
actually goes places
and is connected to
other bike
infrastructure.
Olentangy River
Road should be
reduced to one lane
in each direction
with a 35 mph
speed limit.

Automobile

Bethel Road and
Henderson Road
have become
extremely
congested as has
Kenny Road at each
of those
intersections (esp.
at rush hour times
a.m. & p.m.).
Sidewalks on Go
Down Road from
the High School to
the neighborhoods
would increase
safety and
walkability,
especially for
teenagers and Reed
Road between
Henderson and
Bethel would be
helpful as I observe
walking on the curb
often.

better sidewalk
system - too many
Automobile, Walk, gaps and unsafe
Ride share
roads for
pedestrians in the
area

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

468

Commute through,
Recreate

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

469

Commute through

Automobile

470

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

471

Work, Commute through

472

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Gables

OSU

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

Movement is
generally good
despite highway
traffic and bike path
traffic

Bus lines and bike
lanes. Lots of bike
lanes! Separate
from road for safety

Henderson/Hi
Automobile
gh

43212 - University View Clinton Township

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

Better street
lighting, sidewalks,
and bushes trimmed
near road signs and
bends in the street

4

6

7

3

4

6

1

4

6

1

4

6

4

6

7

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

6

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

6

5

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Faster and more frequent
service

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

7

7

2

7

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

1

6

6

7

5

2

Drive an automobile

4

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

7

3

3

4

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

6

5

4

2

3

7

No preference

7

6

4

6

3

7

5

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

5

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved
Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

Lower cost than driving

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?
There are so many unsafe
roads to bike on that I
donâ€™t even know where
to begin. Bethel,
Henderson and Olentangy
RRd are treated like
highways by drivers.
Thereâ€™s no safe and
connected way to move
through the corridor on
bicycle.

See above -> Go Down
Road, Bethel Road,
Henderson Road, Kenny
Road, Reed Road

Along King Road, and
getting from Lennox to
OSU Campus

Generally good, but the
trails do often get crowded

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

7

Protected bike infrastructure

cars on the road

Designated bike bridges
from the Lennox Shopping
Center to the Olentangy
bike path

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

4

7

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
new parks and green corridors
that connect them to the
Big Box retail development, parking lots attractive places, Is accessible
bike/ped network; affordable
fronting major thoroughways, road
by various transportation
housing being built amidst other construction that doesn't have
modes, Creates employment
housing types, to create diverse sidewalks or safe separate bike lanes
opportunities, Offers housing
neighborhoods.
diversity, is accessible by ALL
modes, including blueways in
areas where transit centers are
close to the river

5

High density housing; Affordable
Police presence; undue effects of
housing; community recreation
gentrification
areas

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

43202

I would like to see
more green space, a
public pool at one
of the parks and
increased efforts to
discourage existing
retail and office
space vacancies. I
Integrates with surrounding
worry about over
neighborhood, Includes
investment in new
43220
walkable and attractive places,
apartments in the
Creates employment
area while some
opportunities
existing apartments
are not being taken
care of and wonder
if 10 years down the
road the ones that
are being built now
will share a similar
fate.

investments to go hand in hand
w/ increasing population in the mega apartment buildings - I worry
area (walkability, sidewalks,
about the longterm aesthetics and
lighting, bike lanes, public pool, viability of them
green space, amenities)

4

Contine to improve access
to Olentangy trail. SAFE
Bike lanes on Bethel,
henderson, sawmill

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

Be fearless, and do
what is best for all
involvefd, not just
the big developers.
Equity is not just
43214
about creating
materials in
different languages,
it is a frame of
mind:

Any development
needs to preserve
the existing
Integrates with surrounding
residents and be
43201
neighborhood, Includes
careful to not cause
walkable and attractive places
evictions or
displacement of
current residents
Keep it prioritized
Does not dump off wild running
for people who go
teens and gangs to disrupt
43035
to work and pay
everyone elseâ€™s lives
taxes

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43210

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

43215

Female

35 - 54

Two or more races Yes

43215

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

43215

Female

Prefer
not to
answer

White / Caucasian No

Prefer not
to answer

Includes walkable and
attractive places

43235

43201

Prefer
not to
answer

35 - 54

Prefer not to
answer

7

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood

43065

43214

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

43212

43212

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Connectivity to Olentangy trail,
bike lanes

Sidewalks and designated bike
paths

Traffic by cars

Prefer not
to answer

473

474

475

476

477

A nonprofit in Automobile,
Franklinton
Bicycle

Work, Commute through

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Franklinton

Beechwold (no.
Clintonville)

Grandview

Franklinton

Automobile

Home office / Automobile, Bus,
self-employed Bicycle, Walk

Easier access to the
bike path at
Grandview Ave/33
by Woodland's
Backyard. It's really
difficult to make a
left onto the path
coming down the
Grandview Ave hill.

Better public
transportation

Pedestrian
modifications especially near
Henderson &
Olentangy to
Henderson and
High. Improved
crosswalk safety is
critical. Bicycling:
improved safety and
infrastructure;
safety on Olentangy
Path near
Bethel/Antrim. Lack
of guardrail /barrier
between highway
and trail offers no
safety to bicyclists,
runners/walkers on
the trail (the metal
fence is
inadequate).
Improved public
transit: BRT or LRT

Automobile, Bus,
Walk, Ride share

Automobile

7

7

7

7

I typically only come
this way for Dr.
appointments for
my mother and
sometimes for
recreational
purposes. A light
rail/bus combo
would be amazing.

7

7

5

4

7

7

4

4

6

7

7

4

5

6

7

7

7

7

5

7

7

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

6

7

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

6

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Where the Scioto bike trail
begins at Grandview
Ave/33 and ends in
Franklinton at Souder

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Crossing West Broad Street
- more pedestrian
crossings, as well as traffic
calming measures

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, I
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Henderson from Olentangy
River Road to High Street;
North Broadway from
Kenny Rd. to No. High
Street. Continuous
Olentangy bikeway near N.
Broadway near OhioHealth
headquarters/Riverside.
Milton is too congested
and narrow for all of the
users (bikes, cars, runners,
etc)

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities, 5
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

2; 102

Biking does not feel safe to
me AT ALL in the city more bike path options!
and make them safe!
Campuses have those blue
lights you can call for help,
put some of those in
there! Or something
better! I'm afraid to bike
on the bike path because I
have been assaulted on
one before. Make it safe!

I don't bike. It's not that
I'm not open to the idea,
but the reasons I go over
there are not conducive to
biking.

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

5

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

N/A

43204

43222

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Offers housing
diversity, light rail

I know their is a
high initial
investment but for
whatever reason
the higher you get
on the socioeconomic ladder
the less likely you
are to use a bus,
but in larger cities
subways and light
rail is used by a
much larger
43222
segment of the
community. It
doesn't matter how
fancy or convenient
a bus is, many
people will not use
that would use a
light rail. And in
order to address
some of these
problems we need
more people to use
public

43222

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43214

43214

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS - lights,
phones, people

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43212

43212

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Dense housing, shopping
options that are close to
Development that relies on cars.
housing, more transit, including
biking and walking paths.

I think Ohio, like all
of the country,
needs to change
the way we
Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places, develop. We need
43227
Is accessible by various
to have denser
transportation modes
housing/shopping/
medical care where
people can rely less
on cars.

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

Transit options

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Difficult trails to access

6

Public transportation that allows
for reasonably efficient travel
Large surface lots for cars
times with minimal changes

7

Better ped and bike
infrastructure, LRT and/or BRT
and traffic calming / traffic flow
improvements to enhance
safety.

2

7

Slower speeds on Henderson Rd;
Redevise Rt. 315 from 6-lane highway to
modified multi-modal thoroughfare
with dedicated car lanes, but slower
speeds and other modes in the freeway
space (BRT) in combo with Olentangy
River Rd.

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

478

479

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

Dublin

Franklinton

Live, Work, Recreate

Automobile

If 315 was about 20
lanes, that might
help :)

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Subway, Rail transit

More safe pathways
to get to our office
by foot or bike.
Reduction of single
occupancy vehicles
in the area. More
lighting on the
roadway. Greater
access to the river.

7

4

7

7

4

6

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development
4

4

6

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

Would be great if there
were walking/biking trails
that did not include
crossing major
intersections (Olentangy
Trail at 161 for example)

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Apartment complexes

Stop putting school
zones on major
Creates a great place, Includes
roads that people
walkable and attractive places,
are using to
43016
Is accessible by various
commute to work
transportation modes
on (161, Hard Road
to name a few)

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Automobiles on the road

After living in
countries with high
speed railways and
Integrates with surrounding
interconnected
neighborhood, Includes
subway systems, if
walkable and attractive places,
43215
we do not make it
Creates employment
easier for people to
opportunities
travel we will
continue to see our
middle class shrink.

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

43232

43215

Female

35 - 54

Black / AfricanAmerican

7

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Longer trails and easier
access from trails to local
businesses

7

High Speed Railways

More lighting on the
roadways, better bike
pathways, better
pedestrian bridges and
walkways.

7

Pedestrian only lanes. Safer
sidewalks, especially for those in SOVs, one-way streets, stoplights
wheelchairs, roundabouts

Bike Paths and outdoor spaces

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

2

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

5

5

6

7

7

Ride transit

7

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

5

5

5

5

6

5

No preference

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving

4

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43056

43205

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Automobile

7

5

4

5

7

7

Ride transit

4

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

3

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43081

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

5

4

5

7

6

7

Ride transit

4

Faster and more frequent
service, No changes would
entice me to ride more
frequently

6

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes

43212

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

5

5

5

6

7

4

Drive an automobile

1

Lower cost than driving, No
changes would entice me to
ride more frequently

43016

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Improvement of
traffic flow at
670/Goodale
exits/ramps, both
directions

5

5

4

5

4

5

No preference

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

43231

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Easier access to
interstate

5

6

7

6

7

5

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

5

7

7

7

6

Drive an automobile

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

CoverMyMeds

Automobile, Bus,
Ride share

481

Work

CoverMyMeds

482

Healthcare purposes

483

Live, Work

484

485

Covermymeds

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Work, Commute through,
Study at OSU, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

555 Edgar
Waldo Way

Automobile

Work

White Castle
Management Automobile
Co.

speed bumps to
slow down drivers in
grandview

486

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Dublin

White Castle

Automobile

487

Live, Work, Commute
through

Arena District

White Castle

Better
Automobile, Walk, paths/sidewalks. It
Ride share
is sketchy to walk in
that area

488

1

4

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

7

Work, Commute through

Work, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

4

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

480

Grandview

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

White Castle
Automobile
Headquarters

Less traffic on
surface streets. As
more and more
apartments are
stuffed into the
area, trying to run
errands or go to
lunch is taking 4
times as long as it
does on a early
weekend morning.

4

5

5

5

7

4

No preference

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

Bike lanes down 5th
avenue

4

N/A

Arena District/Goodale

Riding along King Ave
along side cars seems
unsafe even with its own
dedicated lane. Walking
around Lane Ave seems
unrealistic due to distance
between desirable stops.

No

1

safety/security measures
(constant vagrants at traffic
lights)

construction and road closures

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

2

Options to get downtown

congestion

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
It should be
walkable and attractive places, extended up route
Is accessible by various
33 to route 42
transportation modes

43016

43215

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

3

Sidewalks improved/connecting Homeless people asking for money

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places, No
Creates employment
opportunities

43215

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Central job fairs for
people who already
work or live in area
would be nice. I
work full time in the
area during the day
but due to costs of
living, I am looking
for a second job in
the evening. Since I 43219
am already in the
Northwest Corridor
during the day
making the
transition to second
job in the area
would be easy but I
don't know who is
hiring.

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

4

More small shops selling basic
items like toilet paper or pet
food. It takes a long time to get
in to and out of the Chambers
Road Kroger and 3rd Ave Giant
Eagle because of all the people.
Its frustrating when I might need
only one or two items that it
takes an hour.

Includes walkable and
Less Apartments. Reasonably priced
attractive places, Is accessible
home owner opportunities. More places
by various transportation
for mobile business to park - food
modes, Creates employment
trucks, traveling vet pet services, etc.
opportunities

n/a

Affordability

Sustainability

Subway train

Economic Development

Work, Commute through

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

489

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)
White Castle
Automobile
Home Office

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

4

4

7

7

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?
Walking / biking and transit

7

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)
Faster and more frequent
service

490

Work

wwwwwwww
Automobile
wt

S

7

7

7

7

7

7

No preference

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

491

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

White Castle
Home Office

More lanes on 315.
Improve the
bottleneck on 675
as you approach
Neal Ave.

4

4

7

7

4

6

Drive an automobile

6

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Better, safer,
dedicated bike lanes

6

4

3

5

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

6

5

6

6

3

3

Walking / biking and transit

6

Automobile

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles
Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

492

Work, Commute through

White Castle

Automobile,
Bicycle

493

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

white castle

Automobile

494

Work, Commute through

White Castle
and OSU

Automobile

the cross walk signs
aren't always in sinc
with lights at
Goodale and 315
exit

6

4

5

5

6

6

No preference

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

bike/ped path on
the North side of
Henderson over the
river, and loop
under henderson to
the High School. The
light to cross
henderson onto
olentagy river road
takes too long.
connect a bikeway
on old henderson,
through the tiny
train station, around
henderson. make a
safe bike path along
161 to sawmill.

7

2

3

5

3

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?
Bike path

yesywa

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

5

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)
Creates employment
opportunities

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?
43065

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

4

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43212

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

43215

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

Prefer not
to answer

3

Beauty enhancements along the
corridor to make the ride more Congestion / choke points
enjoyable (flowers, trees, etc)

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

46068

43215

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Better, safer, dedicated
bike lanes

7

Better, safer, dedicated bike
lanes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes

43209

43215

Male

35 - 54

Black / AfricanAmerican

along the river.

2

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43116

43123

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

access from henderson to
the bike path, and likewise
bike safety improvements
along Broadway from
Kenny to High St.

No

5

train considerations

bike lanes on highway roads as I'm
always afraid I'll hit someone on the
side streets

I'm always
Includes mixed-use, Includes
wondering why
walkable and attractive places, train systems aren't 43147
Offers housing diversity
on a list of
consideration.

43215

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

5

priority for bicycle safety and
access

less highway onramps/offramps, less
traffic lights

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
no more highway
walkable and attractive places,
expansion
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43214

43214

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

Interesting architecture

Surface lots

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places

43220

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Prefer not
to answer

495

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Northmoor

Park of Roses

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

496

Live, Work

UA

White Castle

Automobile

6

5

6

5

4

6

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

2

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

4

497

Commute through

Automobile

4

4

4

4

4

4

Walking / biking and transit

4

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

4

Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43229

43215

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

498

Work

White Castle
Management Automobile
Co.

No

4

6

4

5

7

3

No preference

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

1

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43155

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Work

White Castle
Management Automobile
Co

Finishing of the
70/71 split

4

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

4

I'm happy Columbus
is working to
Includes mixed-use, Includes
improve
walkable and attractive places,
43105
transportation
Offers housing diversity
efforts in the NW
Corridor

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

43701

43210

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43205

43222

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

499

500

Work

CoverMyMeds Automobile

501

Work

All Paws
Automobile,
Retreat - West
Bicycle, Scooter
Franklinton

Bike lanes and/or
bike trail

6

5

5

5

4

7

No preference

4

4

4

4

4

4

Walking / biking and transit

5

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

5

3

5

7

3

6

Walking / biking and transit

5

More covered shelters and
stop amenities, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Where 315 meets Goodale

I don't know

Biking selections

Bumps and holes in the bike paths

1

Broad St. does not have a
great bike lane. It's quite
unsafe to bike on that
street currently

5

crosswalks for pedestrians and
bike lanes

prostitution and drug dealing on the
streets (mainly sullivant and broad)

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

no

Automobile

none that are
reasonable

3

4

5

6

5

6

White Castle
System, Inc. Goodale St.

Automobile

Completion of 70/71
interchange should
reduce traffic and
use of 670

5

5

4

5

7

Franklinton

CoverMyMeds

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Walk

6

6

5

6

The Commons at
Olentangy

Walgreens

Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

A bus from
Jasonway Ave to
Kenny Rd.

5

5

6

5

Work, Commute through

504

Work, Commute through,
shop

505

Work

506

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

507

Live, Work, Commute
through

509

510

511

Live, Work, Recreate

The River to River
District

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Old North

Bike infra, COTA
connection between
campus and UA. A
new route that
takes the existing 5
and revamps it. A
new route that goes
travels e to w on
Bus, Bicycle, Walk
lane Ave, goes south
on riverside, then
heads e on 5th until
4th st and connects
back to e lane Ave.
alternatively the
other direction
(down summit, etc)

Upper
Arlington

Automobile,
Bicycle

Work

Work

Sustainability

315 & 670
area

503

White Castle
Corporate
Office

Live

Affordability

Automobile

Scenic stops along
the river would be
cool.

White Castle
Corportate

508

Economic Development

Automobile

1. Make an entrance
ramp to 315s from
Target by OSU 2. Fix
the congestion
around the 670
entrance ramp to
315N and the
Goodale Exit. Traffic
there is ALWAYS a
mess!

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

502

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

555 Edger
Waldo Way

Automobile

Bike path
connections!

Remover the no
turn on red from
Twin Rivers drive to
turn left on
Goodale. Add no
turn on red getting
off N 315 to turn
right on Goodale.
Accident area
getting out of Whit
Castle intersection.

More speed traps

4

6

7

4

7

6

4

5

7

4

6

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?
On the Olentangy Trails.
Add more lights and those
call boxes. There are TONS
of homeless camps along
the route and we are
constantly worried we are
going to get raped or
murdered. I carry a stun
gun, mace and a personal
alarm and never go alone.

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

4

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Drive an automobile

3

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

N/A

2

5

No preference

2

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

None

3

Nothing comes to mind

4

6

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving

Broad Street, Souder and
Dublin Rd.

7

Safe street crossings. For
One way streets. I've seen so many
example there are minimal safe drivers going the wrong way through
crosswalks on Broad St.
the neighborhood.

7

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

A bike lane or more
sidewalks.

4

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Multi use paths on both
Bethel Rd. and on
Henderson Rd. west of
Reed Rd. Connection to
Carriage Place and the new
Park, The Historic Sheep
Farm on West Case rd.

7

7

4

6

7

No preference

No preference

Walking / biking and transit

1

entrance/exit ramps

4

Recreational areas for fishing,
kayaking, or just spending time
with your family.

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

No

43130

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places, N/A
Creates employment
opportunities

43204

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Creates employment
opportunities

no

43016

43215

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities

As someone who
lives 25 miles from
work, other travel
options are not
available for me.

43143

43215

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Includes walkable and
attractive places

43222

43222

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43214

43220

Nonbinary

19 - 25

Puerto Rican

Retired

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

43221

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Less traffic, congestion and stop lights!
You can't go anywhere for lunch
because you won't make it back in time
because of the traffic.

3

4

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

N/A

Nothing comes to mind

Development. Will add way more
traffic.

I truly feel the only
answer to our
growing population
is mass transport!
Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places, Light rail or
43220
commuter rail has
Creates employment
opportunities
to be in our future
plans! Waiting for
The Jetsons is not
an option!

7

West to east connections,
Bethel Rd. Extended either over
Of apartment complexes only, more
or under the Olentangy River to
multi use development, residential,
Morse Rd. Light Rail going north
retail and commercial.
and south to Delaware and
downtown Cbus.

1

Auto dependency where driving is the
only option. Driving should only be
Mixed use, transit oriented
seen as a recreational thing to do like
Integrates with surrounding
development with maximum
leave town to go fishing, not a day-toneighborhood, Includes mixedparking requirements to
day way of movement. Make bikes and
use, Offers housing diversity
encourage the aforementioned. walking the way to move around and
not a leisurely activity the American
people see it now.

If the only option is
BRT, that is fine for
now if thatâ€™s
how the city will
budge in that
direction. But
43201
unlike CMAX, can
we please have
transit dedicated
lanes that only
buses can use,
please?

Yes

7

5

4

7

7

3

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
I mean for walking and
service, More reliable
biking, the Olentangy trail
service, Lower cost than
already does a good job of
driving, More convenient
1,2,3,5,10,22,3 that. Although I would
stop locations, More
1,102,cabs
love to see sections
covered shelters and stop
expanded. Thereâ€™s a
amenities, I already ride, but
few tight squeezes with
would be great if it were
how popular the trail is.
improved

4

4

4

4

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

4

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Into the Upper Arlington &
Hilliard areas for bike
riding trails. Specifically
over the Scioto River.

7

n/a

n/a

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places, n/a
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43228

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

161 and 315

7

Bikes

Cars

Includes walkable and
attractive places

43229

43215

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Two or more races

7

7

7

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

Prefer not
to answer

513

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Riverside Green

514

Live, Work, Commute
through

Harrison West

515

Live, Study at OSU,
Recreate

516

517

Live, Work

Live

Downtown

The Gables

Northwest Columbus

at home

Fox and Hound

7

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

7

7

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Automobile,
Bicycle, Ride share

4

4

6

4

6

6

Walking / biking and transit

5

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

6

Faster and more frequent
service, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

Automobile, Bus

Biking would be
easier if access to
trails didn't require
biking on Bethel Rd.
(from The Gables)

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

More sidewalks
built at safer
distances from highspeed automobile
traffic

Automobile

Better access to
micromobility
(electric bikes,
scooters). More bike
paths.

519

Live, Study at OSU,
Recreate

Automobile,
Bicycle

MORPC

6

7

auto when in the
corridor - not
everyday in the
corridor

Work

6

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)
Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Recreate, Dining on
occasion

520

4

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

More sidewalks.
More public
Automobile, Walk, transportation that
Ride share
is timely, accessible,
affordable, and
convenient to ride

518

south campus

Speed and access

Sustainability

Automobile

Affordability

Bethel Rd

Economic Development

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

512

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

5

5

6

3

there is no bike
lane! It's so scary
biking over there

Better bike lanes,
especially on High
St.

7

6

4

5

6

6

5

4

6

6

4

5

3

5

3

5

5

6

3

5

7

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

2

4

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

Everywhere. The city
sllows any kknd of
development with no
requirements to enhance
safety or access. And if , on
some small chance, they
do set requirements, they
do little to enforce their
actual imementation/full
ime.entation. An example
is the lack of tirn lanes at
the intersection of West
Case and Riverside Drive.
Mini.al sidewalks in this
area. The city council and
its subsiderary
govermental
entities(development dept
etc)are exceptionally poor
stewards of the citizenry's
safety, quality of life, &
equity as it relates to
transportation and mobity
issues.

4

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Creates employment
opportunities

Transportation is
important to make
our city competitive 43235
and attractive in the
21st century.

No more tax breaks. No more of
whatever a developer wants goes. This
city never says "no" regardless of the
negative impacts of what a developer
asks for. And actually, it's highly unlikely
this sirvey will amount to much. If a
developer wants something that goes
against the plan, the city will approve it
anyway. The Big Darby Accord and all
the development now occurring shows
you how little the city really cares about
its word, agreements, or what its
citizens really want.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

I would like a
diverse community
with affordable
housing and
accessible
opportunities for
everyone that give
everyone a positive
quality of life. And I
do not want this to 43017
come on the backs
of the residents
paying for
developers to make
excessive
profits/personally
benefit from their
version of
"progress".

Building more apt buildings. They only
exacerbate the issue.

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43215

Convenient bike options/more
frequent 1 bus stops after
Riverside Hospital.

N/A

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixed- N/A
use, Creates a great place

43235

Sidewalks and clearly-defined
crosswalks, bus stops that are
aligned with these crosswalks

Road widening with no concern for how
someone who can't drive a car interacts
with the space, any purported
pedestrian infrastructure that requires
anyone to run across 4 or more lanes of
high-speed traffic to fully use it (e.g.
curb cuts at unsafe-to-cross locations
such as at Bethel Rd. and Portland)

lane building

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Single family housing

Luxury apartments

No more tax breaks for
developers, more
requirements/actual
enforcement of requirements
that developers pay for
necessary infrastructure
improvements as part of the
development. And no more BS
that they canafford to build
without the average taxpayer
cutti g them a break. It's should
not be the taxpayer's job to
subsidize the profits of the
wealthy

4

Bus line 1

More covered shelters and
stop amenities, I already
#72 (preride, but would be great if it pandemic)
were improved

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

7

More reliable service, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, I already ride, but 8/2/31/32
would be great if it were
improved

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

5

7

7

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Better sidewalk
accessibility for bikes;
current code does not
permit cyclists on
sidewalks which makes
trail accessibility difficult.

Sidewalks built at a safe
set-back distance along all
non-highway roads/streets
with high-speed traffic

Along henderson and
kenny

lack of side walks. no bike
lanes. high traffic speeds.

High St., "downtown"
Columbus, East
Clintonville/Linden

7

5

5

More micromobility and paths

43235

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

43215

Male

35 - 54

43210

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

Olentangy River Rd.
doesn't have a
transit line yet has a
Creates a great place, Includes
lot of traffic, could
walkable and attractive places,
be somewhere to
43220
Creates employment
add density within
opportunities
the region (TransitOriented
Development?)

43215 (preMale
pandemic)

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43220

43215

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Don't cater to
absolute
convenience to the
car in accessing
businesses. Parking
structures not lots. 43103
Make walking,
biking and transit
the more
convenient mode to
access businesses

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Nonbinary

26 - 34

Two or more races

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Housing at lower price points,
Multi-story buildings (7+ stories,
low story buildings
more density), affordable mixed
use establishments

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places

7

pedestrian and bike
infrastructure

stop expanding roads

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

43201

Chain stores, non-locally owned
businesses

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43206

Mixed use development

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Male

5

7

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

43206

Prefer not
to answer

522

Commute through

Automobile,
Bicycle

523

Commute through

Automobile

524

Commute through

Automobile

525

526

Commute through

Work, Commute through

Automobile

Goodwill
Columbus

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

Light rail

N/A

Would like an
option to a car

no

Sustainability

Automobile

Affordability

Commute through

Economic Development

521

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

1

2

4

7

1

1

Drive an automobile

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

1

7

6

5

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

More convenient stop
locations

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

6

5

3

5

3

7

Ride transit

4

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving

7

5

6

5

6

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

7

2

7

6

7

6

7

6

6

1

7

1

Walking / biking and transit

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Lighting areas up more
along bike paths

Add sidewalks and shared
use paths wherever
possible. That helps
improve transit access too.

on 5th Avenue

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

4

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43085

43085

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

6

I feel like some of
these corridors
were planned with
Includes mixed-use, Includes
only moving people
walkable and attractive places, in mind rather than
43082
Is accessible by various
future development
transportation modes
which has hurt
American transit
programs in the
past

43212

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

7

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

43210

43210

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

7

Developments built in insolation
without thinking of walkable, bikeable
and transit connectivity to shopping,
work, etc.

Provide public
incentives for
developers to build
Integrates with surrounding
the transit-oriented,
walkable and
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places, bikeable spaces we 43017
aspire to have, and
Is accessible by various
disincentives for
transportation modes
developers to
ignore those
aspirations.

43215

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

round abouts

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Offers
housing diversity

43204

43212

Male

55 - 64

Black / AfricanAmerican

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43220

43212

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43204

43212

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43004

43212

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

7

7

7

7

Drive an automobile

7

Automobile

5

5

5

5

7

7

Ride transit

6

Lower cost than driving,
More convenient stop
locations

4

Spectrum

Automobile

6

6

6

6

6

7

Drive an automobile

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

5

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

specspecssb

Automobile

4

4

4

4

2

4

Drive an automobile

4

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

2

Work

Spectrum

4

5

6

6

4

6

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving

Automobile

528

Work

Spectrum

529

Work

530

531

No

less

side of road and sidewalk

intersections

construction

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places, na
Creates employment
opportunities
Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

2

Recreational, shops, clubs,
bookstores

traffic

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible expand
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43055

43212

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

driving lanes added

semi-trucks

Creates employment
opportunities

43334

43212

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Creates
employment opportunities

4.343E+10

4321

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

7

7

7

No preference

5

Commute through

Automobile

Increase the speed
limit on 315

1

6

6

6

1

6

No preference

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

1

Commute through

Automobile

7

7

7

7

7

7

Drive an automobile

7

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

7

534

delays

43212

7

533

traffic control

No

43026

7

Bike Path

bike paths

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Nicer Roads

Spectrum

Sidewalks, share-use paths,
transit oriented development,
connectivity between
developments

Traffic

5

Automobile

Work

Political will power when
fighting for transit alternatives

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

532

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Female

7

Spectrum

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?
43215

7

Drivers have priority. They pay
the taxes

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?
43035

7

Work

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)
Creates employment
opportunities

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

527

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

535

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Spectrum

315 needs to
Automobile, Ride
redesigned into 4 or
share
5 lanes

536

Work, Commute through

Spectrum

Automobile

537

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Charter
Communicatio
Automobile,
ns, 1015
Bicycle
Olentangy
River Road

538

Work, Commute through,
Dining

1015
Olentangy
River Rd

Work, Recreate

Spectrum
Communicatio Automobile
ns

540

Work, Commute through

1015
Olentangy
River Rd
(Spectrum
office)

541

Live, Work, Commute
through

Chemical
Abstract
Automobile
Services (CAS)

539

Fox & Hounds

Spectrum

Automobile

Sustainability

Affordability

No preference

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

1

4

7

2

7

7

No preference

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

As many areas as possible.

43212

43212

Male

35 - 54

Prefer not to
answer

the traffic is
horrible, if I did not
43232
work in the area I
would avoid the
area entirely

43212

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43224

43212

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

43119

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

4

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43026

43215

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

43016

43212

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

4

underground train or more lanes orange barrels and more work being
built on 315
completed

1

lanes built for traffic, more
options to get on 315 from 5th.
3rd ave

more commuter bike
lanes. The greenway is
lovely, but it's winding and
increases commute times,
also crowded with noncommuters; and the roads
(Olentangy specifically)
don't feel safe. Designated
bike lanes, separated by
safety features, would be
wonderful.

4

Along Olentangy River Rd
and 3rd Ave/5th Ave

3

7

7

7

7

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

5

6

4

5

6

6

No preference

6

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

5

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

3

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

4

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

43220

43202

Male

26 - 34

Black / AfricanAmerican

4

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Offers housing diversity

43212

43212

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43229

43015

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43081

43212

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43224

43212

Female

19 - 25

Two or more races No

6

5

6

7

5

6

7

5

7

7

7

6

7

5

No preference

6

No preference

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

Build a pedestrian bridge
under railroad by
Spectrum so OSU Medical
and Spectrum employees
can visit Grandview Yard
Shops and restaurants
easily.

Business and Residential
Development

Express lanes

Poorly timed traffic signals and wider
roads

Poorly timed traffic lights

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Automobile

4

7

5

7

6

6

No preference

7

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

1

Automobile

7

6

4

4

4

4

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

5

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

5

Traffic circles

Traffic lights

The quality of the
road being
improved would put
my mind at ease
about my tires

6

7

5

7

5

7

Drive an automobile

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

5

Improvements in affordability

Construction

Automobile

Increase the
number of lanes and
straighten out the
highway between
I70 and Lane
Avenue

2

3

6

6

3

5

Drive an automobile

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Automobile

No

4

7

7

7

4

7

No preference

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

545

Charter
Communicatio
ns (Spectrum)
Automobile
1015
Olentangy
River Rd

Prefer not
to answer

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

7

Live, Work, Commute
through

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
315 needs 4 or 5
Is accessible by various
lanes
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

stopped traffic

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

Automobile

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

6

Spectrum

Spectrum

7

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

5

Work, Commute through

Work, Commute through

3

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

6

544

547

7

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

5

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

Work

7

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

5

543

546

7

7

Traffic Light needed
on 3rd Avenue near
OSU medical Center
and Spectrum
offices.

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

4

4

Reduced traffic on
670/315

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

5

Work

Soectrum
Enterprise

I would ride my bike
more if there were
designated bike
ways along the
roadways, not the
greenway, which
gets crowded with
leisure activities.
Any new roadway
should include plans
for parrallel
bikeway, not just a
bike painted on the
road.

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

542

North Linden

Not under the
current set up

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

n/a

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities
Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates employment
opportunities
Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

No

2

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43123

43212

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

1

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Creates
employment opportunities

43220

43212

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

548

Live, Commute through

Ballantrae

Automobile

Short of less traffic, I
don't believe so.

Sustainability

Affordability

Work, Commute through

Automobile

Commute through

Automobile, Ride
share

553

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Travel for entertainment

315 S/N is littered
with debris. In the
last 6mos have had
2 flat tires from
debris on road way.
Trucks hauling dirt
and supplies should
be covered. There
Automobile, Walk have been rakes,
coolers, furniture,
tools and all sorts of
things on the road.
Many, many cars off
to the side. I was
thankful that CPD
was there to keep
me safe.

4

7

4

7

4

4

554

Healthcare purposes

Automobile

elevated train

6

4

5

4

3

555

weswestdatafaasfasfasdf

Automobile

dsafafasfasdfdsfad

4

5

6

6

5

556

557

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Work, Recreate

Spectrum,
1015
Olentangy
River Road

Charter
Spectrum

Automobile

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Ride transit

7

6

4

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

4

4

4

4

4

Ride transit

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

No preference

6

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Drive an automobile

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

7

Ride transit

5

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

5

Drive an automobile

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving

4

4

7

7

7

5

4

2

6

4

2

7

7

2

6

5

1

No preference

Ride transit

Drive an automobile

1

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Up until recently it seemed
pretty safe. Perhaps safety
stations, lighting &
widening lanes

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

4

7

Any high speed/less
traffic solution
would help. Traffic
along north
The Ohio State Automobile, Walk,
campus/Lane/315
University
Ride share
and the
Kenny/Henderson
area are extremely
delayed

7

7

551

Automobile

7

5

550

Dublin

6

5

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

reliable safe public
transportation

7

4

Live, Work

1015
Olantangy

5

6

549

552

Automobile

6

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Biking is fine - but need to
have them OFF of the main
roads and give them SAFE
places. Mingling them and
taking lanes away from
already congested areas is
no good. The bikes take
risks. Dangerous to drivers
and riders.

vxvbxbxvc cxzvafae4w

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

6

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

Electric Car charging stations,
parking garages, destination
Mediocre apartment complexes, self
transit stations, park space (like storage facilities, repetitive retail strip
what is being done at Bridge
centers,
Park in Dublin)

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

15. What
14. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
zip code do you work is your
is your
you live in? in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43016

43215

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

3

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities

43235

43201

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

Prefer not
to answer

2

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

43064

43212

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

Prefer not
to answer

5

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43230

43215

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

4

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43068

43329

Female

26 - 34

Black / AfricanAmerican

43235

43017

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Male

26 - 34

Black / AfricanAmerican

3

Street cleaning and security.
The roads and highways are
littered with debris.

4

roundabouts

5

1

No

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

nature destruction

Is accessible by various
transportation modes

szfaesddfmoreLERESFDSA

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

More completion of
construction in a timely manner
so those of us focred to travel
there for work, because there is Construction
not other reason on Gods green
earth I would go there, can get
to work more easily

No

Mass transit for
High Street/315
corridor given the
rapid growing
43202
campus population
and nearby
workforce

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

I will not take public
trans to and from
the area, and it will
kill the current
Make no changes, except those
boom in taxes and
that offer better driving otions
46136
revenue to other
in and out of the area
business to restrict
driving in ANY
capacity to the
area, DO NOT DO IT

43125

Male

35 - 54

Two or more races No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Offers housing
diversity

4

where ever necessary, I
will always drive a car, take
your socialist public trans
and go elsewhere

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of
the Northwest
Corridor?
Just a control in the
mix of market-rate
apartment
communities and
single-family
homes. Seems we
are concentrating
on higher priced
homes and poorly
developed
apartment

Ohio State

Automobile, Walk

559

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Dublin zip code,
worthington schools,
columbus city taxes

1015
Olengtangy
River Road

Automobile

560

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

561

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

The Ohio State Automobile, Bus,
University
Walk

562

Work

Spectrum

563

Work, Commute through,
Study at OSU

Automobile

More sidewalks and
more streets with
left turn only lanes
and left turn signals

It would be nice to
have access to
public transit

Sustainability

Fifth by Northwest

Affordability

Live, Work, Recreate

Economic Development

558

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

4

4

4

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving

4

4

5

6

7

7

No preference

5

Faster and more frequent
service, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, No
changes would entice me to
ride more frequently

7

4

2

2

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

4

2

2

5

7

6

No preference

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

traffic patters
should be
considered

1

7

1

7

1

1

Drive an automobile

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

The Ohio State
University
Comprehensiv Automobile
e Cancer
Center

N/A

5

5

6

6

6

4

No preference

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

564

Work, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

OSU Kenny Rd. Automobile

safer east/west
bicycle routes,
sidewalks along
kenny rd.

565

Work, Commute through

1015
Olentangy
River Rd

Automobile

Automobile

566

Live, Work, Healthcare
purposes

upper arlington

osu

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Mixed Use
sidewalks the length
of Lane Ave.

567

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

Upper Arlington OH
43221

OSU west
campus

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

I'm close enough to
everything that it's
very smooth

568

Commute through

569

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

West side

Chemical
abstract
services

Automobile

Better transit
options such as light
rail, not a bus.

Automobile

Please God give me
a bike/walking path
across olentangyp

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
8. When considering
choices can be enhance by changes that also
walking and biking along
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
the Northwest Corridor,
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
where would you like to
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
see access or safety
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
improvements made?
Northwest Corridor?
more sidewalks in the Fifth
by Northwest
neighborhood - there are
several grocery stores,
restaurants, gyms, and
other establishments all
within close proximity to
each other. However, lots
of main streets still do not
have sidewalks and those
that do, are often very
narrow and in need of
repair. For example, when
6
I take a short three or four
block walk along
Northwest Blvd from my
condo to Loops restaurant
one block has newer
sidewalks, one block has
nothing, and another block
has a narrow sidewalk that
is half sunk into the
ground. In rain or snow,
that short walk becomes
very frustrating and I often
opt to drive instead.

Near the Griggs Reservoir
Boat Houses, Near the
Medical Centers

only those that indicate to
the pedestrians and bikers
that cars are driving in the
area

east/west! ackerman and
lane. kenny from 5th to
ackerman.

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

5

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

43016

43212

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43202

43201

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

4

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

43081

43210

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

car travel through
and to the area
43125
should be a priority

43215

Female

19 - 25

Prefer not to
answer

43210

Female

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

1

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places

45177

4

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43202

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

Drive an automobile

4

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Mixed Use Sidewalks along
the length of Lane Ave.

4

pocket parks and green spaces

very well-define bike areas

6

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

7

6

5

6

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

More convenient stop
locations, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

5

1

5

1

6

1

5

1

6

1

7

Walking / biking and transit

1

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

supports car travel

4

1

5

high rise condos/apartments

more car travel thoroughfares in
restriction on car travel
the area

4

5

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43214

1

5

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

43212

7

7

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places

sidewalks and left turn
lanes/signals

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

green space

monstrous apartment buildings

4

Yes

43123

43212

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

43221

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian

green space

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43221

43210

Female

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

Please focus on a
rail system and not
a bus system.
Integrates with surrounding
Columbus needs a
neighborhood, Includes
rail system to
43206
walkable and attractive places, provide adequate
Offers housing diversity
transportation and
a bus system will
not be able to
provide that.

43205

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Near high street

7

More denser projects

7

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Crossing olentangy is
impossible on a bike or
walking. A pedestrian
walkway there would.be
great.

4

Pedestrian walkways especially
across bridges highways and
railroads

parking lots

Surface parking lots

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43204

572

Live, Work

573

Live, Commute through

574

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

575

Live, Work

576

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

577

Live

578

Work, Commute through

579

580

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

Work, Commute through

Spectrum

Northcrest

Tremont and
kenny rd

6

7

6

2

6

4

6

7

3

7

7

7

Sustainability
3

1

7

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

No preference

7

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

7

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities, 33, 1 ,21
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

4

6

6

6

5

4

No preference

5

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

OSU Wexner
Medical
Center

Automobile

Perhaps better
coordinated lights

4

5

4

5

7

6

No preference

6

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

OSU

Automobile

I would love to have
a train that goes
from Dublin down
to German Villiage
& out to the airport

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

The James

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

Bus, Walk

OSU
Ohio State
Martha
Morehouse

OSU WMC

More frequent
buses, faster travel
times (express buses
from one end to the
other)

Automobile, Bus

Automobile

Automobile

I would like to bike
more but I haven't
yet bought a bike,
I'm not sure what
size to get

7

5

7

5

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

No

5th by Northwest

Clintonville

Bus, Walk

6

4

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Automobile

Olde Sawmill

Upper Arlington

More public
Automobile, Ride
transport. More
share, Uber / Lyft
exits.

5

Affordability

571

Work, Commute through,
Recreate, Social

I would like to see
better lighting and
safety measures for
pedestrians and
bicyclists. Always
need more green
space too.

Economic Development

570

Work, Commute through,
Study at OSU

The Ohio State
University
Wexner
Automobile
Medical
Center

No.

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

7

3

6

5

5

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

7

5

4

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities, 31
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

7

6

6

6

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service

6

4

5

5

5

5

7

6

5

4

7

3

Walking / biking and transit

No preference

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

I really like the idea
of having more
43081
opportunities for
public transit

43221

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes,
Innovative

Make it fast,
43204
futuristic, and free!

43212

Nonbinary

35 - 54

Two or more races No

7

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

I'd like transit
routes closer to
metro parks, so that
way when my
43220
husband and I take
our baby for family
walks, we will have
more options.

43220

Female

19 - 25

Two or more races No

2

I would like to see a
plan for the
Columbus
metropolitan area
Integrates with surrounding
that plans for a
neighborhood, Includes mixed- train system
use, Creates a great place,
through the area.
Includes walkable and
This type of
43016
attractive places, Is accessible planning needs to
by various transportation
be occurring now so
modes, Creates employment
the property can be
opportunities
acquired even if it's
not needed for 2030 years. I really like
what they did in
Atlanta with that.

43210

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Nowhere. They hinder
other improvements.

2

High speed public transit and
automobile support.

At major intersections

Biking and walking support.

2

4 lane roads that serve as main
arteries to the different parts of Apartment/condo complexes
town

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43206

43202

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

6

innovative options that reduce
car traffic

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43221

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43206

43210

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
none
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43212

43210

Prefer
not to
answer

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43209

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43202

43221

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43085

43210

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

less "more of the same", more roads,
more parking lots, etc

4

Every single street should
have a sidewalk

Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Green space and safety features
for both vehicles and
pedestrians. More housing
N/A
opportunities for low income
families and employment
opportunities

All roads should have side
walks

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Along the olentangy River
and around OSU Campus

More shelters.i have an
infant so it's difficult in the
rain when you only have
the bus as transportation

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

7

Green space

Apartment buildings only 3 floors tall
and NO insulation between apartments
(seriously, I watch these things get built
PUT SOME CONCRETE IN THERE!)

6

5

Lower cost than driving,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

Marked and protected
bike paths on roads

4

Maybe access to biking initiatives to get people into
biking, bike shops, bike repairs,
safe streets for biking

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Eliminate street portion of
Olentangy Bike Trail.

2

alternatives to 315 from Dublin

focus on just standard buses - buses sit
in the same traffic as everyone else

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places

congestion on 315

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Buses are not a
good solution

Bike corridors and walking areas cars on the road

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
N/A
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43103

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Charter

Automobile

Limiting
construction at the
same time

5

6

5

6

5

6

No preference

5

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

N/A

1

Shopping

Automobile

commuter rail, bike
lanes, walking

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

dedicated lanes for biking;
increased sidewalks and
pedestrian crosswalks

7

sidewalks, bus routes

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

7

Mass transit options, a Mtro,
and easy link to scooters or
bicycles in same ticket cost

cars, pollution

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities

C

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

584

OSU

585

Work

SPECTRUMSSP
Automobile
ECTR

586

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

osu

587

Live, Work, Commute
through, Recreate

Upper Arlington

Downtown
Columbus

588

Live, Commute through

Dennison Place

589

Live, Work, Commute
through, Study at OSU

Worthington

Automobile

OSU

SpeSpectrum

6

4

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

4

7

4

4

4

Walking / biking and transit

7

5

6

7

6

7

7

Drive an automobile

2

Automobile, Bus,
Walk, Ride share

7

4

4

4

7

7

No preference

7

More frequent bus
Automobile, Walk service along
Northwest Blvd.

5

5

3

5

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

6

6

6

6

5

7

No preference

7

Automobile

4

4

4

4

4

4

Drive an automobile

5

more frequent bus
stops and lines from
campus to Upper
Automobile, Walk
Arlington Area,
convenient payment
method

7

5

5

2

2

2

Walking / biking and transit

2

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Automobile

7

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, I already ride, COTA 2
but would be great if it were
improved

Bus, Walk

Mass transit

4

7

Automobile

Victoria Village

South Campus

6

4

Work, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

592

High St, Niel Ave, Hudson

4

7

Bike paths or better
metro public transit
system

4

7

6

7

7

7

7

7

3

7

7

No preference

Ride transit

Transfer stations

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, No
changes would entice me to
ride more frequently

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

I would love to see
a rail system, this
would allow for a
more reliable
service that is not
impacted as much
by vehicular traffic.
Having a few streets
(both N-S & E-W)
that are closed to
Integrates with surrounding
cars (open ONLY to
neighborhood, Creates a great
bikes and public
place, Includes walkable and
transportation)
43202
attractive places, Is accessible
would greatly
by various transportation
increase the
modes, Offers housing diversity
accessibility and
safety of biking. The
Olentangy River
trail is great but it is
so crowded with
bike commuters,
walkers and
runners. We need a
different corridor
for bike commuters.

4

583

Live, Study at OSU,
Recreate

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

5

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Work, Commute through

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

Bike lanes and rail
system

Work

591

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

582

Live

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

OSU campus

581

590

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
#2
stop locations, I already ride,
but would be great if it were
improved

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

Clintonville

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

1

traffic

6

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43212

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43201

43240

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43065

43210

Male

35 - 54

Latino

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Yes

Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43221

43210

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Creates a great place, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43221

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43201

43201

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43210

Female

26 - 34

Prefer not to
answer

Prefer not
to answer

None

7

Investment in transit among
commercial centers

Not sure

5

Bike paths

Stoplights

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place

I would not feel
comfortable walking or
biking along this corridor

2

Lanes or dedicated bus lanes

Bikes on busy roads

Creates employment
opportunities

NA

4

bus routes, friendly bus drivers,
sheltered bus stops

untimely bus arrival time

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

I wish to see a bus
route from campus
to Sunrise Asian
43201
market being
added.

43220

Female

19 - 25

Asian

No

7

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43207

43212

Female

35 - 54

Black / AfricanAmerican

No

5

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43201

43210

Male

19 - 25

Asian

No

n/a

594

Live, Work

596

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

597

Commute through,
Recreate

598

Live, Work

600

Ohio State

Automobile

Expanding DublinGranville Rd
between 315 and
Sawmill is BADLY
overdue, as traffic
does not move most
of the time
anywhere close to
the speed limit. The
railroad tracks at
the Godown Dog
Park are also
ridiculously rough.
If you go over 5 mph
over them, your car
is jerked around
violently.
Decreasing the
number of lights on
Sawmill north of 161
is needed to
decrease congestion
at rush hour, which
blocks 161. Finally,
expanding/creating
turn lanes on

Live, Commute through

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

Linworth

osu

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

quicker, more
frequent access to
main campus

grandview

Dublin

Upper Arlington

Dublin

Sustainability

Automobile

Improved traffic
signal timing.
Thoroughfare
improvements.

Affordability

Dedicated bike
lanes

Commute through

595

599

Automobile

Northwest Columbus

Economic Development

Live, Commute through,
Recreate,
Religious/Worship

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

593

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

6

6

6

6

7

7

4

7

4

7

6

4

6

5

4

6

6

4

4

7

4

2

5

4

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Walking / biking and transit

No preference

Ride transit

No preference

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

7

Faster and more frequent
service, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

72

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?
Safe path for
walkers/cyclists along
Olentangy River Rd

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

6

Alternatives to automobile and
affordable living

Single occupancy vehicles

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43220

43215

Male

26 - 34

Asian

4

Greenspace and greenways

Vacant retail and poorly used land.

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43017

43017

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Rather than
developing large
plots of beautiful
land, we should be
Integrates with surrounding
trying to preserve
neighborhood, Includes mixed- land and build up.
use, Creates a great place,
I'd rather see more
Includes walkable and
areas like Bridge
43235
attractive places, Is accessible Street Park, which
by various transportation
build up - rather
modes, Creates employment
than out - and
opportunities
preserve trees and
green space but
also provide
adequate walking
and parking.

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Nonbinary

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Having elevated crossings
at major intersections
and/roads with 45 MPH (so
that traffic can move and
pedestrians/bikes can
cross without interfering).

1

Expansion of key roads and
additional routes around the
Major expansions that do not include
area, more parking at key areas.
adequate parking.
The Bridge Street area is
PERFECT!

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

outside/inside office
buildings

6

more convenient options to get
from point a to z

Through the Short North
and in the OSU area

7

5

Bus, Walk, Ride
share

a direct non-stop
COTA route
between downtown
and OSU

6

6

4

4

6

5

Ride transit

6

Automobile

Improve the
bike/ped
connection to
Powell via Jewett
Road.

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, I
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

5

1

5

5

2

6

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

5

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Build a trail along Jewett
Road and the railroad
tracks to connect the
Powell trails to the
Olentangy Trail.

Automobile,
Bicycle

Improved transit;
additional bike
facilities to improve
access to the
Olentangy Trail

6

5

4

3

6

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

more connections to the
Olentangy Trail, especially
from the west

7

Automobile,
Bicycle

I would like to know
more about and
have better safety
with street crossings
over olentangy river
rd for bike access

4

2

4

5

2

5

Walking / biking and transit

5

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

cross walks or designated
bike lanes as able.

6

COTA Rt. 2

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

43212

43203

More Shared Use Trails in the
City of Columbus.

No

Includes mixed-use, Includes
Developments without shared use trails walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43017

43017

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities

43220

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Includes
walkable and attractive places

43202

43068

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

affordable housing, high-density parking, low-density

601

Live, Commute through

602

Recreate, Shop

The River to River
District

7

7

6

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7

Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

Automobile

Not at this time.

7

7

6

7

7

7

Ride transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving

Yes

Upper Arlington

7

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

Need to do it
sooner than later
before it becomes
impossible

43026

Downtown
Male
?

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood

43214

43221

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43065

43065

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

43205

43205

Female

35 - 54

Black / AfricanAmerican

No

43212

43212

Male

35 - 54

Prefer not to
answer

Prefer not
to answer

43212

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Wider and smoother bike
trails

2

4

4

4

4

Walking / biking and transit

7

Olentangy river road and
bethel road

7

Parks and Green spaces

Stores

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

7

7

7

7

Drive an automobile

7

along campus

7

options for transportation

n/a

Includes mixed-use

6

7

Male

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

7

Grandview,
Bus, Ride share
Harrison West

43230

2

4

Harrison West has
no service by the
river. It's a 10 or
more minute walk
to any bus stop. Add
stops in Harrison
West.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Offers housing diversity

I'm all for making
this a more
multimodal/
sustainable
corridor..I just think
there has to be a
massive PR
campaign to try and
get large-scale
numbers of
43035
Dublinites to take
the bus Downtown.
Early efforts may be
better focused on
creating
walkable/bikeable
communities within
the immediate
corridor

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

4

6

White / Caucasian No

7

4

7

55 - 64

6

4

Better sidewalks
and bike paths

Male

6

4

Automobile

43015

6

941 Chatham
Lane,
Automobile,
Columbus, OH Bicycle
43221

no

43015

More dedicated and
protected bike lanes

7

Automobile

No

Workforce Development along
bus lines

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

7

Recreate

Includes mixed-use, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

2

6

4

607

White / Caucasian No

Walking / biking and transit

4

Automobile

65 or
older

7

Automobile, Ride Not having to drive
share
or be in a car

7

5

6

7

5

7

4

5

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Faster and more frequent
service

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Male

Includes walkable and
Mixed use development with
High priced rentals and more affordable attractive places, Creates
retail and commercial included
housing
employment opportunities,
with apartments and/or condos.
Offers housing diversity

4

7

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

Retired

7

Nothing for now

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?
I would like to see
northwest become
a destination
location thatâ€™s
why I am
advocating for are
area to become The
River to River
District in
northwest CBus! I
canâ€™t imagine a
small business
43220
owner who
wouldnâ€™t like
that idea! The name
alone should spurn
economic
development along
Both rivers and the
east west routes
between(I.e.
Henderson and
Bethel Rds.)

7

7

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

7

5

606

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

7

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

Work from
home

Sustainability

6

605

Live, Work

Affordability

6

Work, Commute through,
Recreate

609

Economic Development

6

604

Live, Work, Recreate

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

Mass transit, light
rail

603

608

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Automobile

Wish it was more
Automobile, Ride pedestrian friendly,
share
and more bus
options

NiSource

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

On Bethel Rd mainly a
multi use path, sidewalks
on Reed Rd. Between
Henderson and Bethel.
Connectivity of the
Olentangy Trail and Scioto
Trail to Griggs Reservoir
and the new Quarry Metro
Park.

Commute through,
Recreate, Social, friends
live there

The Knolls

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

The basics: crosswalks and
sidewalks. There just isn't
enough of this
infrastructure on many
roads

7

Dense, walkable development.
Maybe more complete streets
along with this too

traditional suburban style subdivisions
and auto-oriented road
expansions/widenings

Townhomes and 3-4 story
development creating more
density

Integrates with surrounding
Shopping plazas with huge parking lots.
neighborhood, Includes mixedKeep parking to a deck creating more
use, Includes walkable and
housing/green space
attractive places

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Not sure

7

More public space like parks and
Bad architecture
farmers markets

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
5
covered shelters and stop
amenities, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

Sidewalks! It's really hard
to walk 10 minutes to a
bus stop with no sidewalk
along the way.

5

Bike lanes, sidewalks

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Offers housing diversity

no

610

Work

611

Live

Automobile, Walk

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development

Innovation

6

5

5

4

6

7

No preference

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

4

5

5

7

6

6

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

5

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

I realize not every road can
have a bike lane so it'd be
a real life saver to have a
safely navigable right berm
on major roads (i.e. no
ginormous pot holes &
much less debris)

5

Access

6

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Creates employment
opportunities

walking and biking trails

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

The 'Hospital Curve'
& exit revamp of
315 is a model of
"new & improved";
development
should create an
infrastructure that
can handle
increased density &
use for many years
vs the myopic plan
requiring an
overhaul in 5 years.

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43015; I
lived in
43015 &
43207 from 43210
2002-'18

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places

43212

43215

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes

43207

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian

Prefer not
to answer

43232

43210

Female

35 - 54

Black / AfricanAmerican

No

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places

43202

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Offers housing
diversity

43220

43228

Female

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

Automobile

3

5

4

5

3

5

Walking / biking and transit

7

Automobile

At this juncture, I
drive through this
corridor and it
seems fine for me as
someone who owns
a vehicle.

7

5

5

7

7

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service

I am not sure.

4

easy and available
transportation for people who
may rely on COTA to get and
from jobs in this corridor
especially up until midnight.

Recreate

Bicycle

Better connections
from the
neighborhoods to
the bike paths

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

Crossing the bridge from
North Broadway to Ohio
Health and the Olentangy
River Road corridor there
should be better bike and
ped connections

7

Mixed use development

Live, Commute through

Bike lanes! I would
Automobile, Walk love to be able to
bike around safely.

7

4

5

7

7

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

6

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Separated bike lanes
would be a must. I
wouldn't want to ride my
bike at all along
Kenny/Henderson at this
time.

7

Afforadable apartments/mixed- Luxury apartments/unwalkable
uses
shopping centers

Run

If there were a
bypass underneath
North Broadway,
that would be
wonderful!

7

4

7

6

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving

North Broadway. When
using the trail it would be
great if I didn't have to
cross over a main road

6

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes

43214

43206

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Automobile

Park and ride and
more frequent
transit options

5

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43235

43215

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Male

26 - 34

Black / AfricanAmerican

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

Male

26 - 34

Black / AfricanAmerican

Prefer not
to answer

No

613

Work, Healthcare
purposes, I shop and eat at
restaurants along this
corridor.

616

Grandview Heights

As part-time OSU
staff, I'm not always
up to speed on
campus events
requiring alternate
traffic flow (closed
lanes, game day
parking, etc).
Perhaps in tandem
w/ SB 315 display,
OSU affiliates
(students,
faculty/staff, etc)
could sign up for
something like a
Buckeye Alert & get
a text msg about
detours & the like to
better calculate
their route
to/through the
corridor.

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Work, Recreate

615

Wexner
Automobile,
Center for the
Bicycle, Walk
Arts

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

North-South Bike
access on the west
side of the
Olentangy

612

614

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

Live, Recreate

Grandview

Ohio State

Columbus (on the border
of UA)

Clintonville

Franklin
county

617

Work, Commute through

618

no

Automobile, Ride designated bus and
share
bike lanes (stricter)

619

Play

Automobile

Designated bike
lanes

7

7

4

6

7

7

Ride transit

4

6

7

6

4

7

Ride transit

7

7

7

6

7

7

7

No preference

4

5

5

6

6

7

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

3

620

no

Automobile, Ride designated bus and
share
bike lanes (stricter)

7

7

6

7

7

7

No preference

4

621

Study at OSU

Automobile

6

4

4

4

6

4

Drive an automobile

4

622

Work, Healthcare
purposes

Spectrum

Automobile

6

6

6

7

6

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Lower cost than driving,
More convenient stop
locations, More covered
shelters and stop amenities
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles
Faster and more frequent
service
Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

2

n/a

7

Wider streets. More save
for bike lanes

2

n/a

7

New road

4

Olentangy Bike Trail

5

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

Auto oriented development

n/a

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

Fewer chain store more small
businesses and star ups

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

n/a

n/a

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

I think it's perfect

I think it good

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood

n/a

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood

Not at this time.

43029

No

43029

Prefer not
to answer

43228

43210

Female

19 - 25

Asian

43065

43212

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

623

Work

Automobile

624

Live, Study at OSU,
Recreate

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

625

626

627

628

Live, Work, Study at OSU

Live, Work, Commute
through

Tuttle Park

University District

at Reed &rereed &
Bethele

Riverview Dr

Automobile

More frequent
buses

Sawmill road

7

pre covid traffic on
315 was difficult to
manage. It seems
that the
entrance/exit ramps
for
Bethel/Henderson
are too close
together causing
weave/merge
accidents

4

7

6

7

5

6

5

2

7

4

4

5

6

7

4

5

4

7

7

7

5

6

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development
4

4

7

7

7

4

7

No preference

Walking / biking and transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

No preference

No preference

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

43204

43212

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43201

43201

Female

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

43201

43202

Male

19 - 25

White / Caucasian No

I have a disabilty
which makes taking
the number 1 more
43235
diificult for me; the
72 takes me closer
to my place of work

43215

Female

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

4

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43235

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

4

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

43203

43221

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

43235

43016

Female

26 - 34

Asian

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

4

Restaurants, different varieties
than the same old fast food.
Miller's is closed would like
more like this where it's not as
expensive as Cap City but not
fast food. Shopping destinations
could improve as well with more
options.

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

Strip malls, busy high traffic roads

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Parking lots

Includes mixed-use, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

More protected bike lanes,
Bus Rapid Transit, Bethel
and Sawmill are very busy
and not very walkable
roads.

7

More areas like Bridge Street
and the pedestrian bridge

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
1
shelters and stop amenities,
I already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

Safer sidewalks and
protected bike lanes

7

Businesses and restaurants in
mixed use developments

7

Lower cost than driving,
More convenient stop
locations, I already ride, but 7722
would be great if it were
improved

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

more sidewalks

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

6

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities

shelters

Bus rapid transit
would really help
connect the
corridor with
downtown and
dublin

6

Faster and more frequent
service

More convenient areas.
More places for the busses
to pull off instead of just
stopping in the street and
traffic just having to like
stop and pull around which
is dangerous

6

Options for traveling and gas
efficiency

Integrates with surrounding
Back ups of traffic and people having to
neighborhood, Includes mixeddepend all on cars when things are
No
use, Includes walkable and
super close
attractive places

7

7

7

7

6

No preference

7

6

4

6

3

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

Along Scioto River/Route
33

7

Bike path/walking path along
#33

Apartments

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43017

Retired

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian

Express lane on 315,
timed/synchronized
traffic lights on
Olentangy River
Road

7

7

7

7

7

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Designated bike lanes with
bike signals incorporated
at traffic lights.

5

Transit options, stations, hubs,
more convenient stops, more
routes.

Congestion, highway dependency,
automobile dependency.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43201

43229

Male

19 - 25

Two or more races No

Automobile

Get rid of
roundabouts

1

4

4

4

6

4

Drive an automobile

1

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Get those fast bikers off
the trail. They're assholes.

1

Bars

Roundabouts

Includes walkable and
attractive places

Never do the morse
43214
bethel connection

43219

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Automobile,
Bicycle

If we had more
options like light
rail, which would
move commutes off
of the highway grid.

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

More grade separations
from roadways to protect
pedestrians and bicyclists,
especially on roadways
that are sometimes 4 to 6
lanes wide.

light rail, community transit
development that is centered around
centers, sidewalks and bikeways driving a car.

We need to be
thinking about how
Integrates with surrounding
these corridors will
neighborhood, Includes mixedsomeday connect
43202
use, Includes walkable and
with intercity
attractive places
passenger rail
services.

43214

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

Automobile

Public
transportation

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

Walkway

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Various

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Live

631

Commute through,
Recreate, Personal

Automobile

632

Recreate, Family there

633

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

Sharon township

6

5

4

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

6

630

Dublin

7

4

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Work

Live

Olentangy trail is
very accessible and
nice. However, it is
hard to get to
Dublin via walking
or biking.

Automobile, Bus,
Walk

Commute through

629

634

4

197197 E. Gay
Bus
Street

near
downtown

Work, Commute through

Bus, Bicycle, Walk

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

Automobile

Less jammed traffic.
Less automobiles
bumper to bumper

Automobile

6

7

6

4

5

7

6

5

7

7

7

Ride transit

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

Olentangy River Rd

6

7

N/a

43235

No

635

Live, Commute through,
Study at OSU, Recreate

636

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

637

638

Folkestone

Hilliard

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate, Retail

Live, Commute through

641

642

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk,
Ride share

All over the
Automobile
city as a driver

Automobile

Olentangy Village
Apartments

639

640

Bus, Walk, Ride
share

Automobile

OCLC, Inc 6565
Automobile, Bus,
Frantz Road
Bicycle, Walk
43017

Work

Live, Commute through,
Study at OSU, Recreate

Old North

Bus, Walk

Sustainability

Affordability

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

COTA got rid of their
commuter lines that
go through this area
when the pandemic
hit, no telling when
or if they're coming
back. Precovid I
took them to work
downtown, now I
drive.

5

5

6

5

7

4

Walking / biking and transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

Traffic lights that
sense ability to
change not just on a
clock, to avoid
unnecessary
waiting.

1

5

5

5

4

1

No preference

2

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Traffic congestion is
problematic in this
corridor

It would be nice if
the buses would
arrive on time, not
early or late
consistently

Automobile

Live, Work, Commute
through

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

high capacity public
transportation

dedicated lane high
capacity and high
frequency public
transport

If there were faster
transit options.
Sometimes it's
faster to walk than
to bus

7

5

5

5

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

There are many accidents
at Kenny and Henderson
and a lot of traffic as well,
going to be an even larger
problem when housing
developments in this area
are finished.

4

Where truly needed, not to
attempt to force usage.

Buses nobody uses

Truly needed

43026

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service

Especially at cross streets
where motorists don't pay
attention. I'd like all
walking and biking paths to
be totally separate from
the motorway--separated
with a barrier or physical
distance.

6

frequent and easier to use
public transit; high capacity
transit; more native trees and
plants; more solar panels and
single car occupany; less distracted
arrays; more affordable housing; driving; less litter; less fast food
safer foot and bike paths that do restaurants
not interact/make contact with
the roadways; more public EV
charging stations

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

N/a

4

Buses showing up on time

7

7

7

No preference

7

2

1

4

5

4

4

Drive an automobile

7

More reliable service, Lower
cost than driving, More
convenient stop locations

7

7

1

6

1

7

7

6

2

1

7

2

7

7

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

Individual car use

7

7

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

People using transit

6

5

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

7

7

3

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
#2 and #5
amenities, No changes
would entice me to ride
more frequently, I already
ride, but would be great if it
were improved

2

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

7

7

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, No
changes would entice me to
ride more frequently

wider olentangy trail
capable of handling
walkers and riders. Also
increase safety from crime

Faster and more frequent
service, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved

raised crosswalks with
lights, lower speed limits,
dedicated/grade separated
bus and bike lanes on
Olentangy

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, Modern,
more comfortable vehicles

Apr-73

Bike lanes on high street
and less parking

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

All over

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

43123

43215

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43202

43228

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

5

Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43221

Female

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

6

surface parking lots, strip malls, stop
lights

perfect opportunity
for light rail along
existing rail
infrastructure. The
existing rail
Integrates with surrounding
infrastructure is a
neighborhood, Includes mixed- great untapped
43235
use, Includes walkable and
resource for public
attractive places
transportation and
intersects most high
traffic areas that
generate a large
amount of vehicular
travel volume.

43215

Male

26 - 34

Prefer not to
answer

sprawl

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

frequent, grade
separated, off
43206
board fare collected
BRT please.

43017

Male

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Includes mixed-use, Creates a
great place, Includes walkable
and attractive places, Is
accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities

I'm really interested
in rail transit for its
speed and
convenience
compared to buses.
It would make
43202
travel between
downtown and
other
neighborhoods
faster and easier so
I don't have to drive

43210

Male

19 - 25

Black / AfricanAmerican

7

7

density

density

Homeless people bumming for money

Taller building, sidewalk
development, downtown retail, Low-rise buildings, slow buses and
downtown apartments and
suburban shopping centers
more transit options

43220

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

Prefer not
to answer

No

643

Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

Automobile

644

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

645

Live, Healthcare purposes,
Smokey row
Recreate

646

Live, Work, Healthcare
purposes

647

Live

648

Live

649

Commute through,
Recreate

650

651

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes

University district

Upper Arlington

Morse and
high

OSU

Clintonville

Fifth by Northwest

Commute through,
Recreate

652

Recreate

653

Work, Commute through

South east

Increased bus
service

7

2

2

7

Sustainability

Affordability

Economic Development
2

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Ride transit

6

Automobile, Bus, each driver enforce
Walk, Ride share, rules and policy
rent vehicle
same

6

6

6

6

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

Automobile

Widen Snouffer Rd
and Smokey Ro

4

4

4

4

4

4

No preference

2

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

More sidewalks

7

5

4

6

7

6

Walking / biking and transit

7

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Dennison Place

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

Yes, we need a good
rail-based mass
transit system,
neighborhood bus
routes, and bike
lanes. The old
concept of
interurban public
transportation
should probably be
revisited; an
interurban system
might ease
congestion in my
neighborhood.

7

5

6

2

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Automobile, Bus,
Bicycle, Walk

Metro

7

7

7

7

7

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

Automobile

The 315 /
Henderson Road
interchange could
be vastly improved.

3

5

7

5

7

7

No preference

5

Bus, Walk, Ride
share

Covered and well lit
stops; More
frequent stops;
Better access to a
medical building w/
urgent care services

Automobile

Give us trains

Bus, Bicycle

More frequent bus
service.

Automobile

7

7

7

6

7

6

7

6

7

6

7

No preference

7

No preference

7

7

7

7

7

7

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

4

4

4

4

4

4

Ride transit

7

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Along Henderson and
bethel entrance to park of
roses

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations, More
2
covered shelters and stop
amenities, I already ride, but
would be great if it were
improved
Faster and more frequent
service, More convenient
stop locations

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles
Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities
Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations, More
covered shelters and stop
amenities, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles, I
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

High Street to the river

3, 5, 31

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Prioritizing automobile usage

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43229

43215

Male

26 - 34

Two or more races No

6

Printed/posted times at each
stop

whenever there is improved properties,
cost of living increases so that low
income workers can't AFFORD to live
conveniently to work

Includes walkable and
attractive places, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43202

43214

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

6

Sidewalk speed bumps

apartment development

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood

43235

Retired

Female

65 or
older

Prefer not to
answer

5

Bike and walking routes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood

43214

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

TREES!!! Public art (eg. Florence,
Seattle, Portland), Public space,
farmers market/public forum,
Box store parking lots, box stores,
water access, nature, and design
congestion, ugly stuff
that inspires hope in the future.
Facilities for homeless people
would be pretty great too.

A good
interconnected
public transit
system is vital to
the future of our
city. I believe that
Integrates with surrounding
people will use a
neighborhood, Includes mixedsystem that is
use, Creates a great place,
beautiful, efficient,
Includes walkable and
natural, sustainable,
attractive places, Is accessible
43201
and user friendly.
by various transportation
Ideally, stations
modes, Creates employment
would serve as
opportunities, Offers housing
neighborhood
diversity
marketplaces and
community forums.
Hopefully, the
corridor will be a
textbook example
of sustainability.

43201

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

7

Prefer not
to answer

Fluorescent bike paths or
bike ways

7

Metro

Parking along high street.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Creates employment
opportunities

43214

43205

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian Yes

Maybe cameras along the
trails?

3

small businesses

Apartments

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
Rail or bus only
walkable and attractive places, lanes on 315 would 43220
Creates employment
be great.
opportunities

43035

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Covered stops with benches and
Wait times between bus arrivals
more frequent service

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43212

43085

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

4

TRAINS, AFFORDABLE HOUSING,
Gentrification
AND INDEPENDENT BUSINESSES

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Creates a great place,
Includes walkable and
say it with me:
attractive places, Is accessible
subway
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43221

43221

Female

19 - 25

Two or more races No

7

Public transportation

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Is accessible by
various transportation modes,
Offers housing diversity

43211

43215

Male

55 - 64

Black / AfricanAmerican

No

6

Rapid transit

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43214

43215

Female

55 - 64

Asian

No

Covered and well lit stops;
More frequent stops;
Better access to a medical
building w/ urgent care
services

Just give us a subway
system ðŸ˜«

Antrim Park

7

Car jams.

Better and safer
sidewalk ramps for
special need
residents

Automobile

Automobile,
Bicycle

Sustainability

Northwest

Misty Meadows West

Affordability

Live

Economic Development

654

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

5

3

4

2

6

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Ride transit

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

6

More convenient stop
locations

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

Sawmill Road for biking

6

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Reasonably priced 1-2 family
homes & additional culturally
Apartment/ condo complexes and strip
reflective community spaces for malls of the past
gatherings/ happenings

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Offers housing diversity

43017

43017

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer
not to
answer

Prefer not to
answer

7

Cultural institutions

Empty strip malls

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43017

43221

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

4

small businesses

Apartment complexes

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43214

n/a

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

4

restrictions on the number of
residential developments

High Density Condo and Apartment
Housing

Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43235

43235

Male

65 or
older

White / Caucasian No

5

Single Family Units and green
space

APARTMENTS

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43235

43210

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

4

Creates a great place, Includes
the bike path extension has
Apartments but I'm sure the city will not
walkable and attractive places,
been great and looks awesome. stop that. IF we're going to have it i'd
Is accessible by various
love to see a demand on afforadable.
I'd love to see more of that.
transportation modes

43235

43210

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Parking Lots

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43017

Retired

Male

65 or
older

Prefer not to
answer

Prefer not
to answer

Busses and cars

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43016

43215

Male

35 - 54

Prefer not to
answer

Prefer not
to answer

Prefer not
to answer

6

2

6

4

6

3

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

Less traffic

6

5

5

7

6

6

Walking / biking and transit

4

Faster and more frequent
service, No changes would
entice me to ride more
frequently

Automobile

Less Traffic ... better
timed lights

4

3

5

3

5

5

Drive an automobile

5

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Northwest

Automobile,
motorcycle

Congestion, Safety

7

7

5

7

7

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More convenient
stop locations

Live, Work

Northwest Columbus off
Northwest
Bethel

Automobile

A faster way to get
to work with Public
transportation
would be GREAT!

6

6

7

7

6

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving

660

Live

Misty Meadows West

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

More Bike Lanes

7

5

4

4

5

7

Walking / biking and transit

7

More covered shelters and
stop amenities

7

661

Work

Automobile, Walk Mass transit rail

4

7

7

7

6

7

Ride transit

7

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

4

Light rail

662

Live, Commute through,
Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

1

retention of small, local
businesses and opportunities for apartments and condos. They are
residents to stay in the area (if priced way too high and do not
downsizing or seeking new
maintain the feel of the community.
housing).

Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Creates
employment opportunities,
Offers housing diversity

43214

43212

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Automobile-centered development

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43202

43214

Male

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

High-end, exclusionary housing

Offers housing diversity

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

655

Live, Work

656

Live, Commute through,
Recreate

The Knolls

Northwest

Automobile

657

Live, Work, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

The Gables

Northwest

658

Live, Work

Gables

659

663

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes, Recreate

664

Healthcare purposes,
Recreate

665

Live, Commute through

the Knolls

Clintonville, Brighton
Road

Northwest

Northwest

Clintonville

Automobile

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

6

Cycling on the
surface streets is
not safe in this area.
The bike path
should not cross
North Broadway at
any point, but the
Milton crossing is
problematic for
multiple reasons. I
was struck from
behind when
commuting by bike
on North Broadway
in January. It
happened
underneath the 315
overpass heading
westbound right
before Olentangy
River Road. The
lighting and visibility
under the overpass
is very poor.

Automobile

Clintonville

Clintonville

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Access to riverside is
super dangerous.
With it being a
major employer in
the area etc it
should have safe
access my foot and
by bike, which it
does not. Not at all.

4

2

4

6

6

Drive an automobile

Olentangy River rd.

Add bike lanes on Kenny &
Olentangy Road

Dedicated Bike lanes on
Sawmill and Bethel Rd

2

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Olentangy bike corridor
should not cross or merge
with surface streets,
particularly at Milton and
N Broadway. Need
dedicated bike lanes
throughout the corridor.

Better pedestrian safety,
traffic calming measures

7

Bus shelters, bike lanes, and
multi-use paths

7

4

2

3

4

6

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

7

7

1

4

6

6

Walking / biking and transit

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Modern, more
comfortable vehicles

Near riverside
hospital!!!!!!!

7

Diversity, affordability, and
equity

7

6

7

4

4

7

Walking / biking and transit

6

Faster and more frequent
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities

All along bike path

7

Green space (native plants in
boulevards etc)Bike lanes/paths, Developers not contributing to the
more public transitwith safe
neighborhood and its safety
hubs or stops

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Is accessible by various
transportation modes, Offers
housing diversity

43202

Clintonville

Itâ€™s fine

667

Live, Work

Clintonville

Clintonville

Clintonville

Automobile

Automobile

670

671

1

1

7

7

1

7

7

668

669

Sustainability

Live

Affordability

666

Economic Development

3. Are there any
ways in which your
movement through
the corridor could
be improved?

Innovation

2. How do you get
around the
corridor to
complete your
Where do you daily tasks? (check
work?
all that apply)

Workforce Advancement

No.

1. Do you live and/or work
along the Northwest
Corridor, or travel through
the corridor for other
Which neighborhood/
reasons? (check all that
community do you live
apply)
in?

Equity

How important are the following goals to you?

5

Live

Clintonville (Brighton
Road)

Clintonville

Live, Study at OSU,
Recreate

Live, Recreate

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

Connect the bike
path across North
Broadway so it
isnâ€™t shared with
Milton and itâ€™s
safer.

Bicycle, Walk

Clintonville

Clintonville

7

4

4

4

5

3

5

6

5

4

5

1

6

2

6

5

7

2

7

7

7

7

5. As growth and development 6. How much do you
continue in the Northwest
agree with the
Corridor and more people are following statement?
traveling in the area, what is
I would like to have
your preference for how they
more transportation
travel?
choices in the NWC?

Drive an automobile

Ride transit

Walking / biking and transit

Ride transit

Walk and bike to nearby
destinations

1

7. What would entice you to
ride transit more frequently
along the Northwest
Corridor? (CHECK ALL THAT
APPLY)

Creates a great place

43202

Big ugly apartment buildings.

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place, Includes walkable and
attractive places, Is accessible
by various transportation
modes, Creates employment
opportunities, Offers housing
diversity

43202

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
High end rentals. No more Ohio Health
walkable and attractive places,
expansion without Area improvements.
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

Shared pathways with bikers walkers
and cars

Milton Avenue

6

5

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, Lower cost than
driving, More covered
shelters and stop amenities,
Modern, more comfortable
vehicles

on the Milton Road section

4

Safety patrols, mass transit

The crossing at N.
Broadway/Milton getting
changed in some way is my
only concern. Overall, I am
pretty happy with how
things already are and
really appreciate the
efforts that have been
made.

7

upkeep of the bike path paving
and more preserved land around litter
the bike path

6

5

More reliable service, I
already ride, but would be
great if it were improved

4

Faster and more frequent
service

Away from the bike lane

7

Connect the Olentangy
bike trail so it doesnâ€™t
go through neighborhoods
and across a busy
intersection at Milton and
north Broadway

5

Buses

Riverside Drive

4

Bike access, walking access,
thoughtfully planned
development

5

5

6

6

5

Drive an automobile

7

Walking / biking and transit

Abandoned buildings, trash,graffiti

5

5

7

11. When considering recent
development trends in the Northwest
Corridor, I'd like to see LESS...

Affordable housing and mixed
use. $1200/mo 1 BR apt is not
affordable

Automobile, Bus

7

High end shopping and
restaurants

672

Healthcare purposes

673

Live, Work, Recreate

Clintonville

Clintonville

Automobile

I could walk to work
if I felt safe crossing
Olentangy River
Road

4

4

4

4

4

4

Walking / biking and transit

4

Lower cost than driving

674

Live, Work, Commute
through, Healthcare
purposes

Riverside Green

Northwest

Automobile

Better timed lights

2

6

6

6

7

2

Drive an automobile

4

Faster and more frequent
service, More reliable
service, More convenient
stop locations

Line 2

4

13. Are there any
other thoughts you
would like to share
about the future of 14. What
the Northwest
zip code do
Corridor?
you live in?

12. What would your
expectations be for any future
development around transit
stations or mobility hubs?
(SELECT ONLY THREE)

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

4

1

10. When considering recent
development trends in the
Northwest Corridor, I'd like to
see MORE…

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

Get them away from
the driveways of
hospital and
restaurants

4

Olentangy river rd. North
Broadway & Milton Ave to
the north

9. Sometimes, travel safety and transportation
choices can be enhance by changes that also
cause cars to move more slowly on city streets.
How would you feel if some of your car trips took
a few minutes longer in exchange for more
travel choices and safety enhancements in the
Northwest Corridor?

6

Automobile,
Bicycle, Walk

4

More training for
automobile drivers so they
know how to safely share
the road with bicyclists.

No changes would entice me
to ride more frequently

A way for the
Olentangy bike path
to cross N.
Broadway without
the backup at the
light there on
Milton.

7

Which line do
you most
frequently
ride?

8. When considering
walking and biking along
the Northwest Corridor,
where would you like to
see access or safety
improvements made?

Space between them

Less density

15. What
zip code do 16. What 17. What
you work is your
is your
in?
gender? age?

18. Which racial
group do you most 19. Are you
closely identify
Hispanic or
with?
Latino?

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43201

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

43202

NA

Prefer
not to
answer

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes mixeduse, Includes walkable and
attractive places

43202

43064

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places

43202

43201

Female

26 - 34

White / Caucasian No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43202

43202

Female

35 - 54

White / Caucasian No

Female

26 - 34

Two or more races No

Integrates with surrounding
neighborhood, Creates a great
place

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Is accessible by various
transportation modes

43202

43214

Female

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

Creates a great place, Includes
walkable and attractive places,
Creates employment
opportunities

43017

43214

Male

55 - 64

White / Caucasian No

